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It is a well known fact that huge quantities of valuable knowledge are embedded in
unstructured texts that can be found in the World Wide Web, in intranets and on
personal desktop machines. In recent years, there has been an increasing research
interest in technologies for extracting and analysing useful structured knowledge from
unstructured texts. At the same time, there has been an increasing commercial interest
with a number of tools appearing on the market that address the needs of the users to
some extent.
The workshop discusses recent advances regarding the research into text mining
approaches that combine research from machine learning, text mining, natural
language processing, information extraction, information retrieval and ontology
learning. Emphasis is given to approaches that emphasize the complete document
lifecycle i.e., from document collection to document archiving and analysis. At the
same time, the workshop discusses the deployment of text mining technology within
everyday business problems. Emphasis is given on reports that discuss the
implementation of text mining projects that have lead to significant and measurable
improvements in business operations or some other equally important benefit to
society such as an important scientific discovery. Finally, the workshop discusses the
lessons learned from the deployment of text mining technology and the opportunities
that appear on the horizon as future challenges for the research community.
The workshop is organized around 12 paper presentations and an invited talk by
Professor Alessandro Zanasi.
The Programme Committee that helped with the review process consists of the
following:
Bill Black, University of Manchester, UK
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Robert Dale, Macquarie Univ., Australia
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Ian Lewin, Computer Laboratory, Univ.of
Cambridge, UK
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Overview
In a world where all the organizations
(from government and from corporate
world), thanks to internet, are “global”
organizations, only those ones with the
knowledge to answer the global needs
may survive to a fierce global struggle.
The amount of this new knowledge
available through the Web, the Intranets
and other sources is increasing, but the
capacity of reading and analyzing it
remains constant. Only the organization
who knows how to retrieve, analyze and
turn into actionable intelligence
documents, web pages and, generally, the
so called open sources, are able to
acquire and maintain a competitive
advantage.
The world of intelligence is reshaping
itself, since that the world is requiring a
different intelligence: dispersed, not
concentrated; open to several sources;
sharing its analysis with a variety of
would-be partners, without guarding its
secrets tightly. And open to the
contribution with the best experts, also
outside government or corporation [1].
The role of competitive intelligence has
assumed great importance not only in the
corporate world but also in the
government one, largely due to the

changing nature of national power. Today
the success of foreign policy rests to a
significant extent on industrial and
financial power, and industrial and
financial power in turn is dependent on
science and technology and business
factors [2].
Intelligence has long been deemed
necessary for government agencies as
well as for corporate enterprises that
require up-to-date, accurate data. The
need for true intelligence has become
increasingly crucial because of
information explosion.
Information density doubles every 24
months and its costs are halved every 18
months, creating a non linear increase in
technological advances supporting the
global information infrastructure [3]. Too
much information is available, and too
much is contradictory; it is necessary a
help coming from information technology
to process this information and to extract
knowledge.
These are the reasons by which the
technologies which allow the reduction of
information complexity and overload
have become important in the
government as in the corporate
intelligence world.
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The information revolution is the key
enabler of economic globalization. It was
the information revolution that undid the
Soviet Union, which could produce roads
and dams thanks to planning and brute
force, but could not induce innovation in
computer chips.
The age of information is also the
emergence of the so called market-state
[4]. Where the various competing
systems of the contemporary nation state
all took their legitimacy from the promise
to better the material welfare of their
citizens, the market state offers a different
covenant: it will maximize the
opportunity of its people.
The global society of market states will
face lethal security challenges that its
habits of intense competition do not
naturally suit it to deal with and will
dramatically change the roles of
government and of private actors and of
intelligence.
Currently governments power is being
challenged from both above (international
commerce, which erodes what used to be
thought of as aspects of national
sovereignty) and below (terrorist and
organized crime challenge the state
power from beneath, by trying to compel
states to acquiesce or by eluding the
control of states).
Tackling these new challenges is the role
of the new government intelligence.
We present here some methodologies and
results obtained by different
organizations (from corporate and

2

government world) using text mining
technology.
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Abstract
We report on an a set of experiments carried out in the context of the Flemish OntoBasis project. Our purpose is to extract
semantic relations from text corpora in
an unsupervised way and use the output
as preprocessed material for the construction of ontologies from scratch.
We have worked on a corpus taken from
Internet websites and describing the megalithic ruin of Stonehenge. Using a shallow parser, we select functional relations,
such as the syntactic structure subjectverb-object. Those functional relations
correspond to what we call a ”lexon”.
The selection is done using prepositional
structures and frequency measures in order to select the most relevant lexons.
Therefore, the paper stresses the choice
of patterns and the ﬁltering carried out
in order to discard automatically all irrelevant structures.
The adequacy of the relations extracted
has been evaluated manually.

Keywords: unsupervised text mining, semantic relation extraction, ontology.

1

Introduction

The development of ontology-driven applications
is currently slowed down due to the knowledge
acquisition bottleneck. Therefore, techniques applied in computational linguistics and information extraction (in particular machine learning)
are used to create or grow ontologies in a period
as limited as possible with a quality as high as
possible. Sources can be of diﬀerent kinds including databases and their schemes - e.g. [Volz et al.
04], semi-structured data (XML, web pages), ontologies and texts.
This paper wants to report on a research effort on the learning of ontologies from texts dur-

ing the Flemish IWT OntoBasis project 1 . The
experiments concern the extraction of conceptual
relationships. For this aim, the results of shallow
parsing techniques are combined with unsupervised learning methods.
Although the results we are reporting here
have been evaluated manually, the ﬁnal purpose
of this study is to establish an ontology-based
method for designing virtual web environments.

2

Unsupervised learning

The aim of this study is to extract automatically
semantic information from text in order to allow the building of a graphical representation of
Stonehenge.
To get to this, our purpose is to build a repository of lexical semantic information from text, ensuring evolvability and adaptability. This repository can be considered as a complex semantic network. We assume that the method of extraction
and the organisation of this semantic information
should depend not only on the available material, but also on the intended use of the knowledge structure. There are diﬀerent ways of organising this knowledge, depending on its future
use and on the speciﬁcity of the domain. Currently, the focus is on the discovery of concepts
and their conceptual relationships, although the
ultimate aim is to discover semantic constraints
as well. We have opted for extraction techniques
based on unsupervised learning methods [Reinberger et al. 03; Reinberger et al. 04; Spyns et
al. 04; Reinberger & Spyns 05] since these do not
require speciﬁc external domain knowledge such
as thesauri and/or tagged corpora 2 . As a consequence, the portability of these techniques to new
domains is expected to be much better
1

see http://wise.vub.ac.be/ontobasis
Except the training corpus for the general purpose
shallow parser.
2
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3

Material and methods

The linguistic assumptions underlying this approach are
1. the principle of selectional restrictions (syntactic structures provide relevant information about semantic content), and
2. the notion
95] (if two
expression,
constraints

of co-composition [Pustejovsky
elements are composed into an
each of them impose semantic
on the other).

The fact that heads of phrases with a subject
relation to the same verb share a semantic feature would be an application of the principle of
selectional restrictions. The fact that the heads
of phrases in a subject or object relation with a
verb constrain that verb and vice versa would be
an illustration of co-composition. In other words,
each word in a noun-verb relation participates in
building the meaning of the other word in this
context [Gamallo et al. 01; Gamallo et al. 02].
If we consider the expression “write a book” for
example, it appears that the verb “to write” triggers the informative feature of “book”, more than
on its physical feature. We make use of both principles in our use of clustering to extract semantic
knowledge from syntactically analysed corpora.
In a speciﬁc domain, an important quantity
of semantic information is carried by the nouns.
At the same time, the noun-verb relations provide relevant information about the nouns, due
to the semantic restrictions they impose. In order to extract this information automatically from
our corpus, we used the memory-based shallow parser which is being developed at CNTS
Antwerp and ILK Tilburg [Buchholz 02; Buchholz et al. 99; Daelemans et al. 99] 3 . This shallow parser takes plain text as input, performs tokenisation, POS tagging, phrase boundary detection, and ﬁnally ﬁnds grammatical relations such
as subject-verb and object-verb relations, which
are particularly useful for us. The software was
developed to be eﬃcient and robust enough to allow shallow parsing of large amounts of text from
various domains.
Example:
[NP-SBJ-1 The/DT Sarsen/NNP lintels/NNS
NP-SBJ-1] [VP-1 form/VBP VP-1] [NP-OBJ-1
3
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See http://ilk.kub.nl for a demo version.

a/DT continuous/JJ circle/NN NP-OBJ-1] PNP
[PP around/IN PP] [NP the/DT top/NN NP]
PNP ./.
Diﬀerent methods can be used for the extraction of semantic information from parsed
text. Pattern matching [Berland & Charniak 99]
has proved to be an eﬃcient way to extract semantic relations, but one drawback is that it involves the predeﬁned choice of the semantic relations that will be extracted. On the other
hand, clustering [Lin 98; Pantel & Lin 02] only
requires a minimal amount of “manual semantic pre-processing” by the user but an important
amount of data. But both allow for an unsupervised process [Caraballo 99; Cimiano et al. 03].
Here, as we consider a small corpus (4k words), we
have uniquely employed pattern matching. More
precisely, we are using pattern matching methods
on syntactic contexts in order to also extract previously unexpected relations.
The initial corpus is formed of descriptions of
Stonehenge collected from websites. But as some
texts were providing historical information about
the building of Stonehenge over the centuries and
the modiﬁcations that took place in the arrangement of stones over the years, some of them disappearing or being moved, we had to adapt the
existing descriptions to keep only information relating to what Stonehenge looked like at a certain
moment of its history. Therefore, we had to discard some sentences and the Stonehenge we aim
to represent is the arrangement referred to by historians as the fourth age of Stonehenge. At the
same time, it appeared that the material available
on the Internet was not complete enough and was
lacking practical information concerning the disposition of the stones, as that information was
provided by pictures displayed on the websites.
Therefore, we have completed the corpus with literal descriptions based on those sketches. Those
descriptions represent less than a tenth of the ﬁnal
corpus.
As mentioned above, the shallow parser detects the subject-verb-object structures, which
gives us the possibility to focus in a ﬁrst step
on the term-verb-term relations with the terms
appearing as the head of the subject and object
phrases. This type of structure features a functional relation between the verb and the term
appearing in object position. We call this functional relation a lexon. The pattern we are using
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is checking also the existence of a prepositional
structure following the direct object noun phrase
(NP):
NP Subj-V-NP Obj[-Prep-NP]
with Prep for preposition, V for verb, Subj for
subject and Obj for object.
As intransitive constructions contain also a lot
of functional information, we rely on the chunks
output to extract the verbal structures involving
intransitive verbal structures:
NP-V-Prep-NP[-Prep-NP]
By using both those patterns, we retrieve a
set of functional relations that we have now to
sort out, as some of them contain mistakes due to
errors at the syntactic level or during the relation
extraction process.
Therefore, in a next step, we create a new
set of relations, using this time information contained in prepositional structures. Those patterns
are more frequent in the corpus and easier to detect. The prepositional patterns are deﬁned using
word frequencies and a predeﬁned prepositions set
focusing on spatial relations determining dimensions, distances and positions: in, of, within, inside, into, around... The pattern used with respect to the chosen preposition is:
NP-Prep-NP[-Prep-NP]
Some prepositional structures are then selected using a frequency measure. Only the structures including one of the N most frequent nouns
are kept. In order to perform this ranking, the
NPs are lemmatized.
The last selection process consists in using the
prepositional structures selected to ﬁlter out incorrect functional relations from the previous set.
We select the lexons that contain at least one NP
appearing in a prepositional pattern.
Eventually, a last ﬁltering operation consists
in comparing the strings two by two and always
keep the longest one, therefore the most complete. For example, the sentence: “The bluestones are arranged into a horseshoe shape inside
the trilithon horseshoe.” will produce two lexons
(1)and (2).
(1) bluestones arranged into horseshoe shape
(2) bluestones arranged into horseshoe shape
inside trilithon horseshoe
The lexon (1) will be discarded and the lexon
(2) will be kept.

4

Results

Our extraction process results in diﬀerent kind of
relations.
We retrieve a small amount of relations that
refer to world knowledge:
• bottom of stone
• shape of stone
• block of sandstone
• centre of circle
But our main interest lies in more speciﬁc spatial relations and more generally information related to the disposition of the stones, the shapes
of the diﬀerent arrangements of stones, as well as
the positions of the diﬀerent stone arrangements,
one in respect to the other. At the same time,
some more general relations like 1. and 2., can
allow us to check or conﬁrm more precise ones, or
just acknowledged the existence of an element of
the monument.
1. ring of bluestones
2. central part of monument
3. monument comprises of several concentric
stone arrangement
4. Bluestone circle outside Trilithon horseshoe
5. Bluestone circle inside Sarsen Circle
6. Slaughter Stone is made of sarsen
7. 100 foot diameter circle of 30 sarsen stone
We give below some examples of bad relations
we are extracting. Those relations are either incomplete, irrelevant or unfocused:
• Altar Stone is in front
• 120 foot from ring
• rectangle to midsummer sunrise line of monument
Those erroneous relations are due to long or
complex sentences on which mistakes happen.
Those errors can take place during the syntactic
analysis, because of the bad tagging of an word
that is unknown to the parser (such as “trilithon”
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for example) and will lead to a wrong analysis of
the whole chunk. They can also take place during the pattern matching, if the syntax of the sentence is unusual and does not ﬁt the deﬁnition of
the pattern we are using.
We extract also a lot of correct relations that
we did not use as they were not relevant for the
purpose of representing Stonehenge graphically:
• Aubrey Holes vary from 2 to 4 foot in depth
• Stonehenge stands on open downland of Salisbury Plain
• bluestone came from Preselus Mountain in
southwestern Wale
• carving on twelve stone
Those relations provide us with information
concerning the provenance of the stones, the location of Stonehenge itself, the sizes and weights
of the stones, as well as some information describing carvings on stones.
But we need to know how many of those relations are really useful, and how well we can
perform in building a graphical representation of
Stonehenge, only using those relations.

5

Evaluation

The evaluation of the relations has been performed manually. It aims at comparing the
amount and accuracy of the information contained in the corpus with the quality of the information contained in the relations extracted automatically. This evaluation has been carried out by
two people that are not specialists of Stonehenge.
Their prior knowledge consisted in being able to
deﬁne Stonehenge as an ancient set of stones in
England. They were unable to draw it without
extra information.
One of them was only using the corpus while
the other one was only referring to the relations.
They have been asked to draw Stonehenge as if it
was seen from above, taking into account the relative positions of the stones, the patterns, the distances, the orientation, the nature of the stones.
They were told to ignore any information concerning the particular shape of a stone, details concerning the appearance of a stone (such as carvings).

8

In case of incomplete information, they were
asked to be as precise as possible. If an object
was only mentioned, without its position being
precisely deﬁned, they were asked to represent it
by choosing the spot randomly. Please note that,
although they were using the same drawing application, the evaluators were free to choose the
objects and colours to represent the stones and
other elements composing Stonehenge, which explains some diﬀerences in the appearance of the
drawings.
The comparison of the drawings shows that
the set of relations is complete enough and contains enough information concerning the disposition of the stones to draw a clearly recognisable Stonehenge. The relations are precise enough
to determine the general structure and most of
the stone arrangements with correct relative positions. The orientation of the monument, with
its opening to the North East, is present also.
We are principally missing information about
distances between the diﬀerent structures, especially the diﬀerent circles. The information concerning the avenue and the lintels is lacking also
from the set of relations
Globally, the relations we are extracting automatically allow the initiation of a graphical representation of Stonehenge, but they need enrichment for a complete and accurate drawing of the
monument. We will discuss in the next section the
nature of the missing information and the possible
reasons of this absence.

6

Discussion

Our automatic extraction process allows us to
retrieve informations related to the positions of
stones, their amounts, sizes, weights, as well as
their composition or their shape.
The semantic information can often be double
checked. This is due to the fact that the corpus
is composed of the content of various documents
appended. They provide diﬀerent descriptions of
Stonehenge containing of course some common information. In some cases, a similar information
can also be retrieved in a same sentence with two
diﬀerent patterns.
We mainly miss information concerning distances, and elements such as the avenue or the
rings of pits...
The principal reason for this phenomenon is
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the length of some sentences resulting in a wrong
syntactic analysis or in a partial detection of the
pattern, information appearing not in all description, therefore not rated high enough and considered as not relevant by the system.
One solution would be to use more patterns,
and to deﬁne them more precisely, but we want to
keep on working in an unsupervised way and rely
on the amount of relations extracted and their
quality.
An important amount of world knowledge is
lacking, as this information is not provided in
descriptions aimed at readers who know what a
stone might look like and that it will tend to lie
on the ground...

7

Conclusion and future work

In respect to the representation of Stonehenge and
the manual evaluation which are described above,
we would have needed more material, and especially more accurate textual descriptions of the
site. This would certainly improve the quality of
the relations and increase the amount of information they convey.
All necessary information is not (always)
available on the Internet. Visual representations
require precise and exhaustive descriptions that
are not aimed at human beings. For this reason,
collecting enough relevant material proved not to
be an easy task in that particular domain.
On the other hand, a task-based evaluation
with an automatic system building virtual environments would be a far better way to evaluate
our relations, as the human bias is diﬃcult to control. But an automatic drawing of the site would
require also the inclusion of all information related to world knowledge in the system, or a human intervention as an intermediary step between
the extraction of the relations and the virtual environment building system.
We are also planning to try to improve the
syntactic analysis by training the shallow parser
on a corpus containing information such as semantic relations. We are expecting a better output, especially concerning the detection of subjects and objects, as well as the possibility to detect more speciﬁc structures such as locations or
temporal complements.
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Figure 1: Evaluation of the corpus: The main stone arrangements including the bluestones and the
trilithon horseshoe as well as the bluestones and the Sarsen circles are found in the middle of the
structure, in yellow and blue on the picture. Far around, we ﬁnd the Aubrey holes, Station stones and
banks. The Avenue as well as the rings of pits are also represented.
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Figure 2: Evaluation of the relations: The proportions between the central stone arrangements (horseshoes and circles of stones) are missing. The outer bank (in grey), the Aubrey holes and Station stones
are too close to the main stone arrangements. The Avenue and the rings of pits are missing, as well
as the lintels on the trilithons and Sarsen stones. The orientation is correct, with the heel stone and
the slaughter stone placed at the entrance of the monument, on the North-East side.
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Abstract
Ontologies are commonly considered as one of
the essential parts of the Semantic Web, providing a theoretical basis and implementation
framework for conceptual integration and information sharing among various domains. In this
paper, the main principles and current highlights of the OLE project development are presented and discussed. OLE stands for Ontology LEarning. The purpose of the project is
to develop a system for bottom-up automatic
generation and merging of domain speciﬁc ontologies, representing particular domains of human scientiﬁc knowledge. In order to gain ontology concepts from textual resources, various
methods can be used. Presently, the method
of automatic acquisition of semantic relations is
examined. The method and its implementation
details are described here, provided with brief
comparative overview of other methods used
for the development of domain speciﬁc ontologies. When merging automatically created ontologies, a need of uncertain information representation arises. The main ideas of representing
uncertainty in ontologies and related remarks
for future work on the OLE project are mentioned in this paper as well.

1

Introduction

In the ﬁeld of computer science, an ontology is understood as a formal and machine readable representation of a concept set, stratiﬁed in classes and
including some relations among particular concepts and their classes. Ontologies are able to provide a comprehensive representation of information related to a particular subdomain of human
knowledge. Such a representation can be utilised
for an eﬃcient semantic querying upon the subdomain objects, resource relevance measurement,
interoperability of diﬀerent systems and many
other tasks. Ontologies also play the major role
in the Semantic Web vision.
The basic approach to the ontology building
is the manual deﬁnition of domain conceptualisation. This task is usually performed by a group
of domain experts. Various elaborated tools support the work; the most popular ones are Protégé,
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WebODE and OntoEdit. A comprehensive survey of such ontology engineering frameworks can
be found in (Arpirez et al. 03).
The manual creation of ontologies presents a
tedious work, is error-prone and the results are
often too subjective. Moreover, it is infeasible to
organise a group of experts for each possible domain. This led to the idea of automatic extraction
of ontologies from available resources.
A method that can be used for ontology acquisition from texts was sketched by M. A. Hearst
in (Hearst 92). It is based on the automatic
pattern-based extraction of particular semantic
relations. The hyponymy or is-a relation serves
as a basis for the natural sub-concept/superconcept hierarchy of ontology classes. The notion of the automatic extraction of hyponymical
constructs from textual data can be adopted for
any other semantic relation, although the applied
techniques may diﬀer. Methods based on token
co-occurrence can be employed to gather sets of
concepts belonging to the same class. Various
modiﬁcations of these two generic techniques are
presented in (P. Pantel 04).
The OLE platform introduced in this paper
takes advantage of the automatic acquisition
methods. It enables creating the core taxonomy
of an ontology subdomain in the bottom-up manner, from ontologies with a very simple structure
to more complex ones, in a continual iterative process. It is also able to extend, reﬁne and update
ontologies with respect to new data.
A miniontology for each input resource is created ﬁrst. It consists of concepts and classes
gained from the given resource. The miniontologies are integrated into the current ontology
on the ﬂy. The process of ontology merging
and alignment embodies the application of uncertainty representation methods. The emerging
BayesOWL framework (Y. Peng 05) — a probabilistic extension of OWL — provides tools for
this task.
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OLE diﬀers from other ontology-learning systems also in its accent on modularity and ﬂexibility. Virtually any method of automated knowledge acquisition can be employed as an independent part of the OLITE module. Section 3 gives
details describing such an integration. Presently,
the method of pattern-based extraction of semantic relations along with dynamic pattern learning
is examined.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows.
The next section presents a brief overview of the
OLE architecture. Section 3 discusses one of the
essential parts of OLE — the OLITE module.
The eﬃciency of the platform is demonstrated by
the results given in Section 4. Sections 5 and 6
compare OLE with other available systems and
indicate the future directions of our research.

2

OLE Architecture

2.1

Design Considerations

The design of OLE has been inﬂuenced by the
need for autonomy, eﬃciency and precision of the
resulting platform. The following list summarises
the major requirements:
• The tool should support the user-friendly interactive way of ontology acquisition, but
also the fully automatic process of knowledge
mining that can run without any human assistance.
• The eﬃciency of ontology acquisition is crucial, for the system will process gigabytes of
data.
• The precision is preferred over the recall.
Even if the number of the extracted conceptual structures will be relatively low (compared to the number of relations a human can
identify in the same resource), it will be balanced by the extensive quantity of resources
available.
• The relations between concepts stored in the
resulting ontology do not need to be precise
— the explicit uncertain knowledge representation is one of the essential parts of OLE.
The loss of exactness is balanced by the increased fuzzy precision of the whole process.
2.2

System Components

The modular architecture of OLE is given in Figure 1.

Data
Resources

Resource Set
Description
File

OLITE

PES Pattern
File

PALEA

Tagged Set of
Miniontologies

Train/Test
Data Tags
Current Domain
Ontology

OLEMAN
Updated
Domain
Ontology

Figure 1: The modular architecture of the OLE
platform
The OLITE module processes plain text and
creates the miniontologies from the extracted
data. The following sources are related to the
OLITE module:
• Data Resources – documents provided by external tools (document classiﬁers, existing
databases of related resources etc.).
• Resource Set Description File – a XML
(RDF) encoded annotation of the resource
ﬁles; it is read by the OLITE module in order to supply the extracted concept sets with
category aﬃliation and other information.
• PES Pattern File – the deﬁnition of the semantic relation patterns.
• Tagged Set of Miniontologies – the output of
the OLITE module in the form of miniontologies which correspond to the respective
documents.
The PALEA module is responsible for learning of new semantic relation patterns. A simple
method of frequency analysis is integrated in the
current implementation.
The OLEMAN merges the miniontologies resulting from the OLITE module and updates the
base domain ontology. The uncertain information representation techniques are employed in
the phase of ontology merging1 . The module can
1
Automatic matching of ontologies is a complex task
which is not tackled in this paper. Relevant information
on ontology merging and alignment can be found in (Doan
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be used as a rudimentary ontology manager as
well.
2.3

Implementation Remarks

All the OLE software components are implemented in the Python programming language. A
special attention has been paid to the object oriented design. Another reason for choosing Python
was the wide range of freely available relevant
modules and application interfaces2 .
Python as an interpreted language can be ineﬃcient for the implementation of some part of
the OLE platform. Special tools improving the
computational eﬃciency of the Python code are
available. For example, we are going to take advantage of Psyco (Psy05) which is similar to the
Java just-in-time compiler.

3
3.1

OLITE Module
Text Preprocessing

OLITE processes English plain-text documents
and produces the respective miniontologies. To
increase the eﬃciency, the input is preprocessed
with the aim to reduce irrelevant data. Shallow
syntactic structures that appear in the semantic
pattern are also identiﬁed in this step.
The preprocessing consists of splitting of
the text into sentences, eliminating irrelevant
sentences, text tokenization, POS tagging and
lemmatization, and chunking. The ﬁrst two steps
are based on regular expressions and performed in
one pass through the input ﬁle. The possible relevance — the presence of a pattern — is detected
by matching “core words” of the patterns.
The next phases of preprocessing depend
on utilisation of NLTK natural language
toolkit (NLT05) with custom-trained Brill POS
tagging algorithm (Brill 94) and regular expression chunking incorporated. Moreover, the usage
of NLTK toolkit (which allows users to train
their own POS taggers from annotated data and
easily create eﬃcient chunking rules) enables
to adapt the whole OLE system even for other
languages than English in future.
Fast regular expression-based chunking is then
performed on the tagged sentences. The resulting
ﬁle is stored in the form of a simple annotated
et al. 03) and in (Ehrig & Staab 04). An introduction into
the uncertain information in ontologies is given in (Y. Peng
05).
2
For example,
the NLTK natural language
toolkit (NLT05) is used
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vertical text — sentence elements with individual
lines in the form of token/tag/lemma triples separated by the tab character. Tags conform to the
Brown corpus (see (Bro05) for details).
3.2

Concept Extraction and
Miniontology Generation

Any extraction algorithm can be integrated into
OLITE in the form of a plug-in. Such a plug-in
is responsible for the concept extraction, precise
(or fuzzy) assignment of a class or a property and
passing of gained information further in order to
build an output miniontology.
The currently implemented pattern-driven concept extraction process accepts patterns in a
special form. The designed universal patternspeciﬁcation format allows new patterns to be easily added in the future.
The patterns are loaded and compiled from a
separate PES ﬁle. PES stands for Pattern Extended Speciﬁcations. The syntax is similar to
extended regular expressions, a few new symbols
with higher level semantics are added. A chunk
in a pattern is deﬁned by a special expression —
one of the NX, VX, AX, or UC character groups,
representing a noun, verb, adjectival chunks or
an unchunked text respectively. The expression
can be amended by the ’+’ sign, indicating a sequence of same chunks. Chunk representation is
enclosed in ~ ~. The core words are enclosed in
% %. All other elements of the extended regular
expressions syntax are accepted by the internal
PES compiler.
The is-a pattern in the form of:
NP1 {‘‘,’’} ‘‘such as’’ NPList2
is transformed into the PES expression:
~NX~,? %such as% ~NX+~
The concepts are extracted from the chunked
text, using the abstract regular expression matching represented by internal objects. The abstract regular expression matching means that the
expressions involved are not compared as pure
strings. Rather, they are taken as abstract objects bearing raw information on what are they
representing (a chunked sentence or a pattern)
and regular expression based operations to be
launched mutually upon their content. However,
any other extraction method can be easily incorporated as an independent plug-in.
When the concepts are extracted, they are implicitly bound by the respective semantic relation.
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The importance of direct mapping between the
concept hierarchies and the corresponding semantic relations is obvious. If we can discover the relations in the resource data, then we can create
the respective taxonomy of the resulting ontology
directly in the bottom-up manner (from ontologies with very simple structure to more complex
ones in a continual iterative process). And when
such a process is fully automated, we can acquire
and update our ontologies dynamically from the
submitted real world data. The ontologies reﬂecting the particular resources are merged into the
current domain ontology by another specialised
software agent. The result is no way arbitrary
and subject-dependent. In reverse, it is purely
empiric and as up to date as the resources used,
when considering the current state of the domain.
The extracted information is stored in a universal internal format, no matter which extraction technique has been used. The format is extensively expressive and universal with respect to
eﬃcient encoding of various relations and uncertainty representation3 . In order to facilitate the
merging process, the current domain ontology is
processed in this format as well and the alignment
is executed on these representations.
The resulting updated ontology can be ﬂushed
by applying respective translation rules. These
rules are implemented as an independent plugin (likewise the extraction algorithms) responsible
for producing the output ﬁle in a desired format.
Currently, the OWL DL format is supported only,
but OLITE is able to produce any other format
by the same mechanism.

4

Results

The method of pattern-based acquisition of simple relations was tested on general corpus texts
The selected
containing about 108 words.
patterns are presented in the intuitive regular
expression-like form in the ﬁrst column of the table below4 .
The Habs column contains numbers of matching sentences. Relative frequency of matches is
given in the Hrel column5 . The Fall ﬁeld contains
a ratio of successful pattern hits among randomly
3
The research behind proposal and implementation of
this format will be presented in another paper.
4
The patterns are partially adopted from (Etzioni et al.
04) and (Hearst 92).
5
The overlap among the matches was found to be insigniﬁcant.

chosen sample of 50 matching sentences. Eventually, the Facq column oﬀers a ratio of conceptual
structures acquirable by the OLITE module from
the matching sentences.
Relatively high frequency of currently recognised semantic structures (compared to relations
identiﬁed by a human) is very promising for further development. However, implementation of
another techniques is essential in order to gain
more general relations and even properties. Also,
uniqueness of gained concepts must be examined
properly across particular domains, because when
choosing multidisciplinary random matches from
the corpus, the measure is not very evidential.

5

Related Work

One of the best-known ontology-acquisition
eﬀorts is represented by the OntoLearn
project (Gangemi et al. 03). The statistical methods based on frequency measures are
equipped in terminology extraction from the
source data in OntoLearn as well as in OLE.
However, the systems considerably diﬀer in their
use of the ”template” ontology. The WordNet
database is queried in several stages of the
semantic interpretation and speciﬁc relation
discovery in OntoLearn. New relation patterns
are inferred based on the known WordNet
conceptual relations. Therefore, the results of
OntoLearn are determined by the coverage of
WordNet. On the other hand, the process of
ontology acquisition can start from scratch in
OLE and the current ”template” ontology can be
dynamically extended and reﬁned.
The KnowItAll (Etzioni et al. 04) system incorporates the same extraction of semantic relations as is implemented in OLE. The uncertainty
is introduced in the form of so called web-scale
probability assessment in KnowItAll, but not as
a part of the ontology structure itself. OLE represents the whole conceptual structure of a given
domain in the uniﬁed system integrating the uncertain information.
The OLITE and PALEA modules implement
just basic methods of pattern learning and their
application. Advanced algorithms for patternbased extraction of semantic relations are described in (Etzioni et al. 04), (Hearst 92) and
(P. Pantel 04). The concept clustering techniques
for terascale knowledge acquisition are introduced
in (P. Pantel 04), (T. T. Quan 04) presents the
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Selected isa patterns
NP (and|or) other NP
NP including (NPList (and|or))? NP
NP (is|was) a NP
(NPList)? NP like NP
sums (H ﬁelds) and averages (F ﬁelds)

Habs
17384
23985
140632
147872
329873

Hrel
0.28
0.38
2.26
2.37
5.29

Fall
94
92
66
16
52.00

Facq
85
73
30
14
50.50

Table 1: The most productive extraction patterns
fuzzy concept clustering. All these techniques can
be adopted by the OLITE module to supplement
the dynamic pattern learning and application.

6

Conclusions and Future Directions

OLE is primarily intended for autonomous creation and management of domain speciﬁc ontologies. The bottom-up approach to the ontology
acquisition is emphasised, as well as the need for
uncertainty representation. The preliminary results clearly show that OLE provides the modular
and ﬂexible platform for comparing and testing
various information extraction techniques. The
OLITE component implements the basic knowledge acquisition methods, other modules can be
easily added.
Challenging work remains to be done on the
PALEA module, especially in the area of dynamic
acquisition of new patterns for additional semantic relations. Many advanced techniques for concept mining still wait for their implementation.
One of them is FFCA — the Fuzzy Formal Concept Analysis (T. T. Quan 04) which is based on
fuzzy concept clustering. The notion of uncertainty is implicitly embraced already at the initial level of information extraction. The ontology
merging process in OLE will beneﬁt from this approach. It will be implemented as another information extraction plug-in.
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ABSTRACT
The amounts of heterogeneous data that an
organization is provided nowadays, has made
information management a seriously complicated
task. In the context of the present work, a
platform for information management through
document analysis and warehousing is
introduced. Workflows employing Natural
Language Processing (NLP) and Information
Extraction (IE) components are used in order to
extract semantic information from documents.
This information is warehoused in a way to
enable its efficient retrieval as well as further
discovery of knowledge with the use of data
mining methodologies.
Keywords
Information
Management,
Information
Extraction, Document Analysis, Document
Warehousing, Semantic Annotation, Workflow.
1. INTRODUCTION
The rapid rate of growth in the amount of
information available these days has led
information overload to hit tragic proportions.
The situation has grown worse with the
propagation of the World Wide Web, which
contains vast amounts of unstructured and diverse
information. Consuming and exploiting all this
knowledge is extremely difficult, yet it can
provide tremendous benefits.
In the context of the IST project Parmenides
(IST-2001-39023), a framework for information
management was developed. The Parmenides
framework covers all phases of the document
lifecycle, from collection to storage and retrieval.

Information extraction (IE) and Natural Language
Processing (NLP) techniques are utilized in order
to achieve semi-automatic semantic annotation. A
specialized XML schema accommodates the
document metadata and facilitates indexing for
efficient knowledge retrieval. All individual
components are integrated under a software
platform.
The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 presents some related work
that has been carried out in the area of
information extraction and management. The
document lifecycle as this is defined in the
Parmenides framework is introduced in section 3.
Section 4 describes in detail the information
management tasks that the user can execute in the
Parmenides integrated software platform. Finally,
the paper is concluded in section 5.
2. RELATED WORK
Numerous systems with varying capabilities on
information extraction and management have
been developed. GATE [5] is an architecture for
language engineering developed at the University
of Sheffield, containing a suite of tools for
language processing and information extraction.
GATE’s IE system, ANNIE, is rule-based, which
means that unlike machine-learning based
approaches, it requires no training data [11]. On
the other hand, it requires a developer to create
rules manually, so it is not totally dynamic. The
architecture consists of a pipeline of processing
resources which run in series. Many of these
processing resources are language and domainindependent, so that they do not need to be
adapted to new applications [10]. Pre-processing
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stages include word tokenization, sentence
splitting, and part-of-speech tagging, while the
main processing is carried out by a gazetteer and
a set of grammar rules. These generally need to
be modified for each domain and application,
though the extent to which this is necessary
depends on the complexity and generality of the
domain. Due to its open and extensible
architecture, GATE has been used in various
domains [6, 9, 12].
IBM's Unstructured Information Management
Architecture (UIMA) [1] is a software
architecture for developing and deploying
unstructured information management (UIM)
applications. A UIM application can be generally
characterized as a software system that analyzes
large volumes of unstructured information in
order to discover, organize, and deliver relevant
knowledge to the end user [8]. In analyzing
unstructured content, UIM applications make use
of a variety of technologies including statistical
and rule-based natural language processing,
information
retrieval,
machine
learning,
ontologies, and automated reasoning. UIM
applications may consult structured sources to
help resolve the semantics of the unstructured
content [7].
Ellogon [2] is a text engineering platform
developed by the Software and Knowledge
Semi-automatic
Ontology
construction
and
maintenance

Agent-based
retrieval system

Documents

Document
convertor/Basic
processing

Background
knowledge

Engineering
Laboratory
of
N.C.S.R.
“Demokritos”, Greece. Ellogon is a multi-lingual,
cross-platform, general-purpose text engineering
environment, aiming to aid both researchers in
the natural language field or computational
linguistics, as well as companies that produce and
deliver language engineering systems [13]. An
infrastructure is provided for managing, storing
and exchanging textual data and the associated
linguistic information. Ellogon is based on a
modular architecture that allows the reuse of
Ellogon sub-systems in order to ease the creation
of applications targeting specific linguistic needs.
3. THE PARMENIDES ARCHITECTURE
Figure 1 illustrates the architecture adopted in the
Parmenides framework. It mainly consists of
components for the construction and maintenance
of the Document Warehouse (DW). The
document lifecycle begins with its collection and
conversion to an XML-based annotation scheme.
The documents can be of various types: web
pages, e-mails, word processor documents, etc.
An agent-based document collector gathers these
from various sources and converts them into
XML for further processing. The utilized XML
scheme is called Common Annotation Scheme
(CAS) [14]. CAS allows a wide range of
annotations: structural, lexical and semantic or
conceptual.
DW
Ontology

Knowledge
Representat

NKRL ion

Semantic -based Conceptual
annotation

Linguistic
resources

Document content metadata.
Search and retrieval metadata.
Text Mining metadata
Storage Metadata

Temporal
Knowledge
Discovery
techniques:
1.Trends Analysis
2.Temporal validity
of knowledge

Document Warehouse DW

Figure 1. The Parmenides architecture
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Next, a conceptual annotator extracts temporal
semantic information from the documents, by
applying information extraction and lexical
chaining techniques, including tokenization, part
of speech tagging [15], sentence splitting,
categorization [4, 17], ontological lookup and
rule-based IE [3, 16]. During this process, the
Domain Knowledge is provided by Domain
Ontologies, through their classification and
organization of the concepts of the domain. The
semantic annotations are stored inside the
document with the use of the proper CAS
structures, thus enriching the document with
metadata.
The analysis of documents is organized in
workflows (user-defined pipelines of analysis
tasks), which can be fully customized by the user.
New analysis components can be added and
others can be removed, according to the
information that the user seeks to retrieve. At the
end of each workflow, the documents are stored
in the DW. The DW contains both documents
and metadata based upon the extracted semantic
contents of the documents.
The DW is further exploited in a number of ways.
Temporal knowledge discovery is achieved
through the incorporation of temporal data
mining methodologies. Trends analysis and
pattern evolution is performed in order to trace
significant changes in patterns over time. By
providing the means for several ways of efficient
exploitation, the Parmenides framework holds the
potential for serving as a source of Business
Intelligence.
4. THE RESOURCE MANAGER
PLATFORM
The Resource Manager is a software platform
that integrates the resources used in the
Parmenides architecture for the Document
Warehouse construction and maintenance.
Through the Resource Manager, the user can
manage the components used for the collection,
conversion and analysis of documents. The ability
to organize these components in workflows is

also provided. Finally, the user can inspect and
perform queries on the documents and their
metadata.
4.1 Components
Every component is characterized by the type
(format) of the documents it can process and the
type of the documents it produces. These
document types are identified with URLs
pointing to the schema through which the
document’s contents are validated. The Input
URL identifies the format of the documents that
the component can understand and process while
the Output URL identifies the format of the
produced document contents. These Input &
Output URLs restrict also the way the
components can be put in a pipeline. In order to
put component B after component A in a
pipeline, the Output URL of A must be the same
with Input URL of the component B. The
Workflow editor uses these URLs when the user
creates a workflow. In the toolbar of the existing
components that can be put in a workflow it
activates only the compatible components with
the active (selected) component in the pane. So if
the user wants to extent the workflow by putting
another component in the pane, he can do by
choosing a compatible component.
Depending on the way that a component produce
output documents, components are divided into
two categories: Document and Corpus. The
Document components process a document at a
time and produce one or more documents as the
result of their process. On the other side, Corpus
components process a collection of documents (a
corpus) and after finishing the process of the
whole collection, they produce one or more result
documents.
The way an analysis component can be added in
the Resource Manager is shown in Figure 2. The
user needs to provide the following information
for each component he adds:


Component name: The name with which
the component will be referred to.
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Component Class: this must be filled with
the full Java Class name of the
component.
Component Config: a URL designating a
file that contains the component’s default
configuration file. The file must contain
valid XML.
Component Icon: a URL designating a file
that points to a small image file. This will
be used when creating a visual
representation for the component within
the application.
Component Schema: a URL designating a
XML Schema. This is the XML Schema
to
which
all
the
component’s
configurations must conform.

4.2 Queues
Queues are used as a buffering and
synchronization mechanism of the workflow
execution. Components can process their
documents in different speeds so we need a buffer
mechanism in order to be able to efficiently
connect a slow and quick component. We can
also have components that communicate with
foreign systems and must operate in a real time
fashion. They can not be blocked by the next
component in the workflow and they want to

deliver their produced documents as quick as
possible. Most importantly, queues are necessary
in parallel execution of the components in a
workflow. This can be achieved by permitting
components to run in different threads. In this
situation slow components can clone its instances
in order to speedup their process time and the
queues are a safe, efficient and widely used
mechanism to synchronize different threads.
We distinguish three types of queues:
1. Simple queues that have one input and one
output end. Documents are inserted in queue
from the previous (in line) component and
delivered to the next component in the order
of insertion.
2. Broadcaster queues have one input and
multiple output queues. Every document
inserted in the queue is cloned in as many
copies as the outputs of the queue. This queue
is used if we want to create parallel lines of
execution in the workflow.
3. Concentrator queues reverse the operation of
the broadcasters. The have many inputs and
one output. The concentrate documents from
multiple parallel execution lines (pipelines)
and drive them to a common output.

Figure 2. Adding a component in the Resource Manager
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4.3 Workflows
Execution of a workflow is totally differentiated
from the structure of the workflow. The Workflow
Executor is the module that takes care of the way
the workflow will be executed. Two intuitive
execution mechanisms have been implemented
leaving place for other more complex
architectures:
1. The Serial Executor synchronizes the
execution of all components in the same
thread. This resembles the old single tasking
operating systems where all programs share
the same processing in a single thread of
execution and the scheduler controls the
schedule, i.e. the order and the time the
programs will acquire the processor.
2. The Parallel Executor starts all the
components simultaneously, letting them to
synchronize
themselves
through
the
intermediary queues. Every component runs
in its own thread achieving real parallelism in
multiprocessor machines.
There are different views of what a workflow is:






Workflows as mathematical formulas.
Considering the different type of components
as different operators and the different type
(format) of documents as operands of
different types, then the workflow is the
mathematic expression representing the result
of the processing.
Workflows as parallel flows of execution.
Documents are the processed units flowed
from a processing element (component) to the
next.
Workflows expressing the agent metaphor.
Components do not need to be installed and
executed locally in the same machine.
Implementing proxy components of remote
processors or message queues connecting
distributed components, we can achieve
distributed workflow execution.

Figure 3 illustrates workflow management in the
Resource Manager. By clicking at a component

inside the workflow visualization area, the user is
able to inspect the component’s XML
configuration in a tree-like manner. The editor
which is being used is aware of the Components
XML Schema, thus enforcing that the
configuration’s integrity will be kept, as far as the
syntax is concerned.
The blue arrows mark the route that documents
will follow during their processing. The toolbar
buttons allow the insertion of new components
into the workflow.
The rules under any workflow is constructed are
the following:
The workflow graph must be connected.
No components or queues are permitted to
be lying around without having at least an
incoming or outgoing connection. Editing
the workflow through the visualization
panel ensures that this requirement is met.
 The workflow graph must not contain any
circles. Editing the workflow through the
visualization panel ensures that this
requirement is met.
 All edges in the workflow are directed,
either from a component to one ore more
queues, or from a queue to one or more
components. The valid graphs for
Workflows are Directed Acyclic Graphs.
An example of a slightly more complicated
workflow is shown in Figure 4. This workflow
has the following effect: Supposing that the
RepositoryLoader loads documents A, B and C
from
the
document
repository,
the
RepositoryDumper marked with X will store
these documents in some location (e.g.
/Documents/X). The same is true for the
RepositoryDumper marked with Y. However,
both X and Y will also forward the documents to
the next Queue. It is clear now that the
RepositoryDumper (Z) will create two versions in
the Repository for each of the documents A, B
and C, since the first NormalQueue doubles the
number of incoming document instances.
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Figure 3. Workflow management in the Resource Manager

Figure 4. Example of a Resource Manager workflow

4.4 Document Repository
It is possible to create queries in order to search
for documents that satisfy certain criteria. For this
reason, the Resource Manager has the ability to
create and execute queries on the Document
Repository.

expression using operators AND, OR and NOT
on simple expressions. As far as a simple query is
concerned, we can request that results must
satisfy a query by filename, a query for a specific
word, a query for a specific XPath1 rule for XML
files and finally, a query for one or more words
under a specific XPath.

In the example of Figure 5, there are two panels
that appear next to the tree view. The one shows
the actual query, whereas the other one shows the
results that the query produces.
Document Repository Queries may vary from a
simple expression, to a complex logical
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http://www.w3.org/TR/xpath
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Figure 5. Query example in the Document Repository

4.5 Metadata Repository
The semantic information gathered during the
analysis of the documents is accommodated in
the Metadata Repository. The Metadata
Repository allows for warehousing and retrieval
of the documents’ semantics.
An interface for visually building queries in the
Metadata Repository is provided by the Resource
Manager. The user can use the tables of the
repository to form queries in order to retrieve
specific semantics. For example, a query could be
targeted to the products that have been developed
in the last 6 months and the developing company
has participated in a market alliance. Each query
is translated into XML Query (XQuery)2 and is
applied on the CAS documents of the metadata
repository. Figure 6 shows an overview of views
and query capabilities of the Resource Manager.
Views of all types of metadata are available in the
Resource Manager. For example, the user can
inspect the named entities, time expressions,
events and relations that have been discovered in
the analyzed documents.

2

Queries on the Metadata Repository retrieve
tuples instead of documents from the existing
views on the metadata table. The Query Editor is
similar to the Document Repository query editor.
As seen in Figure 6, there are three sections
below the “Query” node. The first section is the
Tables section. The user chooses which views
should be used in the query. Since the editor
produces an SQL statement to be executed, a fair
question is how these tables or views are joined,
and with what criteria. The answer is that all
views used are joined so that their tuples refer to
the same document. All views contain the
document id for the document that they refer to.
As a result, when we are looking for documents
with entity type “heart_disease”, the two views
are joined by the document id they refer to.
The second section is the “Columns” section. The
user must add all the columns of existing views
he wants to view.
The Rules section allows the user, through a
mixture of simple expressions, to limit the
number of tuples to those that satisfy various
criteria. The example of Figure 6 utilizes a simple
expression defining that only PEntities with type
equal to “heart_disease” should be returned.

http://www.w3.org/XML/Query
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Figure 6. Views and queries on the Metadata Repository

5. CONCLUSIONS
The present work investigated the area of
information management. A platform was
presented, which allows for document analysis,
warehousing and retrieval. Through the use of
customized workflows, documents are gathered,
converted to a specialized XML schema,
analyzed with NLP components and stored in a
warehouse. The warehouse provides the ability of
querying on metadata, as well as on the
documents themselves.
The proposed platform provides the ability to
efficiently manage large amounts and different
types of organizational data. Nevertheless, its
ultimate purpose is the extraction of Business
Intelligence. The metadata warehouse holds the
resources needed for data mining methodologies
that will lead to the discovery potentially
significant knowledge.
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Abstract
An approach to the semantic indexing, based on
the usage of cognitive maps, which are the result
of the text mining with OntosMiner family
systems, is presented in the paper. Special
metrics to determine meaningful fragments of the
internal representation of the processed texts are
proposed. The usage of the scoring functions for
clustering/categorization and summarization is
the practical result of the presented approach.

1. Introduction
The aim of this research is to present an approach to
the semantic indexing of the cognitive maps
generated by the text mining systems. This approach
is based on the usage of the content extraction (CE)
technologies (Maynard, et all. 02), as well as special
metrics to determine meaningful fragments of the
internal representation of the processed texts. In
contrast to standard approaches to the semantic
indexing problem solving, we propose the following
technology chain: using of the text mining to extract
the meaning of processed text in context of
appropriate domain ontology; presentation of
extracted text meaning in a special semantic network
(cognitive map) form; using special scoring
functions based on cognitive maps. It is shown that
the proposed metrics and scoring functions can be
used for clustering/categorization of the documents
from collections, as well as for summaries
generation.
The presentation is organized as follow. Brief
discussion of text mining systems (OntosMiner
family) is given in the next section. Within this
discussion we’ll show that these systems can be used
for the content extraction and that the results may be
used for semantic indexing. Next section of the
paper is connected to the presentation of the special
method for the cognitive map indexing. Then we
discuss the proposed scoring functions usage for the
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clustering/categorization
and
summarization
problems resolving and present an example of
document indexing. Last section of the paper
outlines the results and future works.

2. OntosMiner family systems
General goal of text mining systems is to get an
adequate representation of the text meaning. There
are many projects and practically useful systems in
this domain (LREC 04). OntosMiner family systems
which are oriented to the content extraction from
multilingual documents, are in this scope. Their
development and implementation is carried out by
Russian IT-company Avicomp AG1 together with
Ontos AG2 (Switzerland).
The main requirements for OntosMiner family
systems are the following:
• Multilingual documents collection processing
(English, French, German and Russian texts).
• Monothematic documents collection processing
(“Business Duties” domain - information about
IT-companies, their founding, investing, selling,
buying, merging, top-management CVs, etc.).
• An adequate processing of relevant objects and
relations, according to the concrete ontology.
• Representation of processing results in a form of
a cognitive map, which is a kind of semantic
network.
• Multi-platform implementation of all systems of
the family.
OntosMiner project is based on the powerful
multi-platform environment GATE that was created
in Sheffield University, Great Britain (Cunningham,
et all. 02) with appropriate extensions and additional
components developed and implemented within our
project. Main characteristics of OntosMiner family
systems functionality are summarized in Tables 1, 2.
1
2

http://www.avicomp.ru
http://www.ontos.ch
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Processing results are represented in the form of
XML documents that specify cognitive maps. Such
maps can be integrated into knowledge bases and
visualized according to user demands and
preferences.
Table 1.
Named
Entities
Person
JobTitle/Title
Organization
Location
Date/Period
Address
Money
Percent
Degree
Car

En.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Languages
Fr.
Ge.
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+

+
+
+

Ru.
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Table 2.
Semantic
Relations
Affiliate
Buy-Sell
Employ
Found
Graduate
EarnDegree
Invest
Joint Venture
Own
Rival
LocatedIn
Reside
Belong
Petition
Investigate
Hijack
ConnectedWith
The Same?

En.

Languages
Fr.
Ge.

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+
+
+
+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+

+
+
+

Ru.

+

+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+

Information about the companies from KM
Top100 list (every year such a list is outlined by
international journal “Knowledge Management”)
was used as evaluation corpus for OntosMiner
family systems. This corpus consists of 150 texts,
from 4 to 10 Kb each. In addition to such
documents, at about 30 Russian texts from this
domain were added into the corpus. Linguists from
Moscow State University manually marked all texts
of the corpus and so-call “Gold Standard” was
received as a result of this activity.
Processing these texts with CE-systems from
OntosMiner family give us the possibility to
automatically compare the received results on the

NEs (Named Entities) level and to compute such
characteristics as precision, recall and F-measure. As
it was shown in experiments the results are
correspondent to the ones presented at TREC/MUC
conferences. So, OntosMiner family systems can be
used as front-end components for semantic indexing
of the documents under processing.

3. Cognitive maps based indexing
3.1. General remarks
The traditional and advanced approaches to the
indexing of text mining results are based on the
using of the scoring functions. Such functions kinds
depend of the goal of indexing. For example, if such
a goal is the clustering/categorization of the
documents scoring functions reflect the significance
of presented within the documents key words and/or
terms. In the case of the summarization task scoring
functions are oriented at the estimation of sentence
significance (as a rule, sentence position and its
length, tf*idf for the sentences and, more rarely,
headlines and CE-patterns) and calculate the total
score of each sentence as the weighted sum of the
partial scores (Sekine & Nobata 03).
Experimental results presented in (Nobata et al.
02) show that the biggest contribution is the
sentence position and tf*idf. On the other hand, it
seems that the scoring results are strongly depended
on the texts category, their style, etc. For example, in
(McKeown et al. 01) 4 categories of document sets
based on the main topic taxonomy were outlined.
Advanced taxonomy of the documents topics was
proposed in (Sekine & Nobata 03). And it seems that
each category has its own distribution of the
importance of the scoring factors.
Our approach to semantic indexing of text mining
results is connected with the searching of the stable
factors for the extraction of the important
information from the documents (not from the
sentences) and the development of appropriate
scoring
functions
suitable
for
the
clustering/categorization and summarization as well.

3.2. Cognitive maps scoring: informal view
As it was mentioned above the meaning of the texts
processed by CE-systems of OntosMiner family is
presented by cognitive maps. And our research is in
the development of balanced scoring functions based
on these cognitive maps.
There are several points in the solving this task
within the presented approach. The first one is
connected with the using of domain ontology and
the cognitive maps. Really, domain ontology is the
important semantic filter for the text under
processing course only those NE(s) types and
generic relationships between them that represented
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in the model of domain are involved into
consideration and can receive their examples from
the text. So, the first scoring function should reflect
the quality of domain ontology and CE-systems. The
first component can be estimate by human experts
only. The second can be based on extended
F-measures: for NE(s) and for relationships as well.
Next scoring function can be based on the using
of the cognitive map’s structural characteristics.
Really, if the cognitive map that represents the

meaning of the texts involved into indexation has
one (several) NE(s) closely connected by
semantically important relationships such a “clouds”
should be estimate within the semantic index.
To illustrate above presented heuristics lets
overview the cognitive map extracted by
OntosMiner/English text mining system from the
text about Google management team (GOOGLE
homepage) presented in Figure 1.

Figure 1: Cognitive map extracted from English text about Google
There are several focuses can be viewed at
presented above cognitive map. The first one is
Google titled node that can be outlined as the focus
of the whole document (see Figure 2).

(for example, focuses related to Sergey Brin and
Larry Page presented in Figure 3) have a little
distance from focus Google. And the number of
links after merging the objects related to Person
Sergey Brin connected by “The Same?” links equals
to 10. The same characteristic for Larry Page is 16.

Figure 2: Main focus of cognitive map
about Google
Common number of all links connected with
Google node equals to 41. The number of links after
merging the objects connected by “The Same?” links
equals to 23.
The other focuses are connected with the main
Persons of Google management team. Some of them
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Figure 3: Focuses related to Persons
Sergey Brin and Larry Page
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Others (for example, focus related to Shona
Brown presented in Figure 4) are at the periphery
relatively to Google focus. And the number of links
after merging the objects related to Person Shona
Brown connected by “The Same?” links equals to 7.

Above depicted formulas can be used iff two
nodes connected by the single link. Otherwise the
distance between such a nodes is reduced relatively
to the number of the links connected these nodes and
appropriate formulas for d i should be transformed
into the following:

di =

1
, where N is the number of the links
N
corresponding to d i (for unweighted
case), and
Nk

M

∑w

k =1

Nk

di = ∑

Figure 4: Focuses related to Person
Shona Brown
It is interesting to outline that the length of “The
Same?” relation chains has significant variations
from one object to another. For example, this
parameter for Organization Google equals to 41, for
Person Sergey Brin – 23, for Person Larry Page –
25, and for Person Shona Brown – 10 only.
All presented above give us possibilities to state
that our informal heuristics can be transform into
special scoring functions based on cognitive maps
metrics.

3.3. Cognitive maps metrics
To formalize above discussed heuristics lets use
standard graph theory notions: nodes (objects), links
(relations), node arity (the number of the links
connected this node with another nodes of the
graph), distance between two nodes of the graph (the
length of the path between these nodes).
According to above, let’s define the following
notions:
Cognitive map (CM) – special kind of semantic
network with nodes xi that present extracted from
the text NEs and links R j that present extracted
from the text semantic relations between nodes.
Distance between nodes D(x, y)
unweighted

i

i =1

, where M is the number of links’

groups (for weighted case).
Normalized node arity Kˆ ( x)
K ( x)
, where K(x) –arity of node x,
K ( x) =
max( K ( xi ))
and x ∈ CM
Let’s also use the notations
W ( x) = K ( x) for the absolute normalized weight
of the node x, and

Wˆ ( x y ) = Kˆ ( x) ∗ e − Dw ( x , y )

for the relative to the
node y normalized weight of the
node x.
Cognitive map “cloud” (it’s useful to define this
notion relatively to some node, for example,
relatively to the focuses of the cognitive map)
Cloud( f ) = {xi xi ∈ node(CM ) & D ( xi , f ) ≤ σ } ,
where is the threshold defined by
the expert.
Focus f(CM) (set of focuses fSet(CM)) of the
cognitive map

f (CM ) = x x ∈ node(CM ) & Kˆ = 1 ;
fSet(CM ) = {xi xi ∈ node(CM ) & δ ≤ Kˆ ( xi ) ≤ 1} ,
the expert.
Weight of the “cloud” (absolute and relative to
the focus)

∑Wˆ ( x ) ,

n
∑ d , if ∃ path( x, y )
, where
D ( x, y ) =  i =1 i
0, otherwise


Wˆ (Cloud ) =

d i = 1, if ∃ xi −1 R j xi

According to above defined metrics we can
estimate the structural importance of each focus of
the cognitive map and structural importance of the
“clouds” for each focus.

weighted
n

Dw ( x, y ) = ∑ wi ∗ d i , where wi = weight ( Ri )

i

xi ∈Cloud

Wˆ (Cloud | f ext ) = Wˆ (Cloud ) ∗ e − Dw ( f (Cloud ), f ext ) .

i =1
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It is clear that the structural importance can be
extended by semantic importance if we add to our
formulas special coefficients reflected the
importance of the nodes and relationships involved
into consideration. One manner to determine these
coefficients is the usage of F-measures for nodes and
relations types. Another way to this problem solving
is the usage of human expert estimations.
The next scoring function can be based on the
estimation of coreference chains’ length. Really, if
within the cognitive map coreference chain length
for some NE(s) is relatively long in comparison with
the average value of this parameter it can be used for
characterization of the document’s category. So,
each node can be accompanied by the “The Same?”chain length (CL) and normalized “The Same?”chain length (NCL) estimations:

fSet(Google_CM) = {Google, Omid Kordestani, Larry Page, Dr.
Eric E. Schmidt, Sergey Brin, George
Reyes, Shona Brown, Michael Moritz,
Stanford University, Intel}.

CL(x) = number(“The Same?”relations for node x),

It is easy to observe that only 6 focuses of
Google_CM possess with the clouds weights up to
3.0. So, let’s concentrate below at these focuses and
appropriate clouds.
Focus “Google” has maximal weight. The
members of its cloud with their normalized weights
=1) are presented in Table 4.

and

CL( x)
.
max(CL( xi ))
So, we discussed cognitive maps metrics and
now can define scoring functions for the cognitive
maps by the following way:
NCL( x) =

Score ( f ) = Wˆ ( f (CM )) + NCL ( f ( CM )) ;
Score( fSet | y ) =

∑ (Wˆ ( x | y) + NCL( x)) ;

x∈ fSet ( CM )

TotalScore(CM ) = Score( f ) + Score( fset | f ) .
It is necessary to outline that presented above
metrics and scoring functions are connected with the
cognitive map as a whole instead of the sentences
scoring approach presented in (Nobata et al. 02).

4. Usage of cognitive maps indexing
4.1. Preliminary remarks
Our experiments with KM Top100 corpus show that
the focuses and their types analysis together with the
analysis of the coreference chains length can be used
for the categorization/clustering of the documents
and choosing of appropriate discourse scheme for
the summarization.

4.2. An example of cognitive map indexing
To understand the advantages of cognitive maps
indexing let’s discuss the scoring of the text related
to Google management team received from this
company site (GOOGLE homepage). Extracted from
this text cognitive map and its fragments were
presented above in Figures 1 - 4.
The calculation of above defined metrics for this
cognitive map brings us the possibility to outline 10
n fSet:
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Appropriate clouds for these focuses and their
normalized weights are summarized below in Tables
3 (for the simplicity =1).
Table 3.
ˆ
fSet
W (Cloud )
Google
Stanford University
Intel
Dr. Eric E. Schmidt
Larry Page
Sergey Brin
Michael Moritz
Omid Kordestani
Shona Brown
George Reyes

6,391304
5,521740
4,391306
3,347824
3,260869
3,086956
2,913043
2,565214
1,826086
1,521737

Table 4.
Clouds' NE

Wˆ ( NE)

Wayne Rosing
George Reyes
Dr. Eric E. Schmidt
Cindy McCaffrey
Larry Page
Sergey Brin
Stanford(location)
Toronto
Los Angeles
Shona Brown
John Doerr
John Hennessy
Stanford University
Arthur Levinson
Omid Kordestani
Ram Shriram
Jonathan Rosenberg
David C. Drummond

0,347826
0,434783
0,521739
0,130435
0,695652
0,434783
0,086956
0,086956
0,086956
0,695652
0,260870
0,260870
0,565217
0,260870
0,739130
0,260870
0,173913
0,347826

The last of the focuses involved into
consideration is the focus “Sergey Brin”. Short
fragment of the text related to this Person and Person
“Larry Page” presented below:
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------Sergey Brin
Co-Founder & President, Technology
Sergey Brin, a native of Moscow, received a bachelor of science
degree with honors in mathematics and computer science from
the University of Maryland at College Park. He is currently on
leave from the Ph.D. program in computer science at Stanford
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University, where he received his master's degree. Brin is a
recipient of a National Science Foundation Graduate Fellowship
as well as an honorary MBA from Instituto de Empresa . It was
at Stanford where he met Larry Page and worked on the project
that became Google. Together they founded Google Inc. in
1998, and Brin continues to share responsibility for day-to-day
operations with Larry Page and Eric Schmidt.
…………………………………………………………………...
Larry Page
Co-Founder & President, Products
Larry Page was Google's founding CEO and grew the company
to more than 200 employees and profitability before moving into
his role as president, Products in April 2001. He continues to
share responsibility for Google's day-to-day operations with Eric
Schmidt and Sergey Brin.
The son of Michigan State University computer science
professor Dr. Carl Victor Page, Page's love of computers began
at age six. While following in his father's footsteps in
academics, Page became an honors graduate from the University
of Michigan, where he earned a bachelor of science degree in
engineering, with a concentration on computer engineering.
During his time in Ann Arbor, Page served as president of the
University's Eta Kappa Nu Honor Society and built a
programmable plotter and inkjet printer out of Lego™.
While in the Ph.D program in computer science at Stanford
University, Page met Sergey Brin and together they developed
and ran Google, which began operating in 1998. Page went on
leave from Stanford after earning his master's degree. He was
granted an honorary MBA by Instituto de Empresa and was the
first recipient of the University of Michigan Alumni Society
Recent Engineering Graduate Award.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Appropriate fragment of Google_CM presented
in Figure 5.

Figure 5: Fragment of Google_CM
The clouds associated with the focuses “Larry
Page” and “Sergey Brin” with their normalized
weights (
=1) are summarized below in
Tables 5, 6 respectively.
Table 5.
Clouds' NE

Wˆ ( NE )

Google
Sherpalo
Kleiner Perkins Caufild Byers
University of Michigan
Michigan State University

1,000000
0,391304
0,130435
0,130435
0,086957

Eta Kappa Nu Honor Society
National Advisory Committee
MIT
Stanford University
Intel
Sequoia Capital

0,043478
0,043478
0,043478
0,565217
0,434783
0,391304

Clouds' NE

Wˆ ( NE )

Google
Novell
Kleiner Perkins Caufild Byers
Sherpalo
Instituto de Empresa
Stanford University
Intel
Sequoia Capital

1,000000
0,086956
0,130435
0,391304
0,086957
0,565217
0,434783
0,391304

Table 6.

At the basis of above presented data it is possible
to outline main focus of this cognitive map and to
calculate all clouds weights relatively to this main
focus. The results of appropriate calculations are
summarized in Table 7.
Table 7.
f
Google
Intel
Stanford
University
Larry
Page
Dr. Eric E.
Schmidt
Sergey
Brin
Michael
Moritz
Omid
Kordestani
George
Reyes
Shona
Brown

D(NE, f)

Wˆ (Cloud | f ext )

6,391304
4,391306
5,521740

0,00
0,20
1,00

6,391304
3,595297
2,031335

100
56,2
31,8

3,260869

0,25

2,539567

39,7

3,347824

1,00

1,231596

19,3

3,086956

1,00

1,135628

17,8

2,913043

1,00

1,071649

16,8

2,565214

1,00

0,943689

14,8

1,521737

0,50

0,922980

14,4

1,826086

1,00

0,671779

10,5

Wˆ (Cloud )

%

According to presented results we can see that
main focus connected with object “Google” and its
cloud has outlined weight in comparison with
nearest objects “Intel” and “Stanford University”.
The situation is the same relatively to objects of
Person type.
So, let’s try to understand the situation with the
coreference chains’ length. Appropriate data with
nonzero values are presented in Table 8 (for the
objects of Person type) and in Table 9 (for the
objects of Organization type) that were extracted by
OntosMiner/English system from text about Google
management team.
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Table 8.
NE
Larry Page
Sergey Brin
Dr. Eric E. Schmidt
Wayne Rosing
David C. Drummond
George Reyes
Shona Brown
Omid Kordestani
Jonathan Rosenberg
Cindy McCaffrey

CL(NE)
25
23
16
12
11
10
10
9
8
8

NCL(NE)
1,00
0,92
0,64
0,48
0,44
0,40
0,40
0,36
0,32
0,32

Table 9.
NE
Google
Stanford University
Sun
University of Michigan
McKinsey and Company
Intel
Instituto de Empressa

CL(NE)
41
9
8
3
2
1
1

NCL(NE)
1,00
0,22
0,19
0,07
0,05
0,02
0,02

5. Conclusion

NCL(NE)
1,00
0,02
0,22

Score(f)
7,391304
3,615297
2,251335

1,00

3,539567

References:

0,64

1,871596

0,92

2,055628

0,00

1,071649

0,36

1,303689

0,40

1,32298

0,40

1,071779

Table 10.

It is clear from data presented in Table 10 that the
set of objects involved into consideration is not
changed. The only difference connected with the
coreference chains’ length is in the changing of
importance two objects – “Dr. Eric E. Schmidt” and
“Sergey Brin”. And it is not wonder course the text
related to Google company, and Larry Page and
Sergey Brin are its founders, and Dr. Eric E.
Schmidt is the Chairman of the Executive
Committee and Chief Executive Officer of this
company.
Finally, scoring functions for above discussed
text are the following:
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4.3. Semantic index usage
Presented above analysis shows that text about
Google management team may be categorized to
Single-organization and Multi-person types in terms
of (Sekine & Nobata 03) categories.
Such a results can be used in information
retrieval task (to estimate the relevance of processed
documents to users’ needs according their scoring),
in categorization/clustering of the documents
(documents that have similar scoring results may be
gathered in cluster), and in summarization (to
choose appropriate discourse scheme for summary
generation).
An approach to the semantic indexing based on the
using cognitive maps that are the result of text
mining with OntosMiner family systems were
presented in the paper. Special metrics to determine
meaningful fragments of the internal representation
of the processed texts were proposed and discussed.
The usage of scoring functions for categorization/
clustering documents collections and documents
summarization is the practical result of presented
approach.

And now we can calculate the scoring functions
values for our cognitive map. The results of
appropriate calculations are summarized in Table 10.
Wˆ (Cloud | f ext )
f
Google
6,391304
Intel
3,595297
Stanford
2,031335
University
Larry
2,539567
Page
Dr. Eric E.
1,231596
Schmidt
Sergey
1,135628
Brin
Michael
1,071649
Moritz
Omid
0,943689
Kordestani
George
0,922980
Reyes
Shona
0,671779
Brown

Score(Google) = 7,391304,
Score(fSet | Google) = 18,10352, and
TotalScore(Google_CM) = 25,49482.

(Cunningham, et all. 02) Cunningham, H., Maynard D.,
Bontcheva K., Tablan V., GATE: an Architecture for
Development of Robust HLT Applications, Proceedings of
the 40th Annual Meeting of the Association for
Computational Linguistics (ACL), Philadelphia, July 2002.
(GOOGLE homepage) http://www.google.com
(LREC 04) Proceedings of the 4th International Conference On
Language Resources And Evaluation (LREC 2004), Lisbon,
Portugal, 26-28 May 2004.
(LREC 04) Proceedings of the 4th International Conference On
Language Resources And Evaluation (LREC 2004), Lisbon,
Portugal, 26-28 May 2004.
(Maynard, et all. 02) Maynard D., Bontcheva K., Cunningham.
H. Toward a semantic extraction of named entities,
Proceedings of the AIMSA 2002, Varna, Bulgaria, 2002.
(McKeown et al. 01) K.R. McKeown, R. Barzilay, D. Evans, V.
Hatzivassiloglou, M.Yen Kan, B. Schiffman, S. Teufel,
Colmbia Multi-Document Summarization: Approach and
Evaluation, In Proc. of the Document Understanding
Conference (DUC-2001), 2001.
(Nobata et al. 02) Chikashi Nobata, Satoshi Sekine, Hitoshi
Isahara, Ralph Grishman, Summarization System Integrated
with Named Entity Tagging and IE patterns Discovery,
Proc. of the LREC-2002 Conference, May 2002.
(Sekine & Nobata 03) Satoshi Sekine, Chikashi Nobata, A
Survey for Multi-Document Summarization, In Proc. of
HLT-NAACL 2003 Workshop: Text Summarization,
DUC03, Edmonton, Canada, May-June 2003.
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Abstract

The area of Knowledge Discovery in Text
(KDT) and Text Mining (TM) is growing
rapidly mainly because of the strong need for
analysing the vast amount of textual data that
reside on internal file systems and the Web. In
this paper we provide an overview of the area
and main approaches. We propose a feature
classification scheme that can be used to
compare and study text mining software. This
scheme is based on the software’s general
characteristics and text mining features. We then
apply our feature classification scheme to
investigate the most popular software tools,
which are commercially available. Finally we
discuss the main issues that arise from the
comparison of the tools and offer possible future
directions. Our intention is not to conduct an
extensive presentation of every tool in the area;
only representative tools for each of the main
approaches identified are considered.

1 Introduction

We are living in the “Information Age”. The main
characteristic is the amazing growth of data that are being
generated and stored making it difficult for humans to
understand. In most companies and organisations
employee time and effort is wasted in ineffective
searches through multiple information sources including
web sites and other conventional sources. This problem
of information overload is further exacerbated due to the
unstructured format of the majority of the data. The vast
amount of data found in an organisation, some estimates
run as high as 80%, are textual such as reports, emails,
etc. [Mer00] This type of unstructured data usually lacks
metadata (data about data) and as a consequence there is
no standard means to facilitate search, query and
analysis. On the other hand Web is the biggest document
collection and most of the current Web’s content is
designed for humans to read and not for computer
programs. To date, the Web has developed a medium of
documents for people rather than for data and
information that can be processed automatically
[Bern01].
While the amount of textual data available to us is
constantly increasing, our ability to understand and

process this information remains constant. A human editor can
only recognise that a new event has occurred by carefully
following all the web pages or other textual sources. This is
clearly inadequate for the volume and complexity of the
information involved. The need for automated extraction of
useful knowledge from huge amounts of textual data in order
to assist human analysis is apparent. The rapid adoption of the
e-commerce business model is driving the demand for
software that will help companies to analyse, manage,
manipulate and effectively control how business disseminate
and leverage information to competitive advantage
[Mer00].Knowledge discovery and Text Mining are mostly
automated techniques that aim to discover high level
information in huge amount of textual data and present it to the
potential user (analyst, decision-maker, etc).
The aim of this study is fourfold:
• Provide an overview of existing techniques that can be
used to extract information from textual sources.
• Provide a feature classification scheme that identifies
important characteristics according to which knowledge
discovery and text mining software tools can be studied.
• Apply our feature classification scheme to investigate
existing software tools.
• Discuss the main issues that arise from the comparison of
the tools and the possible future directions.
In this paper we have included tools with focus on Text
Mining, especially these that combine natural language
processing with data mining and machine learning techniques.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In section 2
we discuss the process of analysing vast amount of textual
data. We provide the definitions that will be used throughout
the paper and describe the various analysis tasks as well as the
techniques employed to complete these tasks. In section 3 we
present the proposed feature classification scheme, which will
be used to review the text mining software. Finally, in section
4 we discuss the survey findings; the main techniques adopted
and offer possible future directions. In particular we focus on
two important issues, namely the framework architecture and
the methodologies. At the end the resulting comparison tables
are provided.

2 Knowledge Discovery in Text and Text
Mining
This section provides an introduction to the area of knowledge
discovery in text, serving as background explanation for our
feature classification scheme and the software feature tables 1,
2 and 3. After we briefly explain our use of the terms
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knowledge discovery in text (KDT) and text mining
(TM) in section 2.1, we describe the text mining
operations.

2.1 Overview
KDT and TM is a new research area that tries to resolve
the problem of information overload by using techniques
from data mining, machine learning, natural language
processing (NLP), information retrieval (IR), information
extraction (IE) and knowledge management. As with
any emerging research area, there is still no established
vocabulary for KDT and TM, a fact which can lead to
confusion when attempting to compare results and
techniques. Often the two terms are used to denote the
same thing. Knowledge discovery in text [Fel95], [Kod]
(or in textual databases), Text Data Mining [Hea99] and
Text Mining [Raj97], [Nah00], [Tan99], [Heh], [Sul01]
are some of the terms that can be found in the literature.
We use the term KDT to indicate the overall process
of turning unstructured textual data into high level
information and knowledge, while the term Text Mining
is used for the step of the KDT process that deals with
the extraction of patterns from textual data. By extending
the definition, for Knowledge discovery in databases
(KDD) by Fayyad and Piatetsky-Shapiro [Fay], we give
the following simple definition:
Knowledge Discovery in Text (KDT) is the non-trivial
process of identifying valid, novel, potentially useful, and
ultimately understandable patterns in unstructured
textual data.
• Unstructured textual data is a set (collection) of
documents. We use the term document to refer to a
logical unit of text. This could be Web page, a status
memo, an invoice, an email etc. It can be complex
and long [Sul01], and is often more than text and can
include graphics and multimedia content. In this
paper we are only concerned with the textual
elements of documents. Documents that use
extensible markup language (XML), standard
generalised markup language (SGML) and similar
conventions are called semi-structured textual data.
For our purposes, we will consider both, unstructured
and semi-structured textual data.
• Pattern. If we consider our data as a set of facts
F (e.g. cases in a database) a pattern is a rule
expression E that describes facts in a subset FE of F
[Fay]. Generally speaking, there are two kinds of
patterns the predictive and the informative. We use
predictive patterns to predict one or more attributes in
a database from the rest. This kind of patterns make
an educated guess about the value of an unknown
attribute given the values of other known attributes.
On the other hand, informative patterns do not solve a
specific problem, but they present interesting patterns
that the user might not know.
KDT is a multi-step process, which includes all the
tasks from the gathering of documents to the
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visualisation of the extracted information. The process is
assumed to be non-trivial; that is the result has to be qualified
as discovery. The discovered patterns should be valid on new
textual data with some degree of certainty. The patterns are
novel at least to the system and should potentially lead to some
useful actions, as measured by some utility function. A main
goal of KDT is to make patterns understandable to humans in
order to facilitate a better understanding of the underlying data
[Fay].
Text Mining (TM) is a step in the KDT process consisting
of particular data mining and NLP algorithms that under some
acceptable computational efficiency limitations produces a
particular enumeration of patterns over a set of unstructured
textual data.
Text Mining uses unstructured textual information and
examines it in attempt to discover structure and implicit
meanings “hidden” within the text [Kar00]. Text mining’s
main objective is the support of the knowledge discovery
process in large document collections (Web or conventional,
storage). Text Mining utilises specialised data mining and NLP
techniques specifically operating on textual data in order to
extract useful information. Text mining applications imposes
strong constrains on the usual NLP techniques [Raj97]. For
example as they involve large volumes of textual data, they do
not allow to integrate complex treatments. It is this close
connection that makes Text Mining a new research area
derived from data mining and NLP.
It is best understood by comparing it with a related
technology: Data mining. Data mining is the application of
algorithms to a set of data to uncover previously unidentified
connections and correlations. Data mining works with
structured data, often numerical in nature. Text mining is
analogous to data mining in that it uncovers relationships in
information. Unlike data mining, it works with information
stored in an unstructured collection of text documents.
Text Mining techniques are not the only tools to solve the
information overload problem. Other techniques from different
research areas, such as information retrieval (IR), natural
language processing (NLP) etc. could also be used. Text
Mining could be used directly or indirectly (similar to Web
mining [Kos00]). By the direct approach we mean that the
application of TM techniques directly address the problems
that derive from the information overload; for example,
finding relevant information on a huge collection of
documents. By the indirect approach we mean that the TM
techniques are used as a part of a bigger application that
addresses the problems of information overload. For example,
TM techniques can be used to disambiguate word sense
[Ped97] for a search or information retrieval application.
The process of KDT includes three major stages [Sul01],
[Kos00] (Figure 1):
1. Collect relevant documents: The first step is to identify
what documents are to be retrieved. Once we have
identified the source of our documents we need to retrieve
the documents (from Web or form internal file systems).
2. Pre-processing documents: This step includes any kind of
transformation processes of the original documents
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retrieved. These transformations could aim at
obtaining the desired representation of documents
such as XML, SGML. The resulting documents are
then processed to provide basic linguistic
information about the content of each document.
With an understanding of how words, phrases, and
sentences are structured, we can control text and
extract information. From Text Mining prospective,
our task in this pre-processing stage is to use
language rules and word meanings to produce
reusable by the other stages, representations of text.
Main areas of linguistics (study of language) include
the Morphology (structure and form of words),
Syntax (How words and phrases form sentences) and
Semantic (the meaning of words and statements).
Text mining operations: High-level information is
extracted (metadata creation). Patterns and
relationships are discovered within the extracted
information.
Collect
Documents

Pre-processing
Documents

Text Mining

Figure 1: Major KDT stages of processing.

2.2 Main Text Mining operations
Main goal of Text mining is to unable users extract
information from large textual resources. Natural
language processing data mining and machine learning
techniques work together to automatically discover
patterns at the extracted information and the metadata the
have been derived from the documents.
Most Text Mining objectives fall under the following
categories of operations:
• Feature Extraction.
• Text-base navigation.
• Search and Retrieval
• Categorisation(Supervised classification)
• Clustering(Unsupervised Classification)
• Summarisation
• Temporal Analysis of Documents (i.e. Trends
Analysis).
• Associations
• Visualisation

2.2.1 Feature extraction
Primary objective of the feature extraction operation is to
identify facts and relations in text. Most of the times this
includes distinguishing which noun phrase is a person,
place, organisation or other distinct object.
Feature extraction algorithms may use dictionaries to
identify some terms and linguistic patterns to detect

others. For example, the name of an organisation, such as
“UMIST”, may not be in a dictionary but a feature extraction
algorithm could identify it is a noun and probably significant
term. Pattern recognition algorithms (like Hidden Markov
Models HMM) are trained to detect patterns i.e. a noun phrase
followed by a verb phrase is often followed by another noun
phrase as in “UMIST hired lecturers”. Of course always a preor post- processing is required to manually specify significant
terms or remove unnecessary automatically identified terms.
The terms extracted usually have to be in canonical or
standard form. This makes indexing retrieval and the other
operations which follow more accurate. For example
“studying” and “study” should be identifying as the same
word. Additionally this operation should indicate the number
of times each term appears in a document (word frequency).
This mainly supports the classification of documents.

2.2.2 Text-base navigation.

The text-base navigation enables users to move about in a
document collection by relating topics and significant terms. It
helps to identify key concepts and additionally presents some
of the relationships between key concepts. For example, when
searching for “UMIST”, we should be able to quickly move to
“UMIST courses”, “UMIST degrees” and other terms related to
the “UMIST”. The important features about this operation are
two. The first is the ability to see related terms in context. For
example when we notice that two terms seem to keep
occurring together probably there must be an important
relationship between them. The second important feature is the
ability to move from one pair of terms to another. For example
if the pair “UMIST” and “courses” does not satisfy us it should
be possible to move to another pair such as “UMIST” and
“degrees”. [Wiz01b] [Tex01b]

2.2.3 Search and Retrieval
It is used for searching internal documents collections or for
the Web. Its main characteristic is the various text search
options. After indexing which is the first step, a wide range of
text search options maybe utilised. These include basic search
options such as Boolean (and/or/not), proximity, wildcard,
segment, numeric range, etc. as well as some advance search
capabilities, such as relevancy-ranked natural language
searching, fuzzy search, concept search etc.[dtS01] [Ora01a]
[Tex01]

2.2.4 Categorisation

Categorisation is the operation that we use when we want to
classify documents into predefined categories. Due to this, we
are able to identify the main topics of a document collection.
The categories are either pre-configured (by the
programmer) or left for the user to specify. There are two ways
to create the classifications. In the first approach a thesaurus
can be created that defines a set of domain-specific terms and
the relationships between them (the most common
relationships are broader term, narrower term, synonym, and
related term). The categoriser can then determine the subject
of the text according to the frequency of the domain specific
terms which has been identified within the text. In the second
approach the categoriser is trained with sample documents.
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The categoriser statistically analyse linguistic patterns
(such as lexical affinities, word frequencies) from sample
documents (pre-categorised) that belong in each category
in order to create a statistical signature for each category.
Then it uses the statistical signature to classify new
documents. The advantage of the second approach is that
a thesaurus, which is hard to build for large domains, is
not needed.
In order to avoid wrong classification of a document
it is preferable to provide multiple categories per
document. Additionally it is very helpful when the tool
supports both inter- and intra-document ranking.
[IBM01] [Aut 01]

2.2.5 Clustering
A cluster is a group of related documents, and clustering
is the operation of grouping documents on the basis of
some similarity measure, automatically without having to
pre-specify categories.
The most common clustering algorithms that are used
are hierarchical, binary relational, and fuzzy. Hierarchical
clustering creates a tree with all documents in the root
node and a single document in each leaf node. The
intervening nodes have several documents and become
more and more specialised as they get closer to the leaf
nodes. It is very useful when we are exploring a new
document collection and want to get an overview of the
collection. Binary relational clustering partitions the
documents into a flat structure; each cluster is placed in
only one set. With Fuzzy clustering all documents are
included in all clusters, but with a different degree.
The most important factor in a clustering algorithm is
the similarity measure. All clustering algorithms are
based on similarity measures, and there are various types.
One type uses words that frequently appear together
(lexical affinities i.e. Department of Computation) as
common features in order to group documents. Another
type uses extracted features such as person name e.g. Mr.
Mitsos Karaiskos. [Bern01] [Tex01b] [IBMa]

2.2.6 Summarisation
Summarisation is the operation that reduces the amount
of text in a document while still keeping its key meaning.
With this operation the user usually is allowed to
define a number of parameters, including the number of
sentences to extract or a percentage of the total text to
extract. The result includes the most significant sentences
within the document. [Tex01b] [IBMa] [Aut 01]

2.2.7 Temporal Analysis of Documents
One example of such analysis is trends analysis. This
operation is used for identifying trends in documents
collected over a period of time. Trends can be used, for
example to discover that a company is shifting interests
from one domain to another. [Len]
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2.2.8 Associations Analysis
Given a set of documents, identify relationships between
attributes (features that have been extracted from the
documents) such as the presence of one pattern implies the
presence of another pattern. For example, Neurosoft SA,
Intrasoft� Take over could be a rule that been discovered. An
application based on this operation is presented by Feldman.
[Fel98] [Cle01]

2.2.9 Visualisation
Visualisation utilises feature extraction and key term indexing
in order to build a graphical representation of the document
collection. This approach supports the user in identifying
quickly the main topics or concepts by their importance on the
representation. Additionally, it is easy to discover the location
of specific documents in a graphical document representation.
[Cle01] [Sem01]

3 Methodology of Survey

In this section, we present the feature classification scheme
that we have proposed to study knowledge discovery in Text
(KDT) and Text Mining tools. Then we apply this scheme to
review existing tools. Although not exhaustive, we believe that
the reviewed tools are representative for the current status of
technology.
Features relevant to our study are grouped into 3 groups as
follows: general features of tools, text mining approaches and
operations supported.

3.1 General features (Table 1)
The following features are
characteristics of the systems:

considered

as

general

1. Product name and vendor, home page location on the Web.
2. Purpose and functionality.
3. Demo: Specifies if there is a demo version available. (D)
Demo version available for download on the internet, (R)
Demo version available on request, and (U) Unknown.
5 Architecture: The computer architecture on which the
software runs. (S) Standalone, (C/S) Client/Server and (P)
Parallel.

3.2 Text mining approaches (Table 2)
1. Framework Architecture: (F) File oriented, (C) Component
Oriented, (D) Database oriented.
2. Text mining Methodology: (HEUR) Heuristic approach
(lookup techniques)/ (STAT) Statistical approach, (NN)
Neural Network, (KNOW) Knowledge-based approach.

3.3 Text mining steps and operations (Table 3)
1. (DR) Include Document Retrieval Module. Some of the

products include components that support the gathering
(Retrieval) of relevant documents in ordered to be processed.

2. Pre-processing: (Morph) Morphology, (Synt) Syntax,
(Sem) Semantic.
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3. Text mining operations: (FE) Feature Extraction,
(TBN) Text-base navigation, (SR) Search and Retrieval,
(CAT) Categorisation (Supervised classification), (CLU)
Clustering
(Unsupervised
classification)
(SUM)
Summarisation, (TA) Trends Analysis, (ASS)
Associations, (VIS) Visualisation.
Detailed description for each software product is
provided in [Kar02].

4 Critical Discussion and Future
Work

In this paper we provide an overview of the area of
Knowledge Discovery in Text and Text Mining. We
indicate some confusion regarding the use of the term
text mining. Additionally we present the text mining
operations and examine the most popular commercial
products. In this section we will discuss our survey
findings and focus on two main issues, the
methodologies adopted and the framework architectures.

4.1 Text Mining Methodologies
The objective of Text Mining is to exploit information
contained in textual documents in various ways,
including the type of analyses that are typically
performed in Data Mining: discovery of patterns and
trends in data, associations among entities, predictive
rules, etc. [Gro00]. Most approaches to text mining
perform discovery operations either on external tags
associated with each document, or on a set of words
(single and multi terms) within each document. Some
others apply discovery operations on phrases and facts,
as extracted from the documents (IE). [Fel]
Text Mining can be performed by a collection of
methods from various technological areas, not just a
single one. However, all of these methods can be roughly
grouped under two main headings.
The two broad groups of approaches for the
development of systems that aim to extract information
and knowledge from text are performance-based and
knowledge-based [Sul01] (or linguistic-powered
[Lex02]). In the former case designers are concerned
with the effective behaviour of the system and not
necessarily with the means used to obtain that behaviour.
The most common performance-based algorithms are
statistical methods and neural networks.
Statistical Methods: These approaches usually rely on
an explicit underlying probability model. They are not
context sensitive.
Neural Networks: Neural Networks are a class of
systems modelled after the human brain. As the human
brain consists of millions of neurons that are
interconnected by synapses, neural networks are formed
from large numbers of simulated neurons, connected to
each other in a manner similar to brain neurons. Like in
the human brain, the strength of neuron interconnections
may change (or be changed by the learning algorithm) in

response to a presented stimulus or an obtained output, which
enables the network to learn [Goe99]. Neural networks are
highly suited to textual input, being capable of identifying
structure of high dimensions within a body of natural language
text. Neural networks work best with data that contain noise,
has a poorly understood structure and changing characteristics
(all are present in textual data). [Mer96]
Knowledge-based systems or linguistic-powered systems
on the other hand use explicit representations of knowledge,
such as the meaning of words, relationships between facts, and
rules for drawing conclusions in particular domains. Common
knowledge representation schemes include inference rules,
logical propositions and semantic networks such as
taxonomies and ontologies. The ability to understand human
language is provided by linguistics, commonly referred as
Natural Language Processing (NLP). Morphology, syntactic
and semantic analyses are some of the techniques being used.
[Lex02]
Oracle Text is knowledge-based tool. The thesaurus
provided in the tool drives thematic classification of
documents. With a predefined set of terms and well defined
relationships between terms, such as “stock is a narrower term
for financial investment”; there is no need for the statistical
analysis of a corpus (as with TextAnalyst and Intelligent Miner
for Text etc.). With a taxonomy dependent analysis tool we
have to create a domain specific taxonomy to get the level of
document discrimination needed for the application, which is a
difficult process. Taxonomies however are not the only kind of
knowledge representation. Pattern matching rules are also used
extensively. Heuristics are often represented as pattern
matching rules. For example, “If the first two words of the
sentence are in conclusion then add the sentence to the
summary”. These types of rules can be represented using IFTHEN conditions and regular expressions pattern matching.
Like taxonomies, which need to be domain specific, text
analysis heuristic tends to be language specific. Adopting a
text mining tool to additional languages, then, requires the
creation of another language specific rule base.
Most of the tools combine performance-based with
knowledge-based techniques in order to balance the flexibility
and adaptability of statistical techniques with the domain and
language specific knowledge provided by thesauri and
heuristic. Choosing between statistical oriented and knowledge
oriented tools depends on the domain. For rapidly changing
areas such as genetics research would be facilitated by a
performance based tool. On the other hand, for relatively
stable areas such as finance and politics a knowledge-based
tool can operate better. The ideal though would be to work
with taxonomies that can automatically adjust to accommodate
new terms.

4.2 Framework architecture
In this subsection we will compare how the text mining tools
are integrated with each other and how well they work with
third-party tools. Three kinds of architectures considered
[Sul01]:
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•

Component-oriented architecture. For example
ActiveX components.
• File-oriented architecture. Suite of independent
applications. Input is provided to each tool as a
stream of files or as a file containing fully
qualified pathnames. The result of the analysis
tools is output as streams of semi-structured text
that can be easily manipulated.
• Database-oriented architecture. Processing
operations are integrated into the relational
database.
At one end of the component range we have
TextAnalyst (Megaputer) with its ActiveX suite for
dealing with text and semantic analysis. At the other end
reside Oracle Text and Thunderstone’s Texis, which are
fully embedded into a relational database engine. In the
middle and closer to Oracle Text are InFact and
LexiQuest. In the middle, and closer to TextAnalyst, is
Intelligent Miner for Text, ClearForest suite, etc. (Figure
2)
Tools with component-oriented architecture like
TextAnalyst are appropriate for applications requiring
embedded text analysis. For example in TextAnalyst the
simplicity with which the ActiveX components can be
integrated using common programming tools, such as
Visual Basic, C++, and Python make this an appropriate
choice for client and server based applications.
Intelligent Miner for Text provides a suite of
independent applications. The key to integration is a
standard output format that is compatible with all the
programs in the suite. By this approach is easy for
example to use the feature extraction tool with the
clustering tool. Additionally with this semi-structured
output format is easy the integration with third-party
tools, and custom applications. Finally the results can
easily be stored in relation database and processed by
other applications.
When using Oracle Text or Texis it is already
assumed that we are working with the relational
database. Although we can store the documents outside
the database (by keeping only the pathname or URL in
the database), all processing is controlled from within the
database.
When we have to analyse small amount of text then
the tools with component-oriented architecture are more
appropriate. For large-scale document collections, the
benefits of using tools with database-oriented
architecture are obvious. The documents and the related
metadata can be stored and queried together. Secondly
text indexing is integrated into the database, so the query
optimiser can use statistics about both structured and
long objects columns when formulating a query
execution plan. Thirdly, SQL has been extended to
support a range of text-specific selection criteria such as
proximity searches, multilingual searches, thematic
searches, and word variation searches.
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The key criteria from the integration perspective are to
determine how much of the control and the results produced
from text analysis need to be integrated with other
applications.

1. Oracle
Text
2. Texis

1. InFact
2. LexiQuest

1. Intelligent
miner for text
2. ClearForest
3. Autonomy
4. WizDoc
5. TextSmart
6. Temis

1. TextAnalyst

Integrated

Reusable
components

Figure 2: Framework Architectures
Oracle Text and Texis from Thunderstone provide the most
extensive support for repository operations, including a wideranging query capability. InFact and LexiQuest stores all the
information extracted in a database for use by the other
subsystems. This allows a number of mining operations to be
performed and great flexibility.
Intelligent miner for Text does not include a relational
database engine but the output from the various text analysis
tools is semi-structured that makes it easy to load into
relational tables.
TextAnalyst is not geared for tight integration with
databases, but it does provide its own storage mechanism. The
ActiveX architecture, however, provides flexibility for
programmatic control so that the lack of direct support for
relational database does not prevent using the tool with a
database.

4.3 Future work
KDT and TM is an emerging research area, where the need for
new successful applications is of paramount importance. A
promising new direction is the integration of different
techniques in order to accomplish the text mining tasks.
Currently available tools adopt a single technique or a limited
set of techniques to carry out text analysis. From our research
we have concluded that there is no best technique, therefore
the issue is not which technique is better than the other, but
which technique is suitable for the problem to be solved. In the
future, though tools will have to provide a wide range of
different techniques. Users should be able to choose and easily
apply the techniques that are suitable for their analysis
scenario.
There is a strong commercial desire to utilise data mining
techniques on the masses of textual data. [Dix97] A problem
with many knowledge workers is that may not know exactly
what they are looking for, from the textual database; and
mining is incredibly effective at retrieving interesting facts
from a database. A closer and easier tie of data mining
techniques with linguistic and information extraction
techniques are what need to be done in the near future.
Currently tools that work closer with the database (InFact,
LexiQuest etc.) will have the advantage, as they facilitate
efficient applications of various data mining techniques.
For a demanding, domain specific knowledge discovery
task, an additional linguistic processing requirement appears;
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and is necessary to perform semantic analysis to derive a
sufficiently rich representation of relationships between
fact and concepts described within the documents.
[Sul01] Semantic analysis is computationally expensive
and according to our survey few tools currently utilise it.
It is a challenge for text mining tools to include an
efficient and scalable semantic analysis.
An issue that may restrict the use of some of the tools
we have included in our survey is multilingual text
mining. Tools that do not “understand” the text (non
linguistic tools) will not be able to multilingual access
document collections. This is an issue to be resolved as
the information that the user is looking may rely on
document in various languages.
Domain knowledge and the way that can support the
linguistic pre-processing steps plus the discovery tasks is
an interesting topic to explore. Most of the current tools
make use of taxonomies that mainly are building
manually or semi-automatically. Richer taxonomies such
as Ontologies to be utilised and the automatic
construction seems to be the future direction.
Another identified drawback of current tools is the
inability to capture the temporal issues. The majority of
the tools do not address temporal aspects at all, while the
rest do so very poorly. In the near future, tools are
expected to deal with issues such as information temporal
validity and trends.
There are many challenges for text mining technology
but the major one, as emerged from the current
investigation, will be the development of tools which will
support highly automated procedures in order to extract
accurate and useful high level information (knowledge)
from textual resources, either the web or conventional,
such as internal file systems.
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Purpose and functionality

Table 1: General feature of tools

The tools structure the text data, extract important information, assign them to taxonomy and define their
inter-relationships.
It extends the standard relational database to include operators for textual processing. The key operations
of Oracle’s tool are Loading, Indexing and Searching.
Manages unstructured digital information, including word processing and HTML-based files, email
messages and electronic news feeds. By applying concept matching techniques supports information
retrieval and dynamic personalisation of digital content.
TEMIS optimize information processing by transforming free text into data that can be analyzed for
information retrieval or automatic classification of documents.
dtSearch line of products targets on text search and retrieval. It is used for searching internal documents
collections or for the Web. Its main characteristic is the different text search options.
TEXIS is a fully integrated SQL RDBMS that queries and manages databases containing natural
language text, standard data types, geographic information, images, video, audio, and other payload data.
Insightful is merging the mining and search of structured and unstructured data, creating a search and
categorisation system.
LexiQuest products combine natural language technology with data mining in order to facilitate main
text mining operations such as categorisation, search and clustering of concepts.

It uses a statistical and heuristic approach to text analysis. It provides a set of text analysis tools and a
search engine enhanced with mining functionality and visualisation of results.

WizDoc is a search engine that enables users to search by two methods, ‘string search’ and ‘conceptbased search’.
TextSmart is a tool for quantitative analysis of text-based survey responses. It basically makes cleaning,
filtering and categorisation of open-ended responses.
Is a software tool for semantic analysis, navigation, and search of unstructured texts
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2. Arch.: The computer architecture on which the software runs. (S) Standalone, (C/S) Client/Server and (P) Parallel.
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Product name, vendor and homepage

WizDoc, WizSoft
www.wizsoft.com/
TextSmart 1.0, SPSS
http://www.spss.com/textsmart/
TextAnalyst 2.0, Megaputer
http://www.megaputer.com/products/ta/index.php3
Intelligent Miner for Text, IBM
www-4.ibm.com/software/data/iminer/fortext/
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WizDoc
TextSmart 1.0
TextAnalyst 2.0
Intelligent Miner for Text
ClearForest
Oracle Text
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dtSearch
Texis
InFact
LexiQuest
X
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Methodology
HEUR/STAT
NN

Table 2: Text Mining approaches
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Table 3: Text Mining steps and operations
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X
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(DR) Include Document Retrieval Module - Pre-processing: (Morph) Morphology, (Synt) Syntax, (Sem) Semantic. - Text mining operations: (FE) Feature
Extraction, (TBN) Text-base navigation, (SR) Search and Retrieval, (CAT) Categorisation (Supervised classification), (CLU) Clustering (Unsupervised
classification) (SUM) Summarisation, (TA) Temporal Analysis, (ASS) Associations, (DA) Distribution analysis, (VIS) Visualisation.
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Product

1. Framework Architecture: (F) File oriented, (C) Component Oriented, (D) Database oriented.
2. Text mining Methodology (Linguistic processing): (HEUR) Heuristic approach (lookup techniques)/ (STAT) Statistical approach, (NN) Neural Network,
(KNOW) Knowledge-based approach.
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From likelihoodness between words to
the ﬁnding of functional proﬁle for ortholog genes
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Abstract

One of the main objectives of biology and genetics consists in the detection of genes responsible for diseases. This task can be reached with
the revealing of ortholog genes, which are responsible for similar functions in different organisms. Since few decades, research in biology offers a huge amount of information available in scientiﬁc literature and, recenlty, in databases. In this wotk, we aim at the detection of
ortholog genes by mining automatically available scientiﬁc literature and consulting databases. In this paper, we apply likelihood ratio
algorithm to detect associations between gene
names and terms describing their functional
proﬁle. This method allows to extract new functions for already described genes from textual
corpora and to describe genes not yet encoded
in databases. Such work could complete existing databases and provide additional knowledge for biologists.

Keywords : Bioinformatics, domain knowledge, corpus linguistics, text mining, information extraction

1

Introduction

One of the main objectives of biology and genetics consists in the detection of genes responsible for diseases. Research in this area, although
few decades old, has generated large amount of
scientiﬁc literature. Gene databases on different
species (mouse, ﬂy, worm, yeast, human, rice,
etc.) are aimed to merge information into a single
repository. Sequencing results and scientiﬁc literature are reviewed by human expert and recorded in these databases. But human reviewing
remains difﬁcult especially as the pace of biological research accelerates through the world.
Computers and bioinformatics appear as necessary means to support data collection and to perform its analysis : gene names recognition, detection of relations between genes and proteins,

merging existing databases, etc. Bioinformatics
becomes even more necessary when the comparison of different species and detection of their
genetic similarities are involved in the analysis.
This comparison can be reached by the mean of
detecting the ortholog genes (i.e. genes which
present similar functions, which are responsible
for similar processes, etc.). Our main contention
is that the detection of such ortholog, and also
of homologue, genes could beneﬁt from automatically mining available scientiﬁc literature and
databases. Different methods can be implemented to extract information about the similarities
between genes.
Comparison of sequences of genes. The similarity can be detected by the comparison of sequences of genes (Pearson 98; Itoh et al. 05).
That supposes that if genes have similar sequences, their functions and processes are potentially similar. This kind of comparison relies on
formal similarity between gene sequences, as in
the following case :
ATTGCGTTATGGAAATTCGAAACTGCCAAATACTATGTCACCA...
GATATTGCTTTATGGAAATTCGAAACTGCCAAATACTATGTCA...

However, on one hand such comparison gives no
information about functional type of genes and
on other hand similar sequences can correspond
to non similar genes. To obtain more reliable results, this method can be combined with functional annotation of genes and proteins (Lord et
al. 03; Lefebvre et al. 05), as those provided
by GeneOntology annotation ﬁles. Such approach conﬁrms that semantic similarity is correlated with sequence similarity, although disagreement in sequences and annotations appears with
complex biological processes, sub-deﬁnition of
processes and with mis-annotations of genes.
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Interactions between genes and/or proteins.
Detection of interactions between genes and/or
proteins in texts (Sekimizu et al. 98; Yakushiji
et al. 01; Stephens et al. 01; Alphonse et al. 04)
can also point out similarity between genes. This
supposes that if genes are involved in the same
processes and functions or when they are at a
close location in a cell they are potentially similar. When this hypothesis is applyed to textual
corpora, the interactions can be detected in more
(or less) constrained contexts : genes are supposed to appear in the same sentence (or document),
and what is more their interaction can be outlined
by function words (interacts with, activates, are
involved in, binds, etc.) :
... we have demonstrated that both IMA-2 and
IMB-1, the homologues of vertebrate importin alpha and beta, are essential for both spindle assembly and nuclear formation in early embryos.
For this kind of analysis, mainly linear and syntactic methods are used, but also learning algorithms (Alphonse et al. 04) or information retrieval approaches (Stephens et al. 01).
Functional proﬁle of genes. Detection of similar genes can also be done through the construction of individual functional proﬁle of genes and
then comparing the proﬁles of different genes.
The functional proﬁle is related to functions of
genes, processes in which they are involved, etc.
One of advantages of this approach is that proﬁle of each gene can be induced independently of
other genes. Functional proﬁle can be built from
existing databases, but they describe little number of genes. To obtain more complete results, we
aim at the analysis of scientiﬁc literature which
we suppose to be more complete. But, this literature exists as raw texts and requires application of speciﬁc methods to be analyzed. In this
paper, we present the experience of construction
of functional proﬁles from texts using a symbolic
likelihood ratio method. We then compare induced results with existing clusters obtained for the
same genes (Lefebvre et al. 05) and with recordings proposed in existing databases.
These three approaches for detection of similarities between genes are not exclusive and can
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be considered as complementary.
In our work, for the detection of similarity between genes we rely on textual corpora which we
suppose to contain recent research data and we
apply symbolic methods for extraction of information needed for the construction of functional
genes proﬁles. In the following sections, we ﬁrst
describe the material (sec. 2) and methods (sec.
3). We then present results, discuss them (sec. 4),
and outline some perspectives (sec. 5).

2

Material

For the detection of similarity between genes
from textual corpora, we use following types of
material.
Gene names. Preferred gene names are provided by biologists : 48 genes of worm C. elegans
and 48 of ﬂy Drosophila m. (Lefebvre et al. 05).
To make processing more complete, we have extracted aliases for these gene names from databases designed for these species : WormBase1
and FlyBase2 . Using the gene names and their
registered aliases, we obtain 181 gene names.
Among 96 studied genes, only 8 Drosophila m.
genes are described in FlyBase.
Description of functional proﬁle. To encode
the functional proﬁle of genes we use a repository of what we suppose to be the normalized
description of such proﬁle : GeneOntology3
terms. GeneOntology provides 18,696 terms
distributed into three separate hierarchies : molecular functions, biological processes and cellular
components.
Textual corpora. We use textual corpora built
with PubMed4 abstracts. In this experience, we
analyze corpus of abstracts collected with keywords relative to gene names and their aliases :
clusters-5966 corpus composed of 5,966 abstracts. Such scientiﬁc literature is supposed to
1
www.wormbase.org, database on microscopic
worm C. elegans.
2
flybase.bio.indiana.edu, database on common ﬂy Drosphila m.
3
www.geneontology.org
4
www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/entrez/query.
fcgi, source of biomedical literature.
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contain results from latest research work in this
area.
Gene databases on species. Databases
WormBase and FlyBase related to analyzed
species, C. elegans and Drosophila m., provide
us with gene names aliases and for some genes
with encoded description of their functional
proﬁle. Databases contain reliable information
that has been reviewed by experts. But since this
is long and complex process, databases cannot be
updated as quickly as the state of the art evolves.
When the information on genes is avalable, we
compare acquired functional proﬁle with the one
encoded in these databases.

3

Methods

We present here experiment involving the application of likelihood ratio algorithm for the description of functional proﬁle of genes. This algorithm indicates if the likelihood of a given result
would be expected for an event compared to the
likelihood that same result would be not expected
for the same event. It was originally applyed to
reckon associations in databases, among different
ﬁelds, like in (Bodenreider et al. 05). Applyed to
textual data, this kind of methods is usually implemented for the detection of associations between words or phrases (Manning & Schütze 99) :
neighbourings, cooccurrences, collocations, etc.
We assume that this algorithm will detect strong
semantic relations between genes and their functions described within biological texts. But the
nature of these relations is not known in advance.
It can vary with the size of windows into which
the associations are computed, with the nature of
texts, and with post-processing and ﬁltering of results.
In our experiment, we tune this method in the
following way to adapt it for bioinformatic texts
and for the detection of functional proﬁles of
genes :
– Suitable pre-processing of corpora
– Deﬁnition of the size of windows
– Filtering raw likelihood data
– Deﬁnition of the type of relations between
gene names and their proﬁle

During the initial step of processing, we tokenize corpora in words. This has been done with
respect to the conventions of gene denomination,
where the use of punctuations (comma, dot, parenthesis, slash, etc.) is meaningful.
The size of windows in which cooccurrences
of tokens will be computed has to ﬁt to the type
of relations we are looking for. As we want to
discover semantic relations between tokens, we
suppose that tokens can occur in the same sentence or in adjacent sentences. We set the size of
windows to 2*20 tokens.
For the ﬁltering of likelihood ratio output, we
look for pairs :
gene name / functional proﬁle
where gene name is one of 96 genes we analyze
or one of its aliases, and functional proﬁle is recognized as GeneOntology term. Recognition
of GeneOntology terms can be done in two
ways : exact or approximate matching. With the
exact matching, GeneOntology term and word
in text are identical, and likelihood ratio score informs us about the reliability of this association.
Associated GeneOntology term is then an
one-word term. For instance, gene unc-54 is related to GeneOntology one-word term myosin
(GO :0016459) with the score of 501.8252. As
genes from unc-54 cluster are known to be responsible for muscular development, this conﬁrm
this induced association.
Since we work currently with one-word tokens, we have not direct access to terms of
GeneOntology composed with more that
one word. Whereas the majority of terms in
GeneOntology are composed of more that one
word. The approximate matching we apply allows to bypass partly this limitation : if our method associates gene name to (all) words of a given complex GeneOntology term, we consider that the gene name is associated to this complex term. We can then compute the recovery,
or intersection, of GeneOntology term and
words from corpora, as well as the average association score of this recomposed term and gene
name. For instance Drosophila m. gene E2f is associated with words activity, repressor and transcriptional. Since these words are included in the
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GeneOntology term transcriptional repressor
activity (GO :0016564) we can consider that this
term is indirectly associated with gene icd-1 with
the average score of 291.17 points. What is interesting is that this term is already used to annotate
icd-1 gene in FlyBase.
And ﬁnally, for the detection of type of relations existing between gene and its associated functional proﬁle, we use the semantics formalized within the GeneOntology hierarchies.
These relations can correspond to biological processes, molecular functions or cellular components. For instance, transcriptional repressor activity (GO :0016564) is a molecular function of
E2f gene, and myosin (GO :0016459) is cellular component of unc-54 gene. In our approach, these three types of proﬁles are not exclusive. In this way, each gene can be described transversally with terms of more that one
GeneOntology hierarchy.
If genes have already been described in databases, we compare their known proﬁle with the
functional proﬁle we induce from scientiﬁc texts.
Anyway, we compare induced proﬁles of different genes within the same cluster and contrast
them with expected proﬁles.

4

Results and discussion

In this section, we present results of induced
associations between gene names and their functional proﬁle in the cluster-5966 corpus. Table 1
contains results for direct and approximate matching with GeneOntology terms. Horizontal
lines indicate separation of known clusters of
genes. Column content is described in the following of this section.
Completeness of information in databases.
First column (Gene ID) indicates identiﬁers of
genes : when starting with FBgn string genes are
those of Drosophila m., remaining genes are from
C. elegans. Second column (DB) indicates if gene
is known as preferred gene name in databases.
We can see that, in our set of 96 genes, four Drosophila m. genes (ct, da, E2f and bic) are described in FlyBase. For remaining genes databases contain no information. Notice that this re-
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sult should be different if we consider our gene
names both as preferred names and as aliases.
But this position should increase the ambiguity
of information : same name can correspond to
different genes.
Gene name ambiguity. Third column (Gene)
indicates preferred names for genes. When we
compare 96 gene names with Specialist Lexicon
from UMLS (NLM01) we obtain following list
of ambiguous names (and aliases) : bic (bic, bicaudal), ct, da (da, daughterless), ct (kf ), sop,
sta, up, wee. These words can be identical with
common english words (up, wee), medical words
(bicaudal) or medical abbreviations (ct for computed tomography, kf for Kenner-fecal medium,
kidney function, Klippel-Feil anomaly, KayserFleischer, Klenow fragment, ﬁltration coefﬁcient,
etc.). Notice that biomedical scientiﬁc literature
is extremely innovative in creation of new abbreviations. The ambiguity of gene names, especially those of Drosophila m., has been researched and noticed in previous work (Hirschman et
al. 02; Tuason et al. 04).
Association scores. Association scores are indicated in the column Score. Each association
pair gene name (column Gene) / functional proﬁle (column GO term) shows score higher than 5
points. Such pairs always belong to the top 50%
of associations and can be considered as reliable.
We show in the table four best associations for
genes. For instance, one of highest scores, 544.71
points, is read for the gene unc-54 and cellular
component myosin. This association is meaningful as genes from this cluster (up, unc-54, myo-3
and mup-2) are known to be related to the muscular development. To facilitate the rating of scores
we can apply normalization factor which will ﬁt
them into a range of 0 and 1.
Matching of GeneOntology terms. The last
three columns (GO term, GO ID and Type)
provide functional proﬁles of genes obtained
with direct and approximate matching with
GeneOntology terms. Table 1 describes 19
genes, between which four genes are already recorded in databases (ct, bic, da and E2f ). In-
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duced description of genes can belong to one
or more GeneOntology hierarchies : biological processes (bp), cellular components (cc), and
molecular function (mf ). But this table contains
only terms which are completely matched, like
transcriptional repressor activity (GO :0016564)
whose words are all associated to the gene E2f .
If we consider also partially matched terms, with
at least 50% of matched words, 2 more genes
are described (rpl-4 and rps-2). The total number of associated terms is 25,017, and each gene
receives about 1,191 terms (from 4,853 to 6). It’s
obvious that ambiguous gene names obtain more
important number of terms.
Correctness
of
matching
with
GeneOntology terms. Four Drosophila m.
genes’ induced proﬁles can be compared with information already recorded in FlyBase. We use
for this FBgn.acode and FBgn.summary.acode
ﬁles available on line, especially as they contain
references to GeneOntology terms. In these
ﬁles, ct is described with three terms : speciﬁc
RNA polymerase II transcription factor activity
(GO :0003704), oogenesis (sensu Insecta)
(GO :0009993) and calmodulin inhibitor activity
(GO :0005517). Our method associates only
speciﬁc RNA polymerase II transcription factor
activity to this gene with the score rate of 33.06
and the intersection of 0.71 (5 associated words
out of 7). As for gene E2f , it is described
with 21 GeneOntology terms. Our method
induces 13 of them, for instance cell cycle
control (GO :0000074) or transcription factor
activity (GO :0003700), with scores of 412.83
and 487.65 respectively and complete matching.
And ﬁnally, FlyBase associates da and bic
genes with two and three GeneOntology
terms respectively. None of them have been
found with our method. This evaluation gives
some indications about the database-based recall
of our method. Otherwise, our method provides
4,853 terms for ct, 4,462 for E2f , 3,439 for da,
352 for bic, and more terms for other genes.
To evaluate more associations, we have analyzed homogeneity of terms within the same cluster
and their conformity to the expected proﬁles. The

ﬁrst cluster is then supposed to be responsible
for the gametogenesis, the second for ribosome,
the third for RNA polymerase II and the last for
muscular development. We will analyze ﬁrst and
last clusters. In the ﬁrst cluster, terms associated
with ima-2, yps and wee-1.3 genes match with
their expected proﬁles (spindle, embryogenesis,
oocyte maturation, male meiosis, etc.) which obtain high scores. While relevant terms for ambiguous gene names ct and wee receive low scores.
We can explain this by the fact that likelihood algorithm favors rare associations. Since the analyzed corpus is composed mainly with abstracts
on biological research but also with abstracts on
other ﬁelds of medicine, we suppose that ct and
wee have shown unusual and solid cooccurrences
in non genetic contexts. The situation is similar
for the last cluster : genes unc-54, myo-3 and
mup-2, but not the ambiguous gene name up,
are associated with relevant terms like myosin,
muscle myosin, muscle contraction, muscle thick
ﬁlament assembly.
Improvements to the use of GeneOntology.
GeneOntology terms can be considered as
normalized description for biological processes,
molecular functions and cellular components of
genes. But these terms don’t ﬁt a lot to the
terms used in scientiﬁc literature. The approximate matching we perform allows to partially bypass this limitation. We can improve matching in
following way : (1) use of the UMLS resources
(NLM01), which have included and linked recently GeneOntology to terms from other biomedical terminologies ; (2) use of lexical ressources, as those provided by UMLS Specialist
lexicon. Such links and resources enhance lexical
anchoring of GeneOntology terms and allow
to improve their recognition ; (3) use of hierarchical links to help matching of induced functional proﬁles and those proposed in databases.

5

Conclusion and Perspectives

The work we have presented in this paper
adresses the mining of textual corpora in order to detect functional description of genes and
to conﬁrm ortholog and homologue links bet-
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ween these genes. Mining scientiﬁc abstracts
from PubMed shows that, in comparison with
genetic databases, abstracts contain more updated and complete information about genes.
We have applyed likelihood algorithm to detect links between genes and GeneOntology
terms. Direct and approximate matching allows
to describe genes uknown in existing genetic databases. This description seems to satisfy expected functional proﬁle of gene clusters and information already recorded in databases. But it has
to be analyzed in a more detailed way. We obtain
an interesting ﬁnding about compositionality of
complex biological terms : their meaning seems
to be preserved when they are recomposed.
To obtain more complete results, it would be
necessary to build and analyze other corpora collected in other bibliographical sources or even
with generic search engines on Internet. Full papers available on PubMed can also be used.
These corpora should be processed with POStagger and lemmatizer like GENIA (Tsuruoka et
al. 05), speciﬁcally trained for biological texts.
It could be also interesting to complete the list
of gene aliases. We plan to do it through exploring other existing gene databases. Analysis of
textual corpora can also help in this task (Séguéla
& Aussenac-Gilles 99; Weissenbacher 04).
Finally we plan to combine method presented
in this paper with other methods for text mining.
We suppose this will allow to contrast results
from different methods and to weight them. This
is especially relevant for ambiguous gene names.
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Gene ID
F26B1.3
F26B1.3
F26B1.3
F26B1.3
FBgn0004198
FBgn0004198
FBgn0004198
FBgn0004198
FBgn0011737
FBgn0011737
FBgn0011737
FBgn0011737
FBgn0022959
FBgn0022959
FBgn0022959
FBgn0022959
Y53C12A.1
Y53C12A.1
Y53C12A.1
Y53C12A.1
B0250.1
B0250.1
B0250.1
C56C10.8
C56C10.8
C56C10.8
C56C10.8
FBgn0000181
FBgn0000181
FBgn0000181
FBgn0000181
FBgn0003517
FBgn0003517
FBgn0003517
FBgn0003517
FBgn0004867
FBgn0004867
FBgn0004867
FBgn0004867
FBgn0000413
FBgn0000413
FBgn0000413
FBgn0000413
FBgn0011766
FBgn0011766
FBgn0011766
FBgn0011766
M05B5.5
M05B5.5
M05B5.5
M05B5.5
R119.6
Y102A5C.18
Y102A5C.18
Y102A5C.18
Y102A5C.18
F11C3.3
F11C3.3
F11C3.3
F11C3.3
FBgn0004169
FBgn0004169
FBgn0004169
FBgn0004169
K12F2.1
K12F2.1
K12F2.1
T22E5.5
T22E5.5
T22E5.5
T22E5.5

DB
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
+
-

Gene
ima-2
ima-2
ima-2
ima-2
ct
ct
ct
ct
wee
wee
wee
wee
yps
yps
yps
yps
wee-1.3
wee-1.3
wee-1.3
wee-1.3
rpl-2
rpl-2
rpl-2
icd-1
icd-1
icd-1
icd-1
bic
bic
bic
bic
sta
sta
sta
sta
sop
sop
sop
sop
da
da
da
da
E2f
E2f
E2f
E2f
hlh-2
hlh-2
hlh-2
hlh-2
taf-4
eﬂ-1
eﬂ-1
eﬂ-1
eﬂ-1
unc-54
unc-54
unc-54
unc-54
up
up
up
up
myo-3
myo-3
myo-3
mup-2
mup-2
mup-2
mup-2

Score
47.15
42.27
41.29
35.26
79.21
75.24
71.64
69.96
146.76
126.56
76.94
56.10
56.39
49.52
38.65
33.05
52.30
42.77
31.31
20.28
12.34
6.84
6.72
48.69
42.67
28.36
18.92
21.36
12.05
10.33
10.61
230.84
228.60
186.25
135.60
113.88
91.26
91.75
88.26
426.41
226.59
223.04
137.12
942.63
592.02
562.50
557.51
57.78
35.86
32.22
31.69
34.12
13.61
13.29
10.58
8.69
544.71
334.10
213.95
77.31
32.31
21.43
20.29
20.67
78.64
48.11
13.08
23.96
21.23
20.45
20.12

GO term
localization
spindle
embryonic development
nuclear envelope
protein complex
protein binding
protein uptake
protein body
antibody
viral infection
viral transmission
viral transcription
embryogenesis
chromosome
oocyte maturation
chromosome localization
meiosis
spermatogenesis
male meiosis
embryonic development
hormone activity
growth
kinase activity
chromosome
apoptosis
chromosome segregation
malic dehydrogenase
glycine receptor
protein modiﬁcation
collagen
learning
guanylin
secretion
ﬂuid secretion
intestinal absorption
sensory organ development
plasmid partitioning
sensory processing
plasmid maintenance
dopamine metabolism
extracellular
dopamine receptor signaling pathway
neurotransmitter release
transcription
cell cycle
cyclin
cell
chromosome
cell fate speciﬁcation
development
fusion cell fate speciﬁcation
transcription
cell
localization
cell development
embryonic development
myosin
muscle myosin
myosin ﬁlament assembly
muscle thick ﬁlament assembly
cell
cell proliferation
biotin binding
cell activation
myosin
muscle myosin
actin ﬁlament
muscle contraction
morphogenesis
body morphogenesis
tail morphogenesis

GO ID
GO :0051179
GO :0005819
GO :0009790
GO :0005635
GO :0043234
GO :0005515
GO :0017038
GO :0042735
GO :0003823
GO :0016032
GO :0019089
GO :0019083
GO :0009790
GO :0005694
GO :0001556
GO :0050000
GO :0007126
GO :0007283
GO :0007140
GO :0009790
GO :0005179
GO :0040007
GO :0016301
GO :0005694
GO :0006915
GO :0007059
GO :0030060
GO :0016934
GO :0006464
GO :0005581
GO :0007612
GO :0030250
GO :0046903
GO :0007589
GO :0050892
GO :0007423
GO :0030541
GO :0050893
GO :0006276
GO :0042417
GO :0005576
GO :0007212
GO :0007269
GO :0006350
GO :0007049
GO :0016538
GO :0005623
GO :0005694
GO :0001708
GO :0007275
GO :0035156
GO :0006350
GO :0005623
GO :0051179
GO :0048468
GO :0009790
GO :0016459
GO :0005859
GO :0031034
GO :0030241
GO :0005623
GO :0008283
GO :0009374
GO :0001775
GO :0016459
GO :0005859
GO :0005884
GO :0006936
GO :0009653
GO :0010171
GO :0035121

Type
bp
cc
bp
cc
cc
mf
bp
cc
mf
bp
bp
bp
bp
cc
bp
bp
bp
bp
bp
bp
mf
bp
mf
cc
bp
bp
mf
mf
bp
cc
bp
mf
bp
bp
bp
bp
bp
bp
bp
bp
cc
bp
bp
bp
bp
mf
cc
cc
bp
bp
bp
bp
cc
bp
bp
bp
cc
cc
bp
bp
cc
bp
mf
bp
cc
cc
cc
bp
bp
bp
bp

TAB . 1 – Examples of functional proﬁles of genes obtained through likelihood-induced associations.
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Abstract
Recent advances in the Semantic Web technologies
and the abundance of highly heterogeneous and
disparate information on the web opens a new path
to the analysis of terrorist networks. Numerous
systems have been collaboratively developed
between agencies and academia applying different
metaphors in order to untangle terrorist activities.
Among them, the network metaphor is the most
popular, and social network analysis, visualization
and data mining methods are employed to assist
analysts in the discovery of structural characteristics
and patterns of interaction. Although, Natural
Language Processing and Information Extraction
have matured to the point where the conversion of
freeform documents to these diagrams can be
largely automated, existing approaches provide a
restrictive view of the entities and relations using
simplified statistical approaches. In addition,
constructed networks are considered static, thus
inhibiting the discovery of temporal patterns. This
paper focuses on the network construction process
by utilizing advanced NLP and IE techniques. The
Parmenides framework proposed a set of techniques
and a methodology to the consistent and efficient
gathering, organization and dissemination of
relevant information towards the effective
construction and analysis of terrorist networks.

1

Introduction

Intelligence analysis is considered a highly complex and
time consuming process in the fight against terrorism.
Recent advances in Semantic Web and Information
Extraction technologies have enabled the exploitation of the
vast amounts of heterogeneous data sources. This offers
analysts the ability to share information and extract useful
knowledge that may have gone unseen.
Traditional methodologies for intelligent analysis
involved ad hoc databases for criminal activity tracking,
often created around the investigator’s needs ignoring the
advantages of collaboration and information sharing. Being
able to analyse all the available information requires a
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methodology and technologies that allow analysts to
efficiently extract relevant objects of interest maintain them
in a consistent manner in order to enhance the building of
scenarios that will unravel the inner workings of the terrorist
networks.
Social Network Analysis (SNA), Visualization and Data
Mining (DM) are the techniques employed most often to
analyze the structure of criminal networks and discover their
structural characteristics and patterns of interaction.
However, most existing systems provide simplified network
construction techniques and focus on the algorithmic aspects
of the network analysis. Most importantly, these techniques
ignore most of the dynamic aspects of these networks,
assuming that participating entities and formed links are
static.
In the IST Parmenides project (IST-2001-39023), a
framework for supporting the document lifecycle was
developed, along with NLP and IE and Knowledge
Discovery techniques for the analysis and semantic
annotation as well as temporal monitoring of the domain and
extracted knowledge. An XML representation facilitates the
analysis by storing document metadata, allowing analysts to
quickly obtain the relevant data.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows.
Section 2 presents some related work that has been carried
out in the area terrorist network analysis, social network
analysis using NLP and IE techniques. The proposed
network construction metrics defining entity-relationships
strengths are introduced in section 3. Section 4 describes the
information management facilities offered in the framework
to assist the analysts in performing a temporal analysis.
Finally, conclusions are presented in section 5.

2

Related Work

Several applications have been developed to support
criminal/terrorist network analysis each focusing on a
different aspect of the problem and employing a subset of
SNA, Visualization and Data Mining (DM) techniques.
A categorisation given by (Klerks 01) classifies existing
tools into three generations. The first generation includes
tools such as Anacapa Link Chart (Harper & Harris 75)
where analysts initially identify relevant entities and
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relations from raw data, in order to manually construct the
association matrix. Finally, analysts can proceed to the
analysis of the network representation built from this matrix.
The second generation tools provide higher automation
in the network building process (most existing tools belong
1
to this generation). The Xanalys Link Explorer (Watson)
provides means for the analysis of both structured and
unstructured data (details regarding the extraction of these
entities is not disclosed in their website). Discovered
relations among the discovered entities can be displayed
using multiple visualization metaphors such as timelines and
networks. An award winning second generation tool is
2
Analyst’s Notebook which is part of the I2 product family.
It provides an environment for link and timeline analysis by
allowing the automatic network creation on both structured
and unstructured data. Second generation tools are
characterised by a modest sophistication level with a
restricted analytical functionality because they rely on the
manual inspection of the graphical representations (Xu &
Chen 04).
Third generation tools employ SNA techniques offering
advanced analytical functionality to investigators. They
employ data mining techniques to allow analysts easily
discover the structural characteristics, interactions and
patterns among entities. The application of SNA to criminal
networks was studied by (Sparrow 91), which encountered
the following problems:

occurrence weights between terms in documents. It should
be noted that this approach does not take into account
semantic information when extracting terms from
documents, considering the importance of a term only on the
basis of its appearance frequency.
NetMiner 3 , as a third generation tool, compiles a unique
set of features combining SNA with advanced graph
drawing techniques providing analysts with an enhanced
toolset to support exploratory data analysis (EDA).
Statistical analysis tools are integrated into NetMiner
allowing users to analyze network data through brand-new
and standard analysis routines.
Most of the above approaches ignore the dynamic nature
of the networks. Carley proposed Dynamic Network
Analysis (DNA) to deal with large dynamic, multi-node,
multi-link networks under varying levels of uncertainty
(Carley 03). DNA focuses on the evolution, change and
adaptation of these networks as well as on ways these can be
destabilized. The incompleteness and fuzzy boundaries
problems mentioned above are taken into account in DNA,
since relations are probabilistic and changes in one node can
be propagated to other parts of the network. DNA, in
contract to SNA, focuses on entities in terms of their roles
and not just their positions. Their approach develops on the
Meta-Matrix allowing the construction of a set of interlinked
networks focusing on entities of interest such as people,
knowledge, resources, events, tasks and organizations.

�

Incompleteness since information needed to draw a
clear picture may be intentionally misleading,
inaccurate, and incomplete.

�

Fuzzy boundaries implying that it is not always clear
whether a link between entities exists (temporary
links may exist).

Close to our work is the work of (Sheth et al. 05)
proposing semantic-oriented approaches to support the
analytics of vast amount of heterogeneous data in the context
of national security applications. Their work focuses on the
large-scale semantic annotation of data and semi-automatic
population of ontologies, proposing metrics for the semantic
similarity and connectivity, as well as algorithms for the
searching and ranking aiming at the identification of
meaningful semantic relationships.

�

Dynamic Nature of these networks since their
structure changes while their trying to accomplish
their goal (Krebs 01).

3

The CrimeNET Explorer, developed by (Xu & Chen 05),
employs link analysis techniques based on modified
shortest-path algorithms aiming at the identification of the
strongest associations between two or more entities. Entity
extraction is performed from unstructured documents using a
neural network noun phrasing tool (Chau et al. 02) . Their
analysis builds on the Concept Space (CS) approach
proposed by (Chen & Lynch 92). Associations between
entities and their strengths are computed on the basis of co1

http://www.xanalys.com/solutions/linkexplorer.html

2

http://www.i2.co.uk/

The Parmenides Framework

This section provides an overview of the document lifecycle
processes supporting the extraction and consolidation of
relevant entities and meaningful relationships with ultimate
goal the creation of a terrorist network that reflects the
pragmatic links between its members. We use the term
Concept Space (CS) in our discussion to provide an outline
of the essential steps in the network creation process. The
CS approach generally involves the steps presented in the
following subsections.

3

http://www.netminer.com/
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3.1

Collection

As a first step, analysts need to locate the sources where the
relevant entities need to be extracted from. However, this is
not a simple task and analysts are overwhelmed by the vast
amount of heterogeneous and fragmentary data existing in
either online (web pages, emails etc) or in internal/classified
reports. The Parmenides framework provides an agent-based
collector to assist analysts with the automation of this
process, as well a high performance document warehousing
architecture for the systematic classification and
consolidation of the documents. In addition, since
documents may appear in multiple forms there is a need to
transform them into a common representation to enhance the
further processing. All documents stored in the warehouse
adhere to the Common Annotation Scheme (CAS) (Rinaldi et
al. 03).

3.2

Semantic Annotation

The second step in the CS construction process is the
filtering and indexing of the terms extracted from the
document collection. Existing approaches rely on rather
simple Named Entity Extraction (NEE) techniques (Chau et
al. 02), which result in the retrieval of terms ignoring other
semantically relevant information available in the document.
The identification of terms that correspond to the entities
seems adequate for the construction of the network.
However, it is evident that the extraction and maintenance of
additional information regarding the characteristics of the
extracted entities provides several advantages. First, since
similar information may come from more than one source, it
may be useful to provide means for the monitoring of the
sources with respect to the quality of the information they
provide (completeness, accuracy, relevancy etc). In the long
term, analysts will be able to prioritize their sources as a
means to minimize the information overload effect and
improve the quality of the knowledge base. Second, this
enriched semantic information could be utilized to assist
analysts in detecting deceptive terrorist identities (Wang et
al. 04) by comparing disparate semantic elements extracted
from these sources.
In contrast to other approaches, where entities of interest
belong to a rather restricted and predetermined set (persons,
organizations, addresses, crimes etc), Parmenides provides a
tight coupling of the rule-based IE system with the domain
ontology (Vasilakopoulos et al. 04). The ontology-based
approach followed provides extensibility with respect to the
easy enrichment of the set of entities of interest.
The ontology was designed by the NLP experts in
cooperation with the domain analysts using the Protégé
platform. In short, the entities modelled among others
include: terrorist groups, organizations, people (roles and
positions), and locations.
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Apart from entities, the ontology provides means to model
events (Figure 1) and relations between entities of interest,
which can be discovered semi-automatically using the IE
system.

Figure 1: Event ontology classes
The modelling of terrorist-related events in the ontology
includes victims/casualties (types and number), terrorist
means (comprehensive classification of the various means of
terrorist attacks), and terrorist targets (transportation, public
places, persons etc).
The extraction of events/relations enhances the network
construction process by providing a better understanding of
the actual strengths of the links connecting two or more
entities. Furthermore, analysts may proceed manually to
define relationships among entities of interest (static or
temporal) using the annotation editor (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Event Annotation
As far as the temporal dimension of the networks (entities
and relationships) is concerned, three types of temporal
annotations are available through the annotation editor:
�

Temporal Expressions (TIMEX) through annotation
of text spans corresponding to temporal elements and
providing their temporal values
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�

�

Time-stamping of Events by assigning the
corresponding annotated TIMEX to the appropriate
slot of the event template
Temporal ordering of Events by manually creating or
inferring relations among already annotated events.

Time related classes included in the ontology are loosely
based on TimeML 4 and adapted to the needs of this case
study.

3.3

Network Creation

The last step of the CS construction process deals with the
actual computation of the strengths of the relations among
the extracted entities. This process is very computationally
intensive and efficient algorithms have been proposed (Ng et
al. 01). They build on previous work and consider the
extracted terms of equal importance computing the strength
of their relationship on the basis of the frequency of their cooccurrence in the document collection.
First, the term frequency (tf) and document frequency
(df) are computed representing the occurrences of the term j
in document i, and the number of documents in which the
term j occurs. Then, a combined weight dij is computed
using the following function
� N
�
d ij � tf ij x log�
x wj�
� df j
�
�
�

where N represents the number of documents and wi the
weight of words in the term j, since some term types are
more important than others (e.g. crime types). Cooccurrence analysis is based on the asymmetric cluster
function (Chen & Lynch 92), where the similarity weights
from both terms are computed, and extremely frequent terms
are penalized using a function similar to the inverse
document frequency function.
However, this approach has several disadvantages. First,
the co-occurrence of two terms in the same document does
not imply a relationship between the entities they represent.
For example, one term may be involved in the description of
an actual event, while another term may appear in a section
of the same document where historical information is
provided. To this end, events extracted from the documents
can be used to amplify the relations between entities. The
slots of events (e.g. participating actors) are filled using a
function that assigns higher scores to candidate entities that
4

appear in close proximity to the phrase that triggers the
event.
Second, low co-occurrence frequency does not
necessarily imply the absence or low strength of a
relationship between two entities. We should consider that
terrorist networks are more vulnerable when they activate
hidden links in order to obtain the resources (knowledge,
training, weapons etc) they need. Therefore, it seems
rational to define the weight of such relationships on the
basis of the importance of the action/event that links the
entities.
Third, temporal proximity in the participation of
disparate events between entities can provide an indicative
measure of the strength of a relationship between these
entities. In detail, analysts may be able to identify otherwise
hidden links when for specific time intervals the cooccurrence frequency presents notable fluctuations.
Finally, it is self evident that the simple co-occurrence
weighting scheme needs several improvements, since its
initial purpose was to assist users with the automatic
generation of thesaurus resources. Additionally, the
incorporation of semantic information in the computation of
the link strength seems more appropriate in order to
differentiate among relationships involving a diverse set of
terrorism related events involving their temporal proximity.

4

Terrorist Network Analysis

The Parmenides framework employs temporally-oriented
techniques to assist analysts with the creation and
monitoring of the constructed networks, as well as the
discovery of the characteristics of the actors and existing
subgroups.
The analysis was performed on a corpus of 1000
documents, describing terrorist activity taking place
throughout the Philippines, originating mostly from
newspaper reports, ranging in date from the late 1990s to
soon after the turn of the Millennium.

4.1

Metadata Queries

In the light of new evidence, analysts often need to reexamine already extracted knowledge juxtaposed to the
incident documents. Therefore, it becomes imperative to
provide them with links between the extracted evidence and
the original documents, in order to facilitate the efficient
information retrieval and analysis. Parmenides allows the
formulation of queries posed on the metadata repository
providing a mechanism to transparently switch between the
two views (Figure 3).

http://www.timeml.org/
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4.3

Ontology Evolution

Data mining techniques are utilized in the Parmenides
framework to assist users with the semi-automatic building
and maintenance of the domain ontology. In detail, RELFIN
(Schaal et al. 05) employs clustering techniques to monitor
the evolution of the entities in the document collection,
producing clusters of concepts that can be used to enrich the
ontology.

Figure 3: Querying the Metadata Repository
Taking into account the dynamic nature of the terrorist
networks applying the construction technique to the entire
document collection on one hand will result in unacceptable
response times, while on the other hand may not reveal
actors or interactions that have been enabled only for a short
period of time, thus will remain hidden. Given the results of
a query, analysts can proceed to the construction of a
network focusing on a specific incident and/or entities.
Furthermore, multiple interlinked networks can be
constructed each highlighting different processes using the
Meta-Matrix approach (Carley 03). This will provide
analysts with insights of the conditions under which these
networks are activated; hence they can be easily exposed.

4.2

Metadata Versioning

As new information becomes available, the understanding of
how the network is structured develops and the main actors
and possible patterns are discovered. However, the validity
of these findings is subject to the quality of the information
provided - usually fragmentary and intentionally incomplete
- as well as to the experience of the analyst.
Analysts need to locate and examine past incidents in the
document repository and update the extracted information
through the manual addition/removal of temporal links, in
order to run and validate scenarios. However, this may be
repeated several times and previous work should be
preserved to allow the monitoring of how information is
revealed as well as for training purposes. In Parmenides, a
versioning system allows the automatic tracking and
evolution of the extracted knowledge; hence the constructed
networks. The latest version of a document reflects the
insights of the analysts as they have been shaped according
to the latest evidence.

Furthermore, these clusters can be compared to the
existing subgroups in the constructed networks, in order to
make sure that information has not been ignored when
networks were constructed. Additionally, the Parmenides
Concept Monitor - PCM (Spiliopoulou & Baron 05)
monitors the statistical metrics of the produced clusters and
informs the analyst when deviations above the desired
thresholds occur.

4.4

Link Discovery via Clustering

One of the primary objectives of the analysts was to be able
to record relevant information on the objectives, targets and
means used in past terrorist activities that would help them
study the social-ideological status of the terrorist groups.
This information has been modelled in the ontology and
captured via rule-based NLP system.
Using this information in a series of data mining
experiments analysts were able to trace and cluster 5 all
recorded terrorist groups or individuals along their
“profiles”. Each profile is characterized by a number of
items such as way of action, cultural/ideological
characteristics, means used in the attacks, communicational
characteristics, training, religion, nationality/language, areas
of action etc. The produced clusters can assist analysts in the
identification of possibly hidden links between seemingly
unrelated terrorist groups and organizations.
For example, two terrorist groups have attacked similar
targets, using similar means, in the wider area. It is also
known that the first received financial support for the
purchase of weapons from an organization. Given the
similarity of the two groups, an analyst may hypothesize on
the relationship of the second with the funding organization
or investigate whether the two groups are actually the same
entity.

4.5

Frequent Event Episodes

Although, it is difficult to predict and prevent the
manifestation of terrorist actions, Parmenides utilizes a
5

The EnVisioner data mining tool was used

http://www.neurosoft.gr/en/products/envi.asp?actcat=products&actbul=envis
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frequent episode mining algorithm similar to the one
developed by (Mannila et al. 97). A framework for data preprocessing is responsible for the extraction and preparation
of the accumulated event instances in the metadata
repository (Figure 4).

automatic collection, consolidation, and management of
heterogeneous document collections under a single XMLbased representation scheme. A set of improvements on
existing automatic network creation process (CS) are
proposed, in order to enhance the derivation of meaningful
relationships among the entities in the network. Information
management techniques supporting the analysis deal with
the dynamic nature of the networks and provide means for
the incorporation of uncertainty using a versioning and
metadata querying mechanisms. Semi-automatic ontology
construction and monitoring enhance the development of the
analysts’ understanding for the domain. Finally, temporal
data mining is employed to discover frequent patterns of
interaction upon which new scenarios will be build towards
the creation of new insights about the structure and innerworkings of terrorist networks.
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Figure 4: Data Pre-processing & Event Miner
Event data are filtered, cleaned, generalised (using ad hoc
taxonomies) and transposed to the desired temporal
granularity. Then analysts can utilize the produced patterns
in order to make predictions for future terrorist attacks as
well as build scenarios on the activation conditions
(conditions when links become stronger usually when
members work towards the completion of a goal) in the
terrorist networks.
Furthermore, this framework allows the incorporation of
external events into the analysis, offering the analysts the
flexibility to combine data extracted from the repository and
data existing in internal databases accumulated over the
years, where the original documents are not available in
electronic form.
The produced sequences of events can be used as a
means for the identification of links that have gone unseen
between the entities participating in them. Finally, analysts
can use the patterns produced for different groups to identify
similarities that may denote how one group influences the
other in terms of the characteristics of their terrorist actions.

5

Conclusions

The present work investigated the area of intelligence
analysis with respect to construction and monitoring of
terrorist networks from an information management
perspective. The proposed framework deals with the
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ABSTRACT
Text Mining is a relatively modern area of
research that combines the disciplines of both
Information Extraction (IE) and Knowledge
Discovery and Management. In this respect, the
importance of IE is straightforward, as this
constitutes the primary stage of text analysis and
produces the basic information for subsequent
analysis (data mining). One rather neglected
type of IE analysis is the extraction of temporal
information, i.e. recognition of temporal
expressions and their meaning. This paper
presents the comparison of two popular
approaches for the extraction of Temporal
Elements as defined in the TimeML
specification: a rule-based one, using human
authored rules, and a machine learning one,
following Brill’s TBL paradigm.

Keywords
Temporal Information, Machine
Transformation-based Learning,
Expression, Event, Signal.

Learning,
Temporal

1. Introduction
The extraction of temporal information is one of
the targets of several stages during an
Information Extraction Analysis pipeline.
Traditionally, temporal information has been
recognized and extracted as part of higher level
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analyses such as Named Entity Recognition and
Template Element Extraction (see MUC Guides
[1], [2]). Recently, however, the interest of a
large part of the research community has been
focused on the temporal aspects of NLP and IE,
and research is being carried out towards the
following three directions:
•

•

•

Temporal Information Representation:
Research towards the creation and
standardization of convenient ways for
representing time in NL texts.
Temporal Expression Extraction: This
refers to the task of extracting and
normalizing (assigning a temporal value
- meaning) temporal expressions.
Event
Temporal
Anchoring
and
Ordering: This is the task of assigning
timestamps to and temporally ordering
events found in NL texts.

The purpose of this paper is to investigate the
suitability of human authored rules (translated
into finite state structures) and machine learning
for carrying out the task of temporal element
recognition. By temporal elements we mean
time expressions and events found in NL texts.
In this respect, our work could be included in
the second category in the above classification,
although we do not deal at the current stage with
the normalization of the extracted information.
The rule based system we have been
experimenting with is based on linguistic rules
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written according to a context sensitive
grammar formalism (Cafetiere [3]) and is
currently being used for carrying out various IE
tasks such as domain specific named entity
recognition and event extraction with
appropriate slot filling1. Regarding the MLbased algorithm we have been experimenting
with the Transformation-Based Learning
algorithm initially proposed in [4]. This is an
approach based on supervised learning that has
been extensively used for various tasks such as:
PP attachment disambiguation[5], part-ofspeech tagging[6], text chunking[7], dialog act
tagging[8], named entity recognition[9], etc.
This paper is organized as follows: in the next
section we briefly present the Cafetiere
formalism and the way we have used it for
writing appropriate rules. Section 3 describes
the
ML
algorithm
outlining
certain
implementation issues. Section 4 discusses our
results and the final section consists of our
conclusions and our thoughts about future work.

2. Rule-based Approach
The first of the two approaches we
experimented with is the application of handcrafted linguistic rules for recognizing and
normalizing
temporal
expressions
and
extracting events and signal (connective) words.
The experiments were based on the Cafetiere
Environment (see [10]) and the rules authored
according to the Cafetiere formalism (for a full
description of the formalism please refer to[3]).
Briefly, the Cafetiere rules are of the following
format:
A => B \ C / D >> E;
In the above expression C is the textual span to
be assigned the annotation A given B and D (the
1

The Cafetiere Environment is used in the Parmenides project.
Project website: http://www.crim.co.umist.ac.uk/parmenides.

left and right context respectively). E is an
optional constituent that links the current
annotation to an already recognized entity
(antecedent) and is used to provide a solution to
coreference. Examples of rules that match an
event and a date can be found at the appendix A.
Rule A.1 indicates the recognition of a
personnel event (addition/resignation) for a
person. Please note that this rule is intended to
extract only the event-denoting phrase and
certain TimeML specific additional features.
Rule A.2 describes a rule that matches an
absolute time expression, calculating its
temporal value at the same time. More
specifically, it fires when the actual text pattern
is <month_full|month_abbr.> (.) <day> (,)
<year>. The calculation of the actual value
string, according to the format proposed in
TimeML, is created by the assign feature of the
LHS of the rule. This feature causes the creation
of a new feature named value whose value is the
concatenation of the variables _year, _month
and _day and the string literals ‘-‘ in the way
shown above. The variables themselves hold
respective information: the _year variable holds
the actual year number, the _month variable
holds the ordinal number for the month acquired
from the ontology2 (i.e. 11 for November) and
the _day holds the token (number) that indicates
the day part of the absolute time expression
(date). Finally, rule A.3 indicates the use of the
coreference operator (>>) to calculate the
temporal value for the word “today”. This is
done by making “today” corefer to the
timestamp of the document found in the dateline
part of the document.

3. Simple and Multidimensional TBL

2

For the purposes of Information Extraction of the temporal
expressions we have constructed a knowledge base that
contains basic temporal information (days, months,
adverbials, etc.) in Protégé.
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The second experimentation has been based on
two different versions of the Transformationbased Error-Driven Learning approach proposed
by Brill in [4]. The first is an implementation of
the original algorithm in Java as described in
[6]. The second implementation is a variant of
the approach similar to [11]. Our approach
deviates from the one described in [11] in that it
does not perform any “multi-targeted” learning,
but instead, it is based on an extended set of
features for every single token and targets only
in one classification. In our case, the
classification for both algorithms is based on the
B-I-O notation. According to this, B- indicates
the beginning and I- an intermediate token of an
entity of interest, while O is used to mark any
other token of no importance to the task. The
entity categories we use are three: event, timex
and signal, hence the annotation of the
following short text:
Token

Classification

Two
days
ago
,
Biotech
announced
the
. . .

B-TIMEX
I-TIMEX
I-TIMEX
O
O
B-EVENT
O
. . .

The original TBL algorithm proposes the use of
the word and tag features to be used in the
transformation rules. Our approach also
involves the pos, orth and onto features. For the
pos feature we use the Penn Treebank tagset for
this experiment, although any tagset can be
used. The values for the orth feature
are:{lowercase, capitalized, caphyphenated,
lhyphenated, uppercase, multicap, upperdotted,
initial, initialdot, arithmetic, doublequote,
apostrophe, number, numberrange, bracket,
punct, space, other} and are self explanatory
regarding their meaning. The values for the onto
feature come from the temporal ontology
mentioned earlier.
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The TBL lexicon holds the frequencies for the
tags for every single token of the training corpus
as originally described, but the templates are
extended to include the additional features.
Appendix B contains the set of templates we
have been experimented with. The following
two rules have been generated by the two
variants of the algorithm and indicate the use of
the extended templates:
O -> I-TIMEX :
tag I-TIMEX @ [-1] & tag I-TIMEX @ [1].
O -> B-TIMEX :
pos CD @ [0] & word in @ [-1].

The first of the above two transformation rules
is generated using the standard TBL version. Its
meaning is to change the tag of the current word
from O to I-TIMEX if both words on its left and
right have been classified as I-TIMEX. The
second rule demonstrates the use of the pos
feature and its meaning is to mark something as
B-TIMEX if it is currently marked up as
nothing (O), it is a number (CD) and follows the
word in. This second rule is generated from the
multidimensional variant of TBL.

4. Results
For our experiments we have used the
Timebank corpus [12]. To our knowledge, this
is the most complete temporally annotated
corpus available and contains 186 documents
from the financial domain. In order to evaluate
the performance of the algorithms, we have
initially transformed the corpus in the CAS
format [13] and split it in two parts: the training
corpus containing the nine tenths of the original
corpus (167 documents) and the test corpus
consisting of 19 documents. The training corpus
has been used for training the ML algorithms
and writing patterns for the Cafetiere
Environment, and the test corpus for performing
the comparisons. The Cafetiere rule set consists
of 59 human authored rules, while both TBL-
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based algorithms have been trained using a
score threshold of 3 and accuracy threshold of
0.75. Both rule sets of the TBL-based
algorithms consist of 300 rules (the first 300
rules have been kept). The following Table 1, Table
3 and Table 2 show the results of all experiments:
GS
Events
Times
Signal
s

944
155
210

Foun
d
661
168
1168

Rule-Based System
Corr
R
P
472
134
205

50
86.45
97.61

F

71.41
79.76
17.55

58.82
82.97
29.75

GS
Table 1: Results for the Cafetiere System.

GS
Events
Times
Signal
s

944
155
210

Foun
d
740
183
183

Original TBL
Corr
R
P
540
111
183

57.20
71.61
44.29

72.97
60.66
54.39

F
64.13
65.68
48.82

Table 2: Results for the original TBL implementation.

GS
Events
Times
Signal
s

phrases. The reason for this is the fact that time
expressions are multi-word annotations having
some specific format, whereas the events and
signals are mostly single-token annotations. In
this respect, the TBL algorithms, which work on
per token basis, fail to mark up correctly both
boundaries of the temporal expression. This is
also evident in Table 4 where a token-based
evaluation is performed. This table shows the
tokens that have been correctly marked up
according to the entity they belong to.

944
155
210

Found
729
168
168

Multidimensional TBL
Corr
R
P
559
59.22 76.68
114
73.55 67.86
92
43.81 57.86

F
66.83
70.59
49.86

Table 3: Results for the multidimensional TBL.

Our results and conclusions are comparable to
the ones stated in [14]. Regarding various other
researchers ([15], [16], [17]) our results (rulebased) are also comparable, although a straight
comparison cannot be achieved due to the
different corpora and target annotation schemata
used. According to our results, the rule-based
system outperforms the other two ML-based
implementations for the time expression
extraction task. However, the ML-based
algorithms seem to yield better results when it
comes to the recognition of event and signal

Events
Times
Signals

1189
441
269

Foun
d
790
476
184

Multidimensional TBL
Corr
R
P
624
395
118

52.48
89.57
43.87

78.99
82.98
64.13

F
63.06
86.15
52.10

Table 4: Token-based evaluation for the multidimensional TBL.

From the above table it is evident that the ML
algorithms we used do not perform as well as
the rule-based ones when they are to extract
multi-word annotations. On the contrary they
are better in extracting single-word annotations
such as event-denoting phrases and signal
words.
Another outcome from our experiments is the
difference between the performances of the two
versions of the TBL algorithm. The
multidimensional version produces better results
from the original TBL version and it seems that
it can perform better for identifying the
boundaries of long (multi-span) annotations.
This is evident if we compare the results of the
two TBL variants where we will notice that the
difference in the performances is maximum for
the recognition of time expressions. Further
experimentation with modified templates for the
multidimensional TBL, enrichment of the
temporal ontology with events and even
consideration of further features (such as lemma
information) could possibly yield even better
results.
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[3]

5. Conclusions
In this paper we described our experiments on
the investigation of the use of a human crafted
rule based system and two machine learning
based implementations for the extraction of
temporal elements (time expressions, eventdenoting phrases and signal words) from natural
language texts. As a very first investigation on
this comparison, we have not tried to perform
any time expression normalization, which is left
as future work. Our current experiments showed
two things: First, the superiority of the human
generated patterns for recognizing complex time
expressions compared to the better single-span
element recognition achieved by the ML based
approaches. Second, the better performance of
the multidimensional TBL algorithm, which is
due to the use of additional information apart
from the classification tag originally considered.
Our plans for future work include the
enrichment of the ontology used with
information about events and the use of
additional features and modified templates for
the TBL variant we have already implemented.
Additionally, we shall deal with the recognition
of the actual temporal value for the extracted
time expressions using again the options of
human crafted rules and ML-based systems.
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APPENDIX A – Cafetiere rules for temporal element extraction
A.1) # . . . the (immediate) addition/resignation of X . . .
[sem=NP, type=PNAMEX, eventClass=_type, tense=NONE, aspect=NONE,
polarity=POSITIVE, voice=NONE, oids=_oids, rulid=nom1]=>
[token="the"],
[token=__ignored]?
\
[lookup<=personnel_event],
/
[token="of"],
[sem=person]
;
A.2) # November (Nov.) 16, 2004
[sem=date, type=timex, assign="value=concat(_year,'-',_month,'',_day)", rid=rdate1]=>
\
[lookup=month, value=_month],
[token="."]?,
[pos=CD, token=_day],
[token=","],
[token="????", pos=CD, orth!=lowercase, token=_year]
/
;
A.3) # Rule that uses Coreference
[sem=timex, type=timex, rulid=gen2, value=_v]=>
\
[token="today"]
/
>>[value=_v, zone=dateline];
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APPENDIX B – Extended set of templates for the multidimensional TBL
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
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->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->
->

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

tag C @ [ -1 ] .
tag C @ [ 1 ] .
tag C @ [ -2 ] .
tag C @ [ 2 ] .
tag C @ [ -1 -2 ] .
tag C @ [ 1 2 ] .
tag C @ [ -1 -2 -3 ] .
tag C @ [ 1 2 3 ] .
tag C @ [ -1 ] & tag D @ [ 1 ] .
tag C @ [ -1 ] & tag D @ [ -2 ] .
tag C @ [ 1 ] & tag D @ [ 2 ] .
word C @ [ 0 ] & tag D @ [ -2 ] .
word C @ [ 0 ] & word D @ [ -2 ] .
word C @ [ -1 ] .
word C @ [ 1 ] .
word C @ [ -2 ] .
word C @ [ 2 ] .
word C @ [ -1 -2 ] .
word C @ [ 1 2 ] .
word C @ [ 0 ] & word D @ [ -1 ] .
word C @ [ 0 ] & word D @ [ 1 ] .
word C @ [ 0 ] & tag D @ [ -1 ] .
word C @ [ 0 ] & tag D @ [ 1 ] .
word C @ [ 0 ] .
word C @ [ 0 ] & tag D @ [ 2 ] .
word C @ [ 0 ] & word D @ [ 2 ] .
tag C @ [ -1 ] & pos D @ [ 1 ] .
tag C @ [ -1 ] & pos D @ [ -2 ] .
tag C @ [ 1 ] & pos D @ [ 2 ] .
word C @ [ 0 ] & orth D @ [ -2 ] .
orth C @ [ 0 ] & pos D @ [ -2 ] .
onto C @ [ -1 ] .
onto C @ [ 1 ] .
onto C @ [ -2 ] .
onto C @ [ 2 ] .
onto C @ [ -1 -2 ] .
onto C @ [ 1 2 ] .
pos C @ [ 0 ] & word D @ [ -1 ] .
pos C @ [ 0 ] & word D @ [ 1 ] .
pos C @ [ 0 ] & tag D @ [ -1 ] .
pos C @ [ 0 ] & tag D @ [ 1 ] .
pos C @ [ 0 ] & tag D @ [ 2 ] .
pos C @ [ 0 ] & word D @ [ 2 ] .
onto C @ [ 0 ] & word D @ [ -1 ] .
onto C @ [ 0 ] & word D @ [ 1 ] .
onto C @ [ 0 ] & tag D @ [ -1 ] .
onto C @ [ 0 ] & tag D @ [ 1 ] .
onto C @ [ 0 ] & tag D @ [ 2 ] .
onto C @ [ 0 ] & word D @ [ 2 ] .
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Abstract
Given the huge quantity of the current available textual information, Text Mining process
aims the task of searching useful knowledge in
a natural language document.
When dealing with a free-format textual corpus where the linguistic rules are not respected,
the time consuming morpho-syntactic analysis
is not of a great help. However, text mining
techniques process may exploit sub-structures
in the text.
In this paper, we report how the Grammatical
Induction can help to extract the (partial) structure of the sub-languages used in a text. We
present the practical contribution of the Grammatical Induction by reporting an Information
Extraction process applied to a fragmented announcement corpus.

1

Introduction

Textual databases constitute the major part of
the current available information. Signiﬁcant research work concentrates on the Information Extraction (IE) from these databases.
Given a textual corpus, the information extraction process applied to the texts by techniques
of Text Mining (e.g. (Fayyad’96), (Hearst’97),
(Tan), (Grishman’97), (Ahonen’98)) consists on
the search for no-explicit information in these
texts. As an example, Text Mining can extract
signiﬁcant information like the research directions
of a university from a corpus of seminar announcement.
In a basic approach, IE task would be tedious if
no a priori structural information about the text
is available. On the other hand, given the cost
of a syntactical analysis, an IE process based on
a whole morpho-syntactic analysis of documents
would not often be realistique. When dealing with
free-format texts, such analysis would not be of a
great interest in the text mining process usually
based on key patterns.
In the case of free format texts, the rules of
linguistic grammars are seldom respected. These
texts rather tend to transmit information with

few words without using entities such as determinant, verb and other punctuation.
In the current paper, we are interested in the
structures of sub-languages present in free-format
texts. Given the structure of the sub-language
representing e.g. the address in the advertisement of an exposure on Egypt that will take place
in Paris may avoid concluding too quickly (and
wrongly) on the place of the exposure upon the
simple presence of Egypt city name.
Text Mining research ﬁeld has been focused on
since 1991 through MUC programs. However, it is
still domain speciﬁc and time-consuming to build
a new system or to adapt an existing one to a
new domain. Although symbolic and statistical
methods have been applied in some IE systems
(e.g. (Caliﬀ et Mooney’97), (Huﬀman’96)), not
a lot have combined Grammatical Inference with
(naive) statistical information.
Techniques of Grammatical Inference (GI)
((PR’82), (Miclet)) promise to be useful in this
ﬁeld by accompanying the process of Text Mining
to exploit the (partial) morpho-syntactic structure of patterns (or of sub languages) with a
minimum amount of information on the contents
structure. These techniques attempt to induce
the structures of a source data (ﬂow of signs)
by a set of production rules of a regular grammar1 . The induced grammar being an element
of a (language-inclusion) lattice, then the text
mining is concerned by an informed search (seen
as generalisation) within this lattice carrying required information and semantics.
In this paper, we consider the case of a textual base (with free syntax) of seminar announcements. Note that various formats of announcement are possible. A ﬁrst example of such announcement is given below.
Seminar of the Institute of Nuclear physics of Lyon
problem of the mode conversions
Yves Colin de Verdiere
1

In the Text Mining ﬁeld, one is interested in the (socalled surface) structure of the sub-language usually governed by regular grammatical rules.
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Fourier Institute of Grenoble
14:30 H - Room 27
Paul Dirac Building

The aim of the processing of these announcements is to extract various information such as
the Date or the Subject in a seminar. Finals measurements like the research ﬁelds of a university
(or a researcher, etc.) can then be extracted. In
the supervised process we consider, the text mining task applied to such a corpus could break up
into several phases.
In this process whose goal is to extract slot
ﬁllers, the important templates slot ﬁllers are already deﬁned by an expert2 : he/she knows in
advance which kind of information is contained
(and sought) in the base. The principal phases of
this process is brieﬂy described below. Note that
a L means that the action takes place during the
Learning phase and a T means during the Test
phase :
transformation and homogenisation of the characters, sentence
extraction, suppression of some common
words and punctuation in the text, etc.

Preprocessing (LT)

extraction of lexeme
and basic lexical classes; constitution of a dictionary/lexicon of terms and keywords in various slots (e.g. the institute for an announcement) starting from positive examples;

Morphological Analysis (LT)

regrouping of the
lexeme, constitution of simple and partial
syntactic entities according to the structures
of the sublanguages;

Partial syntactic analysis (LT)

training of the grammar of sublanguages from positive examples
together with the description of negative examples;

Grammatical Inference (L)

extraction
of
measurements, frequencies, weight and
probabilities on the (couple of) patterns in
the sample set;

Statistic analysis (Bayesian) (L)

to the induced
grammar using the results of the Bayesian
analysis3

Adding (semantical) actions (L)

2

The expert in this domain is just a scientiﬁqueresearcher familiar with such seminar announcements
3
a semantical action is a term from the syntax directed
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Added to this process is a postprocessing and
decision making phase (e.g. classiﬁcation of unprocessed free zones, etc.) that will complete the
process of learning. For other corpus, we may also
need to annotate samples in the same phase.
It is also appropriate to note that examples can
be incomplete. For instance, the Hour may be
missing within an announcement or it can be expressed in a diﬀerent form (for example, by the
”Friday afternoon” expression).
In the reminder of this paper, we will describe
the interest of the Grammatical Inference (section 3) and the Bayesian analysis (section 4) with
respect to the textual IE task. We describe examples of announcements database we considered
and give some aspects of the realization in the section 7.

2

Seminar Announcement Corpus

We consider a textual database of seminar announcements. Announcements may have several
formats. Below, there are several examples of
seminar announcement we made up via the WEB.
Some examples are complete : examples 1(given
above), 2 and 3 contain signiﬁcant informations.
In example 4, the Address and the P lace are
missing. In example 5, the Speaker is not given.
Note also that these examples were originally in
French. We give hereafter some of their English
translation.
2- Seminar
Conference Room, 1st floor, IRIGM
Build.
Thursday April 11 2002, 14h30, Yves Mheust,
ENS Paris
Flow of Stokes in a rough open fracture
3- Seminar in Toulouse: Migration towards the
free,
Utopia or reality?
By Romance Nicolas. 05/16/2003 at 13:15
4- seminar: security and Internet
Paul-Andre Pays, Tuesday, Jan 25 1996, 15:15
5- Arithmetic Seminar
Thursday February 25 at 11h
in Kampe de Feriet room, M2 Build.

2.1 Slots and Fillers
The following slots are deﬁned for the seminar announcements processing (abreviations are further
used in the paper).
< Sub >

the (general) T opic and the Subject
of the seminar,
< Org >
the organiser, i.e. a university, lab.,...
< Adr − P lc > the address and/or the place where
the seminar takes place,
and the Attributed Grammars paradigm which denotes (no
syntactic) actions based on the attribute values. Distinguished from the pure syntactical analysis, such actions
take place in a production rule if the rule applied.
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< Sp >
< OrgSp >
< Date >
< Hr >

the person who will make the talk,
the organisation of the Speaker (e.g.
the lab. of the Speaker),
the date of the seminar,
the beginning hour (or the time range)
of the seminar.

An announcement starts with the seminaire
(seminar) keyword.

3

Grammatical Inference

In the IE applied to natural language texts, there
are major diﬀerences between the Sentence Analysis and traditional parsers . The goal of syntactic analysis in an IE system is not to produce a
complete parse tree for each sentence in the text.
Instead, the system needs only to perform partial parsing: that is, it needs only to construct as
much structures as the IE task requires.
Current methods (see e.g. (Weischedel), (Appelt’95)) use generally global constraints to resolve local ambiguities. But because of inevitable
gaps in grammatical and lexical coverage, full sentence parsers may end up making poor local decisions about structures in their aim to create a
parse spanning the entire sentence.
Furthermore, the syntactic analysis in a text
mining process is avoided for several more reasons:
- the cost and the complexity of this analysis,
- the very few use of the results of this analysis
(the goal is not to correct errors or to translate
the text),
- the texts may not follow the correct and complete syntax (of French in our case), etc.
A partial parser looks up for fragments of
text that can be reliably recognised, e.g., noun
and verb groups. Because of its limited coverage, a partial parser can rely on general patternmatching techniques, particularly ﬁnite-state machines, to identify these fragments deterministically based on pure local syntactic elements.
Partial parsing is well suited for information extraction applications for an additional reason :
the ambiguity resolution decisions that make full
parsing diﬃcult can be postponed until later
stages of processing where top-down expectations
from information extraction task can guide the
system’s actions.
In our seminar announcement, the subject is
similar to a noun group but may not follow its
rigorous syntax. Then, the inference stage helps,
in this case, to retain eﬀective rules used in the ex-

amples. Therefore, the corresponding text mining
process will rather be a syntax directed process.
Starting from a sample basis (positive examples and negative cases description, see the section 5.1), the Grammatical Inference (GI) induces
production rules of a regular grammar4 (a deterministic ﬁnite state automaton, DFA) of this sample set. In the test phase, the sentences presented
to the grammar will be regarded as pertaining (or
not) to the language generated by induced grammar.
The Grammatical Inference carries out a classiﬁcation of the sentences (accept or reject means
belonging or not to a given language) but, in its
original form, it does not handle the semantics
of these constructions. Hence, Bayesian measures
will guide the process by predicting the slot to
be submitted to the grammar. The IE process is
then achieved with more precision and reliability
(see also (Freitag’97)).

4

Naive Bayesian use

Several techniques of text mining use the Bayesian
analysis that (even in its naive form) gives interesting results. In the method known as naive
Bayesian, the document is presented as a vector
of characteristics (e.g. various sections of an announcement). Other presentations such as bag of
words consider the text in the form of a collection
of words where any internal structure (physical,
logical, morpho-syntactic or semantics) is inhibited.
The Bayesian rule is recalled below. Given a
hypothesis (e.g. to have such a section of the class
C in such a context inside a seminar announcement) and an example of announcement E over
C, we have:
P r(E/C) . P r(C)
P r(E)
The idea is to express the weighted probability
of the membership of a pattern or a sub-language
within a class C according to the characteristic of
the text E and those of other texts classiﬁed as
such.
To summarise the current process, key patterns
leading to recognise the various (but not all) ﬁllers
of an announcement are ﬁrst deﬁned during the
P r(C/E) =

4

We note that the Context-Free grammar induction is
an actual and active research ﬁled facing hard constraints
making the general Context Free induction problem nodecidable.
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training stage. Together with the key patterns,
the frequency measurements and the regular production rules will help to decide (nearly naively
classify) a section of the announcement. During
the test phase, a pattern p ﬁrst gets a probability
to belong to a slot ﬁller by the presence of a deterministic keyword (100 %) and/or by the probability (from the frequency table) of its (possibly left
and right) context. p is then submitted to the induced grammar according to these probabilities.
Failure cases are postponed to the postprocessing
step5 . Further more, the process uses the backtracking in order to re-consider other possibilities
(see section 7 for the Sub ﬁller).

5

The Application of the GI

It is easy to note that a simple textual search cannot be appropriate for extracting knowledge from
our seminar announcements. Methods of knowledge extraction based on the Bayesian analysis
allow to predict the position of a given information in the text together with its average length
(see e.g. (Freitag’97)). This technique, based on
the learning of the position of a section (e.g. the
< Sub > section) would not be appropriate here
because the format of announcements are free.
In addition, an announcement can be incomplete.
Thus, getting the induced grammar of e.g. the
<Adr − P lace> section will make it possible to
analyse the content of that sub-language.
Obvisiously, the Inference engine applied to the
entire announcement gives the sequential structure of an announcement: the sequence of various slots or sub-languages. This does not bring
any relevant information. One obtains a grammar
that conﬁrms that the format of an announcement
is in a free-format. Instead, the grammatical inference is used in various sub-languages (e.g. the
heading or the subject of an announcement) that
may contain relevant information. As an example, the heading can contain a topic, a subject or
an organiser that can possibly extend in the reminder of the announcement. The subject (Sub)
can add precise details to the Topic of the seminar and vice versa. Such complementary data are
registered both in the frequency table and hard
5

e.g. in the case of ambiguity (or failure on p), if a
pattern p� (p� �= p) has been successfully recognised to
fulﬁl a slot ﬁller, the pattern p is tried against other related
sections. Several lookup may be necessary in more complex
cases. A blind application of the induced production rules
is the last chance.
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coded in the production rules. The sequence of
operations is governed by the key patterns, the
probabilities from the frequency table (table 1)
and, ﬁnally, by the production rules.
A quite brief presentation of the applied GI process is given in the section 11. It may be noted
that if the Grammatical Induction is processed
only upon positive examples (the set I+ set below), the result tends to over-generalise the language induced. Hence, the expert may express
negative descriptions that are representative of
the words that must be rejected6 . For example,
he may state that a seminar announcement heading containing the Hour value must be rejected.
The following example contains some negative examples for an announcement heading (the set I− ).
5.1

An Example

As an example, the results of the grammatical inference on the heading of announcement follows.
The grammar below partially describes what the
headings of the sample set contained. Hence, the
following I+ does not cover all possible headings
in all seminar announcements, but those of the
sample set. The GI engine received a set of (more
than) 100 positive examples (see section 8) from
the test corpus.
I+ ={’SDON’, ’S:T’, ’S’, ’ST’,’SDT’,’SV:T’,’SN:T’, ...}
I− ={’Sa’, ’SS’, ’S::T’, ’S::L’, ’S::N’,’SDD’,’SOO’, ’S’,
’Sa:’, ’SD:’, ’SaVV’, ...}
where
S : the ”séminaire” keyword (seminar in English),
D : < Det >, a determinant (e.g., ’du’, ’de la’, ’des’ ) like
’of ’ or ’of the’ in English
T : <Thème> , an exposed T opic − Subject (e.g. Algorithm, Complexity , Internet and Security, etc.),
N :< N om >, a Noun, e.g. name of a research laboratory
,
O : < Org >, an organisation name (e.g. institute, laboratory, university, school...)
V : Ville, name of a City, e.g. Toulouse
’:’ : this character,
’à’ : this character (stands for ’at’ or ’in’, ... in English).

The induced grammar accepts the language L+ :
the induced language for the I+ and rejects those
of L− (the induced language of I− ). The ﬁnal induced automaton accepts the language given below7 . The rules that reject unsuitable constructions (i.e. words in L− ) are not reported here for
6

For the seminar announcement case, negative examples
are quite straightforward.
7
Notation: (X�Y ) means (X or Y ). The dot denotes
the monoid concatenation and ε denote the empty string.
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the sake of clearness. However, one may observe
that a rejection takes place in the induced DFA
when a derivation (upon a token) leads to a ﬁnal
failure state F− (see section 5).
The language of the induced ﬁnite state
automaton The language induced from the set
I = (I+ ∪ I− ) for the heading part of announcements is given below. Recall that this deﬁnition gives only the successful derivation paths.
L+ = ”Séminaire” . L1
L1 = � || (’:’ � ’’) . L3 || < N om > . L5 || <Thème> . L6
L3 = < Org > . L6 || (< T hème > � < V ille >) . L1
L5 = ’:’. L3
L6 = � || < N om > . L1

Nota Bene: the induced grammar being a logical
grammar (called DCG), predicates expressing the
constraints and other actions are then added to
its rules (see the example below). For example,
while recognising (in their context):
- a <Thème> may contain a part of the Subject;
then the value corresponding to the Subject will
be added to the < Sub > ﬁller;
- for a < V ille >, the corresponding value will be
added to <ADR − P lace> ﬁller8 .
Other possible adjustments are achieved during
the post-processing phase.
5.2

An example: the Date analyser

Below, some of the induced grammar rules (together with their semantical actions) for the <
Date > ﬁller are given. The lack of any part of a
Date (e.g., the day-name) is not reported here9 .
[”date”][” : ”][”le”][< Day − name >]
[< M id − day >][”le”] < Day > [< Sep >]
< M onth > [< Sep >] < Y ear > .
<Mid − day >:: < W ord > {$1 ∈ {”matin”} ;
$1 ∈ {”matin”} ; add(part of Heure, ”8h − 12h”, 100)
OR $1 ∈ {”après − midi”} ;
add(part of Heure, ”14h − 18h”, 100)}.
< Month >:: < N umber > {$1 ∈ {1..12} ;
add(part of Date, $1, 100)}
� < W ord > {$1 ∈ {”jan”..”dec”} ;
add(part of Date, $1, 100)}.
<Day−name>:: < W ord > {$1 ∈ {”lun”..”sam”} ;
add(part of Date, $1, 100)}.
< Day >:: < N umber > {$1 ∈ {1..31};
add(part of Date, $1, 100)}.
< Year >:: < N umber > {$1 ≥ 1990};
add(part of Date, $1, 100)}.
< Date >::

< Sep >::

� �

/ � � :� � � −� � ...

− − a separator

Nota Bene: the value 100 (parameter of the predicate add) indicates the conﬁdence coeﬃcient of
the value assigned to the ﬁller. Here, the case of
8

In the <Adr − P lc> context.
[x] means an optional x; $k denotes the value of the
literal (a.k.a. yacc compiler compiler).

9

kth

< Date > is rather simple and follows a known format. We may however note that the presence of
”matin/après-midi” (AM/PM in English) of the
< Date > will complete the < Hr > slot ﬁller.

6

Frequency Measurements

Considering a sample set of 100 examples, the
percentage values are given below (OrgSp
� Organiser − Speaker � ,
abbreviates
P res
�
stands for P resent� , Sub for � Subject� , P lc for
� P lace� , Hr for � Hour � and Sp for � Speaker � ):
Ance
Sub
Org
Date
Hr
Plc
Adr
Sp
OrgSp

Sub
14
0
0
0
9
4
4
4
14

Table 1:

Org
9
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Date
41
4
4
0
4
23
9
9
0

Hr
4
0
0
77
0
0
0
0
4

Plc
14
9
4
9
41
0
4
4
4

Adr
14
0
0
0
0
36
0
0
0

Sp
9
23
0
4
18
4
0
0
0

OrgSp
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
36
0

End
0
9
0
4
14
23
32
4
14

Pres
100
45
9
95
86
91
50
59
36

Frequency table of various sections in the seminar database

In the above table, a cell Ci j gives the frequency
of the column j that followed the line i in the
training set. The Pres column (the last one) gives
the frequency (the Presence) of each line in the
training set. We add to this table two other values: 77% of the announcements contain a T opic
in their heading, and 18% of the headings contain an indication on the organiser (Org). The
present (pres) column indicates that e.g. the Sub
is present only in 45% of the announcements. The
cells containing 0% are of a particular interest because they give indications on the cases that do
not occur. For example, < OrgSp > never follows
the heading of an announcement.
As an example, we apply the conditional probability to the section Sub of the example of section 1 where the slot of the second line is not
determined. This example shows how the postprocessing will help deciding the slots ﬁller. Given
the table 1 above, the probability so that the unknown section (2nd line of this example) in this
announcement be a Subject (surrounded by the
Heading and the Speaker ) is 12%. However, this
announcement does not contain a Subject in its
heading and, the Speaker is the successor of a
23
Subject in 45
cases. Therefore, the ﬁller is predicted at 23% (weighted 51%) to be the Subject.
Note that the strongest probability of the section that follows the heading is the Date section.
However, one can recognise a Date by the keywords in the induced grammar.
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The depth of the Morpho-Syntactic analysis is
a system parameter. In some cases (see e.g. (Appelt’95), the (partial) linguistic class from this
ﬁller can be extracted giving a (partial) Noun
Group (even without any initial determinant).

Results for the Example

This section describes brieﬂy of the experimentation on the seminar announcements corpus.
For the grammatical induction, the GI process
is applied in the morphological step result in order
to learn to reject useless combinations10 .
Textmining applied to the seminar database
produced the following results for the above seminar example (conﬁdence coeﬃcient for a ﬁller
value is reported beside if less than 100, the original database is in French):
Org
=
Sub
=
Sp
=
OrgSp =
Hr
=
Adr Plc =
Adr
=
Date
=

8

”Institut de Physique Nucleaire de Lyon”
”Le probleme des conversions de modes” (51)
”Yves Colin de Verdiere”
(51)
”Institut Fourier Grenoble”
(61)
”14:30 H”
”Salle 27-Rez de chaussee-Bt. Paul Dirac”
”Institut de Physique Nucleaire de Lyon”
””

Performances Evaluation

Several textual IE systems, notably those of
MUCs, involved large training corpora with over
a thousand documents and their templates (see
e.g. (Grishman’97)). However, such large consistent training corpora may be expansive since
they would not be available for most real tasks.
Users may only be willing to prepare a few dozen
examples of ﬁlled templates.
Experiments with smaller training collections,
such as the 100 documents provided for MUC6 suggest that fully automated learning techniques, when provided only with text examples
and associated templates, and with minimal automatic syntactic generalisation may not be able to
achieve suﬃcient coverage (see e.g. (Fisher’96)).
We paid a special attention to the over generalisation pitfall of the GI engine. An amount of
work was done in testing the GI engine on several diﬀerent corpora (bibliography, abstract, table of content, etc.) in order to improve the induction algorithm. The GI engine is parametric such
that several11 diﬀerent degrees of generalisation
10
Here, some linguistic knowledge is required to eliminate useless lexical class combinations from morphological
analysis.
11
Three for the moment
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Figure 1: Performance evaluation
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can be ﬁxed (by variating the constraints over the
language-inclusion lattice of automata). The output automaton is then tested against the training
set and the one (that accepts all positive examples rejecting all negative one) with least number
of states is chosen. One may observe that the
reﬁnement operator is hard-coded within the the
Congruence Predicate of section 5 and the above
(and the following) parameters.
In addition, another parameter is available in
the GI engine the turns on-oﬀ the so-called enrichment issue12 . The GI engine is described in
(Saidi’03).
However, we are aware that larger sample sets
(other domain speciﬁc corpora such as resume
scanning) are needed to improve the system.
Larger sample set has however an inconvenience.
Recall that the search space is given by the lattice
of language-inclusion speciﬁed by the GI process
and illustrated by the Congruence Predicate. This
search space grows exponentially with the size of
sample set I.
Starting with 300 examples, we applied then
a ten-fold cross validation and observed that the
results were not signiﬁcantly changed for more examples.
Metric used : using a given corpus of announcement, evaluation metrics are based on the ﬁller
presence and its
prediction.
N umber of Correctly assigned slots
P recision =
Recall =

N umber of assigned slots

N umber of Correctly assigned slots
N umber of correct present slots

In addition, an harmonic measure called Fmeasure (see e.g. (Lehnert et Sundheim’91)) is
used to give the mean of the above values:
12
Simply speaking, the question is whether one can learn
positive derivation from negative examples.
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F − measure =

P recision × Recall
+ Recall)

1
2 (P recision

The diagram of the ﬁgure 1 shows the performance percentages we obtained. As one may observe for the seminar announcements corpus, it
is not surprising to have high performance values (95% and 80%) given the intended slots and
the relative low risk of error. The system is quite
domain speciﬁc and may even be enhanced. However, appropriate modiﬁcations are needed in order to apply it to other kind of corpus. Work is
currently done to adapt the system to other corpus.

9

The Related Work

Several textual IE system have been proposed
since the focus on researches started by MUC program of DARPA (e.g. (DARPAs), (Lehnert et
Sundheim’91)).
The use of pattern dictionary is common to
many systems. Some uses clustering to create patterns by generalising those identiﬁed by an expert
(see e.g. (Soderland-1)). The dictionnary we use
in the present work contains basically keywords
(and their lexical class) that are used during the
analysis.
Syntactic information can be used as in Autoslog ((Riloﬀ’93), (Riloﬀ’96)) that uses a set
of general syntactic patterns validated by an expert. Among these systems, some uses advanced
syntactic analysis to identify the relationship between the syntactic elements and the linguistic
entities (e.g. in (Huﬀman’96)). This analysis
is costly (when the semantic information is not
used) and may limit the system specially if linguistic rules are not respected (like in our seminar
examples).
In many IE systems, human interaction is
highly required through diﬀerent phases of training. Machine Learning techniques like decision
trees are used ((McCartht et Lehnert’95)) to extract coreferences using the annotated coreference
examples.
Among these systems, the current work is
closed to PAPIER system ((Caliﬀ et Mooney’97)).
RAPIER is an ILP system that takes pairs of documents and ﬁlled templates and induces rules that
directly extract ﬁllers for the slots in the template.
This system uses constraints on words and partof-speech tags surrounding the ﬁllers’ left and
right contexts. To some extent, our system can be

seen from this point of view since, as mentioned
in the GI section 3, our grammatical Inference
engine implements this technique implicitly. In
addition these results should be compared with
those of the Named-Entity research work (see e.g.
(Bikel’99), (Palmer’97)) and aims to learn names
by identifying all named locations, persons, organisations dates and so on.

10

Conclusions

We presented an IE system that ﬁlls slots of a
template associated to seminar announcements
using Grammatical Inference and Bayesian measurements.
Once the template slots are ﬁlled, current techniques of Data Mining can be applied to the
database made up (see e.g. (Ahonen’98)).
Two directions are possible for the future of the
current system: improving the current one and/or
extending it to other corpora (like resume scanning, job announcement, marine’s weather announcement, etc.).
Fore the ﬁrst one, we actually work on the WEB
HTML documents. In such a semi-structured
document, HTML tags are of very limited use.
In fact, HTML tags are format mark-ups and not
content mark-ups. However, one can use these
tags to bound various sections of a document.
Grammatical Induction needs to concentrate on
limited sections. Otherwise, the complexity of the
GI algorithm discourages any computation. Another motivation was that HTML text database
is immediately available. Here, once such information are gathered using these tags, the remaining of the task of IE (inside the text) should be
done using the above system in order to extract
useful information from these documents. Partial
results on this corpus shows that poor HTML documents (with the simplest tags like /title, /head
and /body) are not of great interest. We currently
apply a HTML parser (realized by ECL students)
that would reformat the HTML documents prior
to any analysis. Partial results are not yet encouraging.
For the second direction, the best eﬀort is made
to extend the system to a job announcement corpus (and marine weather announcements). We
have kindely been suggested to work also on resume scanning.
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Annexe

A quite brief presentation of the applied GI process is given below (details in (Saidi’03)).
Given the sample sets I+ (positive examples)
and I− (negative examples descriptions), one
deterministic ﬁnite state automaton (DFA) is
associated to each example of I = I+ ∪ I− .
During the GI process, states of these automata
are merged according to the following predicate :


s’1

[α]





s1





s’2



[β] s
2





Predicate Congruence(r1 , r2 ) :
adds constraints to the constraint store θ
Let r1 and r2 be the above rules (transitions) with α,β ∈ Σ
r1 : [α] × s�1 → s1
r2 : [β] × s�2 → s2
(1) if s1 and s2 are diﬀerent ﬁnal states in (F+ × F− )
then add [s1 ]�=[s2 ].
(2) if [α] = [β] then
add ([s�1 ] = [s�2 ] ⇒ [s1 ] = [s2 ]) (The DFA condition)
(3) if [α] �= [β] then add [s1 ] �= [s2 ]

Here, F+ (resp. F− ) is the set of ﬁnal states for
the positive examples I+ (resp. I− ). [α] denotes
the equivalence class of α ∈ Σ. Identically, [si ]
denotes the equivalence class of the state si . The
aim of this predicate is to compute the equivalence classes of the states and to create a constraint store θ on the ﬁnal DFA. Then, given
these constraints13 (that describe a lattice of automata), we pick up a solution that minimises the
number of the states, accepting words of the language of I+ (a.k.a. L+ ) and rejecting those of L− .
Givens the rules r1 and r2 above, the application of the Congruence predicate can produces 3
diﬀerent conﬁgurations (i.e. [s’1 ]=[s’2 ] ∧ [s1 ]=[s2 ],
[s’1 ]=[s’2 ] ∧ [s1 ] �= [s2 ], [s’1 ] �= [s’2 ] ∧ [s1 ] �= [s2 ]).
Although [α]=α in its simplest form, we introduced the notion of equivalence class for the alphabet using the lexical class function CL(α)=[α]
where:
[α]=[β] iﬀ α = β or CL(α)=CL(β), α,β ∈ Σ.
For example, diﬀerent city names are considered equivalent. In addition, two (possibly different) organizations (university, research laboratory) are equivalent.
Note that if we consider α1 (resp. β1 ) as
the left context of α2 (resp. β2 ) and α3 (resp.
β3 ) as its right context, we will cover, to some
13
The set θ contains constraints on integers, ﬂoats
and boolean expressions.
The current system uses
GNU-Prolog Constraint Logic Programming environment
(http://www.inria.fr/)
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extent, the case studied in (Caliﬀ et Mooney’97):
   
] s
] s [α3
] s [α2
s11 [α1
14
12
13
   
  

] s
] s [β3
] s [β2
s21 [β1
24
22
23
   

Applying the Congruence predicate to this case
will produce 5 diﬀerent conﬁgurations (depending
on the equivalence classes of αi ,βi ) with various
number of states in which the ﬁnal induced minimal DFA has 4 states. Constraint store then will
decide the ﬁnal induced DFA considering all transitions and the negative examples.
It may be noted that the Grammatical Induction processed only upon positive examples
(I+ ) tends to over-generalize L+ (see e.g. (Ahonen’98)). Hence, the expert may express negative
descriptions that are representative of the words
that must be rejected. For example, he may state
that a seminar announcement heading containing
the Hour value must be rejected. The I− set of
the section 5.1 contains some negative examples
for an announcement heading.
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Abstract
This paper describes a procedure for obtaining
and generalising, automatically, patterns that
can be used as sure-ﬁre rules, i.e. rules that
have a very high precision (albeit, possibly, low
recall) for Named Entity Recognition. The experiments performed on the CoNLL-2003 training and test corpora show that, for people and
locations, the patterns obtained attain very high
precisions just by themselves. The precisions obtained for organisations and miscellaneous entities are somewhat lower, a fact which indicates
that they should not be used without the aid of
auxiliary gazetteers listing common entities belonging to those two classes.

1

Introduction

Named Entity (NE) Recognition is usually deﬁned as
the task of identifying and annotating instances of particular Named Entity categories, such as people, organisations or locations, inside unrestricted text. It
was originally deﬁned as a subtask of Information Extraction (IE) in the Message Understanding Conferences (MUC)1 , competitions in which most of the early
research in NE recognition was accomplished (MUC6
95; MUC7 98). Since then, there have appeared many
new applications of NE recognition, including Text
Summarisation, Question Answering, Ontology Population with instances, and semantic annotation for
ontology-based search engines.
Therefore, the interest on improving the current
technology has not decreased. The MUC competitions have been followed by the CoNLL-20022 and
CoNLL-20033 conferences (Tjong-Kim-Sang & Meulder 03), which addressed NE recognition from texts
written in Spanish, Dutch, English and German; and
the Automatic Content Extraction (ACE) program4 ,
which includes tasks on Entity Detection and Tracking
across documents, and Time Expressions Recognition
and Normalisation.
We can distinguish three types of systems for NE
Recognition:
• Knowledge-based systems, which are based in the
use of rules, patterns or grammars (Caliﬀ 98;
1

http://www.itl.nist.gov/iaui/894.02/related projects
/muc/proceedings/muc 7 toc.html
2
http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/conll2002/ner/
3
http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/conll2003/ner/
4
http://www.nist.gov/speech/tests/ace/
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Soderland 99; Freitag 00; Maynard et al. 02;
Arevalo et al. 04). These rules are generally handcrafted, so there exist pattern languages, such as
JAPE (Cunningham et al. 02), that simplify the
task of writing the rules and the parsers.
• Those that apply Machine Learning techniques,
either alone or in combination, including MemoryBased Learning, Maximum Entropy models and
Hidden Markov Models (Freitag & McCallum 00;
Klein et al. 03; Florian et al. 03; Kozareva et al.
05), Error-Driven Transformation-Based Learning (Black & Vasilakopoulos 02), boosting algorithms (Carreras et al. 03), and Support Vector
Machines (Isozaki & Kazawa 02; Mayﬁeld et al.
03; Li et al. 05).
• Those that combine knowledge-based methods
and ML techniques (Mikheev et al. 98; Mikheev
et al. 99).
In the MUC-7 competition (MUC7 98), the best
results were obtained by (Mikheev et al. 98). It
attained a precision of 93.39%, close to the 96.95%
obtained by the worst human annotator. It can be
considered a hybrid system with several stages. In
the ﬁrst one, the words in the texts were looked up
in gazetteers (lists of common place, people and organisation names). Every time a candidate entity
was found in a list, the system applied rules with
a very high precision (they call sure-ﬁre rules) before annotating it. For instance, the following rules
Xxxxx+ is a? JJ* PROF
shares of Xxxxx+
Xxxxx+ area
indicate that one or more consecutive capitalised
words can be considered as a person, an organisation
or a location if they appear in the place of Xxxxx+
in these three patterns, respectively. If the system,
for example, found the word Washington, which may
appear in the gazetteers for people and locations, it
checked whether the context matched any of the rules
for people and for places. If it is seen in the phrase in
the Washington area, then the sure-ﬁre rule for locations triggers, and it is marked up. After the sure-ﬁre
rules had applied on the corpus, the system continues
with a maximum-entropy model.
In summary, we can consider that there are some
contexts which strongly indicate the presence of a particular Named Entity. Therefore, the approach of using these sure-ﬁre rules to annotate entities before
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executing a second step, possibly based on Machine
Learning techniques, seems very sound. However, a
disadvantage of the pattern-based annotation is that
the rules are generally designed manually and, thus,
they should be diﬃcult to port to new domains and to
new kinds of entities.
This work addresses that problem by proposing a
new algorithm for automatically extracting and generalising the sure-ﬁre rules when a training corpus
is available. The objective is to ﬁnd a set of highprecision patterns with which a few Named Entities
inside a corpus can be annotated, so the corpus provided to the ML techniques already contains some entities identiﬁed and classiﬁed inside it. This new approach will be incorporated soon to the wraetlic tools5 .
This paper is structured as follows: ﬁrst, Section 2
describes the procedure used for extracting and generalising the sure-ﬁre rules; next Section 3 describes the
evaluation performed and the results obtained. Finally, Section 4 summarises the conclusions and describes open lines for future work.

2

Procedure

The general procedure to obtain the sure-ﬁre rules is
the following: ﬁrst of all, for every appearance of a
kind of entity (e.g. people) in the training corpus, we
extract its context window. Next, in a second step, we
generalise those contexts to obtain the patterns shared
by them. The following sections describe these steps
in detail.
2.1

Pattern extraction

The purpose of the ﬁrst step is to extract a set of very
speciﬁc context patterns obtained from the training
corpus. We have worked with the CoNLL-2003 English
dataset, which was built from the REUTERS corpus.
In this dataset, all the words are annotated with partof-speech tags. The sentences are chunked in noun,
verb, prepositional and adverbial phrases, and four
kinds of entities are annotated: person (PER), organisation (ORG), location (LOC), and miscellaneous names
(MISC).
In this step, we simply look for all the instances
of each of the four entity types, and extract a context around them. The context we have used is a
window that includes up to ﬁve words to the left of
the entity, and ﬁve words to its right. The window
never jumps over sentence boundaries. For this experiment, we have only considered the words and their
p-o-s tags; chunking information is discarded. Figure 1 shows several example contexts extracted for
each of the four kinds of entities. The abbreviations
-BOS- and -EOS- mark the beginning-of-sentence and
the end-of-sentence, respectively.
Furthermore, for each entity type, we also collect,
from the training corpora, the sequences of part-ofspeech tags of every known entity. So, for instance,
5

http://www.ii.uam.es/∼ealfon/eng/research/wraetlic.html

NNP NNP is a common sequence for people, as they are
usually represented with two proper names (ﬁrst name
and family name), and NNP CC NNP will be a common
sequence for organisations, as they sometimes include
conjunctions in their names.
2.2

Pattern generalisation (I): Algorithm

The previous patterns might be directly applied on the
test corpus to annotate entities inside it. However, for
the moment, most of them are far too speciﬁc and the
probability that we will ﬁnd exactly the same 10-word
context in a new text is very small. Therefore, we
would like to substitute the patterns that have commonalities with more general patterns with a larger
coverage. The following algorithm is used in order to
generate the ﬁnal set of generalised patterns:
1. Store all the patterns in a set P.
2. Initialise a set D as an empty set.
3. While P is not empty,
(a) For each possible pair of patterns, calculate
the distance between them (described in the
next section).
(b) Take the two patterns with the smallest distance, pi and pj .
(c) Remove them from P.
(d) Obtain the generalisation of both, pg .
(e) If the precision of pg in the training corpus is
over a threshold θ, add pg to P.
Otherwise, add p1 and p2 to D.
4. Return D
The previous algorithm is repeated, separately, to
generalise the patterns for people, locations, organisations and miscellaneous names. The output is the
set containing all the rules that have been obtained
by combining pairs of original rules. The purpose of
the parameter θ is to ensure that we do not generalise
patterns that are too diﬀerent, resulting in rules that
match in many places in the texts with a low precision.
If we set θ to a high value, say 0.9, we are guiding the
search towards high-precision rules; on the other hand,
if we set it to a lower value, e.g. 0.75, then we’ll obtain
a smaller set of rules, which will have a larger coverage
but a lower precision.
The next sections describes how the distance between the patterns is calculated for step (3a), and the
procedure to generalise them in step (3d).
2.3

Pattern generalisation (II): Edit distance
calculation

In order to generalise two patterns, the general idea
is to look for the similarities between them, and to
remove all those things that they do not have in common.
The procedure used to obtain a similarity metric between two patterns, consists of a slightly modiﬁed version of the dynamic programming algorithm for editdistance calculation (Wagner & Fischer 74). This procedure has already been used successfully to extract
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Person:

by/IN Hendrix/NNP ’s/POS former/JJ girlfriend/NN ENTITY ,/, who/WP lived/VBD with/IN him/PRP
green/JJ light/NN to/TO Prime/NNP Minister/NNP ENTITY to/TO call/VB snap/VB elections/NNS ,/,
elections/NNS ,/, its/PRP$ general/JJ secretary/NN ENTITY told/VBD reporters/NNS ./. -EOS-/-EOS-BOS-/-BOS- ENTITY ,/, who/WP as/IN Israel/NNP ’s/POS
-BOS-/-BOS- ENTITY is/VBZ winding/VBG up/RP his/PRP$ term/NN
He/PRP will/MD be/VB replaced/VBN by/IN ENTITY ,/, a/DT former/JJ Israeli/JJ envoy/NN

Location:

China/NNP ’s/POS top/JJ negotiator/NN with/IN ENTITY ,/, Tang/NNP Shubei/NNP ,/, as/IN
-BOS-/-BOS- ENTITY accused/VBD Israel/NNP on/IN Wednesday/NNP of/IN
Iraqi/JJ forces/NNS were/VBD ousted/VBN from/IN ENTITY in/IN the/DT 1991/CD Gulf/NNP War/NNP
positions/NNS in/IN Qasri/NNP region/NN in/IN ENTITY province/NN near/IN the/DT Iranian/JJ border/NN
expected/VBN to/TO travel/VB to/TO the/DT ENTITY before/IN Monday/NNP ,/, "/" Nabil/NNP
minister/NN Shimon/NNP Peres/NNP in/IN the/DT ENTITY town/NN of/IN Ramallah/NNP on/IN Thursday/NNP

Organisation:

the/DT talks/NNS ,/, the/DT official/NN ENTITY news/NN agency/NN quoted/VBN Tang/NNP Shubei/NNP
executive/JJ vice/NN chairman/NN of/IN the/DT ENTITY ,/, as/IN saying/VBG late/RB on/RB
the/DT year-earlier/JJ period/NN ,/, the/DT ENTITY said/VBD on/IN Thursday/NNP ./. -EOS-/-EOS-BOS-/-BOS- ENTITY won/VBD 77,719/CD registrations/NNS ,/, slightly/RB
-BOS-/-BOS- Third/JJ was/VBD ENTITY with/IN 35,563/CD registrations/NNS ,/, or/CC

Miscellaneous:

-BOS-/-BOS- ENTITY farmers/NNS denied/VBN on/IN Thursday/NNP there/EX
,/, but/CC expressed/VBD concern/NN that/IN ENTITY government/NN advice/NN to/TO consumers/NNS to/TO
to/TO Ukraine/NNP this/DT week/NN by/IN ENTITY Vice/NNP President/NNP Lien/NNP ./. -EOS-/-EOS-BOS-/-BOS- ENTITY July/NNP car/NN registrations/NNS up/RB 14.2/CD

Figure 1: Example patterns extracted from the training corpus for each kind of entity.
patterns for identifying hyperonymy and meronymy
relationships inside text (Ruiz-Casado et al. 05). The
edit distance between two strings A and B is deﬁned
as the minimum number of changes (character insertion, addition or replacement) that have to be done to
the ﬁrst string in order to obtain the second one. The
algorithm can be implemented as ﬁlling in a matrix
M with the following procedure:
M[0, 0] = 0

(1a)

M[i, 0] = M[ i − 1, 0] + 1
M[0, j] = M[0,j − 1] + 1

(1b)
(1c)

M[i, j] = min(M[i − 1, j − 1] + d(A[i], B[j]),
M[i − 1, j] + 1,

(1d)

M[i, j − 1] + 1)
where i[1...|A|], j[1...|B|]
and

0 if A[i] = B[j]
d(A[i], B[j]) =
1 otherwise
In these equations, M[i,j] will contain the edit distance between the ﬁrst i elements of A and the ﬁrst j
elements of B. Equation (1a) indicates that, if A and
B are both empty strings, the edit distance should be
0. Equations (1b) and (1c) mean that the edit distance between an empty string, and a string with N
symbols must be N . Finally, equation (1d) uses the
fact that, in order to obtain a string6 Aσ from a string
Bγ, we may proceed in three possible ways:
• We may obtain Aγ from Bγ, and next substitute
γ by σ. If γ and σ are the same, no edition will
be required.
• We may obtain Aσγ from Bγ, and next delete γ
at the end.
6

Aσ represents the concatenation of string A with character σ.
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• We may obtain A from Bγ, and next insert the
symbol σ in the end.
In the end, the value at the rightmost lower position of
the matrix is the edit distance between both strings.
The same algorithm can be implemented for word patterns, if we consider that the basic element of each
pattern is not a character but a whole token.
At the same time, while ﬁlling matrix M, it is possible to ﬁll in another matrix D, in which we record
which of the choices was selected as minimum in equation (1d). This can be used afterwards in order to have
in mind which were the characters that both strings
had in common, and in which places it was necessary
to add, remove or replace characters. We have used
the following four characters:
• I means that it is necessary to insert a token, in
order to transform the ﬁrst string into the second
one.
• R means that it is necessary to remove a token.
• E means that the corresponding tokens are equal,
so it is not necessary to edit them.
• U means that the corresponding tokens are unequal, so it is necessary to replace one by the
other.
Figure 2 shows an example for two patterns, A and
B, containing respectively 5 and 4 tokens. The ﬁrst
row and the ﬁrst column in M would be ﬁlled during
the initialisation, using Formulae (1b) and (1c). The
corresponding cells in matrix D are ﬁlled in the following way: the ﬁrst row is all ﬁlled with I’s, indicating
that it is necessary to insert tokens to transform an
empty string into B; and the ﬁrst column is all ﬁlled
with R’s indicating that it is necessary to remove tokens to transform A into an empty string. Next, the
remaining cells would be ﬁlled by the algorithm, looking, at each step, which is the choice that minimises
the edit distance. M(5, 4) has the value 2, indicating
the distance between the two complete patterns. For
instance, the two editions would be:
• Replacing a by nice.
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A: It is a kind of
B: It is nice of
M
0
1
2
3
4
5

0
0
1
2
3
4
5

1
1
0
1
2
3
4

2
2
1
0
1
2
3

3
3
2
1
1
2
3

4
4
3
2
2
2
2

D
0
1
2
3
4
5

0
R
R
R
R
R

1
I
E
R
R
R
R

2
I
I
E
R
R
R

3
I
I
I
U
R
R

4
I
I
I
I
U
E

Figure 2: Example of the edit distance algorithm. A and B are two word patterns; M is the matrix in which the edit
distance is calculated, and D is the matrix indicating the choice that produced the minimal distance for each cell in M.

• Removing kind.
2.4

Pattern generalisation (III): Algorithm

After calculating the edit distance between two patterns A and B, we can use matrix D to obtain a generalised pattern, which should maintain the common
tokens shared by them. The procedure used is the
following:
1. Initialise the generalised pattern G as the empty
string.
2. Start at the last cell of the matrix M(i, j). In the
example, it would be M(5, 4).
3. While we have not arrived to M(0, 0),
(a) If (D(i, j) = E), then the two patterns contained the same token A[i]=B[j].
• Set G = A[i] G
• Decrement both i and j.
(b) If (D(i, j) = U), then the two patterns contained a diﬀerent token.
• G = A[i]|B[j] G, where | represents a disjunction of both terms.
• Decrement both i and j.
(c) If (D(i, j) = R), then the ﬁrst pattern contained tokens not present in the other.
• Set G = ∗ G, where ∗ represents any sequence of terms.
• Decrement i.
(d) If (D(i, j) = I), then the second pattern contained tokens not present in the other.
• Set G = ∗ G
• Decrement j
If the algorithm is followed, the patterns in the example will produced the generalised pattern
It is a kind
of
It is nice
of
———————————
It is a|nice * of
This pattern may match phrases such as It is a kind of,
It is nice of, It is a subset of, or It is a type of. As can
be seen, the generalisation of these two rules produces
one that can match a wide variety of sentences, so we
should always take care in order not to over-generalise.

2.5

Pattern generalisation (IV):
Generalisation with part-of-speech tags

As shown in the previous example, sometimes, when
two patterns are combined, the result is too general
and matches more contexts than expected. Part-ofspeech tags have been used to modify the edit distance
calculation, in a way such that the edit distance of
two patterns which do not diﬀer in their sequences of
part-of-speech tags will remain small even though their
words are all diﬀerent.
Our patterns are, therefore, sequences of terms annotated with part-of-speech labels, as in the following
examples:
(a) It/PRP is/VBZ a/DT kind/NN of/IN
(b) It/PRP is/VBZ nice/JJ of/IN
(c) It/PRP is/VBZ the/DT type/NN of/IN
The calculation is modiﬁed in the following way: the
system only allows replacement actions if the words
from the two patterns A and B belong to the same
general part-of-speech (nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, etc.). Also, if this is the case, we consider that
there is no edit distance between the two patterns.
The d function, therefore, is redeﬁned as:

0 if P oS(A[i]) = P oS(B[j])
d(A[i], B[j]) =
1 otherwise

(2)

The insertion and deletion actions are deﬁned as before. Therefore, patterns (a) and (b) above would have
an edit distance of 3: two deletions, a and kind, and
one insertion, nice. Note that it is not possible to do
any replacement, because those words have diﬀerent
p-o-s tags. The result of their generalisation is:
It/PRP is/VBZ * of/IN
On the other hand, the patterns (a) and (c) would
have an edit distance of 0, and the result of their generalisation would be the following:
It/PRP is/VBZ a|the/DT kind|type/NN of/IN
2.6

Application of the generalised patterns
for NE recognition

Finally, given a set of patterns for a particular named
entity, the procedure for annotating is straightforward:
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Figure 3: Recall and precision identifying people on test
sets A and B, depending on the number of rules during the
generalisation.

Figure 5: Recall and precision identifying organisations

Figure 4: Recall and precision identifying locations on test
sets A and B, depending on the number of rules during the
generalisation.

Figure 6: Recall and precision identifying miscellaneous
entities on test sets A and B, depending on the number of
rules during the generalisation.

1. For any of the rules in the set D, deﬁned for a
particular entity type,
2. For each sentence in the corpus:
(a) Look for the left-hand side of the rule in the
sentence.
(b) Look for the right-hand side of the rule afterwards in the sentence.
(c) Take the words that are in between. If the
sequence of part-of-speech tags has been seen
in the training corpus for that kind of entity,
annotate it.
For instance, the following pattern
,/, ENTITY announced|said/VBD */* I|We|he|it/PRP
came|did|have|think|wanted/VBD

matches with the sentence Today, John Smith announced Mary he wanted a car. First of all, it is necessary to ﬁnd, in a sentence, a comma. Later on, the program ﬁnds that announced Mary he wanted matches
the last part of the pattern. In between we ﬁnd the
words John Smith, with p-o-s tags NNP NNP, which
is valid for people according to the training corpus.
Therefore, John Smith will be annotated as a person
inside that sentence.

3

Evaluation and results

We have tried the rules on the CoNLL evaluation data
in several experiments:
• Applying the whole set of rules obtained with the
rule generalisation procedure.
• Applying a pruned set of rules that only included
those that applied at least a certain number of
times on the training data.
• Applying the pruned set of rules, and adding
a simple heuristic about a few words that were
clearly mis-tagged.
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on test sets A and B, depending on the number of rules
during the generalisation.

The results are described in the following sections.
Direct application of the rules After extracting
the patterns from the CoNLL training data, they have
been generalised using the previous algorithm. We
have set the threshold θ to 0.9, because we want to
obtain patterns with high precision. In this way, we
can be sure that all the rules obtained at the end have
a precision of at least 0.9 when applied on the training
corpus.
The CoNLL competition provided two diﬀerent test
corpora, named A and B. Figures 3, 4, 5, and 6 show
how the precision and the recall of the set of patterns
varies as we generalise them.
For instance, in the case of people, the system
starts with roughly 6000 very speciﬁc patterns, which,
applied on test set A, have a very high precision
(96.88%), but a very low recall (1.68%). Note that
the precision is not 100%, i.e. a few patterns may
make mistakes. This is because not all the patterns contain a 10-word window if the Named Entity was very near the sentence boundaries. In
the extreme case, an extracted pattern might be
-BOS-/-BOS- ENTITY -EOS-/-EOS-

which will surely have a low precision on any corpus.
As the patterns are being generalised by twos, the
total number of patterns in the set decreases. It can
be seen that precision drops slightly down to 93.5%,
and recall increases up to 32.19%. With test set B,
the performance is rather similar.
The case of locations is also alike to that of people.
In test set A, when the system ﬁnishes generalising the
patterns, the resulting set of rules attains a precision
of 87.8% and a recall of 26.35%. In this case as well we
can consider that the precision of the rules has been
preserved from the training set to the test sets, as it is
very near the value of 90% that we had set as threshold
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for the generalisation. The results for test set B are
slightly worse, 81.5% precision and 15.9% recall.
The results obtained by the rules for organisations
also behave in the same way: before generalising, precision is near 95% and recall is very small; and, as
we proceed, recall improves and precision decreases.
With the ﬁnal set, the precisions obtained are 81.4%
on set A, and 78.3% on set B; and the recall is 11.8%
and 8.9%, respectively.
Finally, the patterns for the miscellaneous entities
have proven the most diﬃcult to learn. This is the only
case in which the most speciﬁc patterns, without any
generalisation, do not have a very high precision. For
instance, in test B, the original patterns obtained from
the training corpus just attain a precision of 77.78%.
After they have been generalised, precision drops to
73%, and recall reaches 10.5%. This set is particularly
diﬃcult because it does not contain a very precise kind
of entities; it includes things such as names of the inhabitants of countries (e.g. German) or illnesses (e.g.
Bovine Spongiform Encephalopathy).
Application of the pruned set of rules In a second experiment, we have pruned the obtained set of
rules to remove those that applied just a few number of
times in the training corpus. The motivation for this
experiment is that, if a rule applies many times in the
training corpus with a very high precision, then we can
be conﬁdent that it will continue having a high precision in the test corpus; whereas if the rule has only
applied once in the training corpus, we have much less
evidence to assert that it will extract correct entities
in other corpus.
We have varied the threshold for discarding a rule
from 1 to 8. In this way, in the ﬁrst run, we keep
all the patterns that applied more than once in the
training corpus; in the second run, those that applied
more than twice; and so on. The results can be seen in
Table 1, columns 5 and 6. The pruning increases the
precision for all entities, at the cost of a small decrease
in recall.
Application with a heuristic Finally, a manual
observation of the results allowed us to identify the most common errors for people and
for locations.
Firstly, the obtained patterns
may extract mistakenly people’s titles together
with their names.
For instance, the pattern
17-year-old/JJ ENTITY and|or/CC

may

extract,

from

the

sentence

17-year-old Secretary John Smith and

the entity Secretary John Smith, while it will be
tagged in the test set as just John Smith. Secondly,
in the case of locations, we found that some patterns
for locations were able to extract weekday and
month names as well. Therefore, in this last run, we
post-processed the corpus to remove all the people
titles (found in a list) and weekday and month names.
The results for test set A are shown in Table 1. It

Type

PER

LOC

ORG

MISC

T
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Patterns
1720
1720
1720
391
1720
262
1720
199
1720
157
1720
120
1720
102
1720
93
1720
81
1387
1387
1387
382
1387
257
1387
183
1387
146
1387
115
1387
89
1387
76
1387
67
1943
1943
1943
425
1943
266
1943
191
1943
146
1943
120
1943
102
1943
82
1943
70
1166
1166
1166
271
1166
184
1166
141
1166
111
1166
89
1166
70
1166
53
1166
48

No heuristic
Prec.
Recall
93.53
32.19
94.20
29.10
94.46
28.72
95.13
28.61
95.63
28.50
95.77
28.28
96.12
28.23
96.46
28.07
96.64
28.07
87.84
26.35
93.43
20.14
93.15
19.98
93.49
19.54
93.72
19.49
93.93
19.38
93.90
19.27
94.10
19.11
94.57
18.94
81.44
11.78
80.00
8.95
80.42
8.58
80.77
7.83
80.00
7.16
80.83
7.23
83.64
6.86
86.41
6.64
88.12
6.64
72.93
10.52
78.21
6.62
78.21
6.62
78.08
6.18
79.41
5.86
85.48
5.75
85.25
5.64
84.48
5.31
87.27
5.21

Heuristic
Prec.
Recall
95.40
32.63
95.41
29.37
95.52
28.94
96.20
28.83
96.71
28.72
96.86
28.50
97.22
28.45
97.57
28.28
97.75
28.28
90.98
26.35
95.36
20.14
95.08
19.98
95.48
19.54
95.72
19.49
95.96
19.38
95.93
19.27
95.90
19.11
96.13
18.94
81.96
11.86
80.67
9.02
81.12
8.65
81.54
7.90
80.83
7.23
81.67
7.31
84.55
6.94
87.38
6.71
89.11
6.71
72.93
10.52
78.21
6.62
78.21
6.62
78.08
6.18
79.41
5.86
85.48
5.75
85.25
5.64
84.48
5.31
87.27
5.21

Table 1: Results after pruning the sets of rules, on test set
A. Columns indicate entity type, the threshold (T) for the
pruning, and the precision and the recalled obtained with
the pruned set of rules with or without the heuristic. T=0
means no pruning.

can be seen that the precision of the rules for people
and locations are somewhat improved, and become
similar to Mikheev’s results (99% for people and
96% for locations after just the sure-ﬁre rules; 97%
for people and 93% for locations after the complete
run of his system). In a few cases, the precision for
organisations changes slightly, due to the fact that
something that has been untagged as a person or a
location may next be tagged as an organisation if a
pattern for ORG matches with its context.
The ﬁnal results for test set B are similar: for people,
the precision is 97.07%. In the case of locations, the
precision obtained was worse (88.70%), due to a single
pattern that classiﬁed all football teams as locations.
The removal of that pattern boosts the precision for
locations up to 96.88%.

4

Conclusions and future work

This paper describes a procedure for obtaining from a
corpus, and next generalising, automatically, patterns
that can be used as sure-ﬁre rules in an Information
Extraction system, in a similar way as the one described in (Mikheev et al. 98). The system obtains
the generalised patterns for one entity in ∼3 hours in
a Pentium 2.4GHz, and the test corpora can be tagged
in less than one minute.
We have shown that, in our case, the patterns learnt
for people and for locations have a very high precision,
combined with a simple heuristic, even without the use
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of gazetteers of people and location names. (Mikheev
et al. 99) quantiﬁes the precision of a sure-ﬁre rule in
the rage 96-98%, so these fall inside the interval. In the
case of organisations and miscellaneous entities, precision is just 87-89%, so it might be better to use them
combined with gazetteers to increase their precisions.
At this point of the work, we may only recommend to
use the system for people and locations, as the patterns for the other entities should be improved a little
more. On the other hand, the recall is low, probably
due to a sparse-data problem. We believe that the
training corpus includes a minimal fraction of all the
possible contexts in which an entity can appear.
Concerning these results, it should be noted that
(Mikheev et al. 98) just applied the sure-ﬁre rules
when the entity that matched the rule also appeared in
a gazetteer. (Mikheev et al. 99) reports that the precision decreases somewhat if a small gazetteer is used,
and may decrease very much (in the case of locations)
if no gazetteer is present. In our case, even without
using a gazetteer, precision is very high for people and
locations, and rather high for organisations. We expect that, combined in this way with lists of people,
companies and place names, the precision of the rules
will be even higher than the one obtained.
For future work, we would like to extend the generalisation procedure, to see if both the precision and
recall of the rules can be further improved if a more expressive encoding is used. Along this line, we plan (a)
to be able to substitute disjunctions of words with the
same part-of-speech, such as big|small|large/JJ by
any word of that p-o-s, ?/JJ, something that is currently not implemented; (b) to extend the generalisation with semantic classes, so patterns such as
The/DT Spain|France|Italy|Japan/NNP Minister/NNP

can be substituted by
The/DT {country:1}/NNP Minister/NNP

using the hyperonymy relationship in WordNet, in a
similar way as in (Soderland 99); (c) to test the system
in unsupervised settings. From a set of seed words
that we know to pertain to a given Named Entity class
(e.g. person names or locations names), we could learn
and generalise the patterns and, using a bootstrapping
procedure, apply those patterns to augment the set of
seed words from which to extend the set of patterns;
(d) to test the eﬀect of gazetteers on the accuracy of
the learnt rules; and (e) to test the inﬂuence of this
system as an initial step in a complete system.
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